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Tel: (208) 233-0128 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
Idaho State Bar No. 3898 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC. an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a 
limited liability company, DAVID EGAN, 
an individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a 
partnersh i p dlbl a FERG USON 
TRUCKING, D. KYM FERGUSON, an 
individual, MICHAEL FERGUSON, an 
individual, and DOES I-X, individuals or 
entities whose true identities are 
currently unknown, 
Defendants. 
Case No. Cl/· (6 , 1.1</;)-
COMPLAINT 
Fee Category: A-I 
Fee: $82.00 
Harris, Inc., by and through its attorney, Norman G. Reece, P.C., and for cause of 
action against the Defendants, alleges as follows: 
COMPLAINT· 1 
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THE PARTIES 
1. Harris, Inc. ("Harris") is a corporation formed, organized and existing under 
the laws of the State of Idaho, and whose principal place of business is lo,:ated in Pocatello, 
Bannock County, Idaho. 
2. Foxhollow Construction and Trucking, Inc. ("Foxhollow"), at all times relevant, 
was an Idaho corporation with its principal place of business in Ririe, Jefferson County, 
Idaho. 
3. L.N. Johnson Paving, L.L.C. ("L.N. Johnson"), at all times relevant, was a 
limited liability company formed, organized and existing under the laws of the State of 
Idaho, and whose principal place of business was located in Idaho Falls, Bonneville County, 
Idaho. 
4. David Egan ("Egan"), at all times relevant, was an individual residing in Ririe, 
Jefferson County, Idaho, and acted with apparent, implied, or real authority on behalf of 
Foxhollow and L.N. Johnson and in furtherance of the objectives of Foxhollow and/or L.N. 
Johnson. 
5. Ferguson Farms is a partnership d/b/a Ferguson Trucking with its principal 
place of business in Jefferson County, Idaho. 
6. D. Kym Ferguson and Michael FE;rguson are partners in Ferguson Farms d/b/a 
Ferguson Trucking, and at all times relevant acted with apparent, implied, or real authority 
on behalf of Ferguson Farms d/b/a Ferguson Trucking and/or Foxhollow and in furtherance 
of the objectives of Ferguson Farms d/b/a Ferguson Trucking and/or Foxhollow. D. Kym 
Ferguson, Michael Ferguson and Ferguson Farms d/b/a Ferguson Trucking are hereinafter 
referred to as "Ferguson." 
7. Does I· X are individuals or entities whose true identities are unknown at this 
time. Harris, therefore, reserves the right to amend this complaint upon ascertaining the 
COMPLAINT·2 
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true identities of Does I . X. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
8. The amount in controversy exceeds the minimum jurisdictional amount for 
the above·captioned court. The court has jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Const. art. V § 20 
and Idaho Code (I.C.) §§ 1·705 and 5·514. 
9. Venue is appropriate in Jefferson County, pursuant to I.C. § 5·404, because 
most of the Defendants reside in or have their principal place of business in Jefferson 
County. 
FACTS 
10. Harris was awarded a construction contract from Jefferson County Joint 
School District No. 251 for work on a water boost pump station, sewer lift station, and 
water and sewer line extension (the "Jefferson project"). 
11. Harris was also awarded a construction contract from Fremont County Joint 
School District for construction of a new high school in Ashton, Idaho (the "Fremont 
project"). 
12. In March of 2002, Foxhollow, through its agent, David Egan ("Egan"), 
contacted Harris and expressed an interest in performing certain work on the Jefferson 
project and the Fremont project. 
13. In April of 2002, Foxhollow, through its agent, Egan, met with Harris to 
discuss Foxhollow's bid for the work on the Jefferson project and the Fremont project. At 
this meeting, Egan informed Harris that Egan and/or Foxhollow's public works license was 
valid for only $500,000.00. Accordingly, Egan requested that Harris issue two separate 
subcontracts for the Foxhollow bid on the Fremont project - one to Foxhol/ow, and the other 
to L.N. Johnson. 
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14. On May 15, 2002, Harris issued a subcontract on the Fremont project to L.N. 
Johnson. This subcontract was signed on June 24,2002 by David Egan on behalf of L.N. 
Johnson, and on June 27,2002 by Scott Harris on behalf of Harris, Inc. A true and correct 
copy of the "Standard Form of Agreement Between Contractor and ~~ubcontractor" as 
signed by the parties thereto is attached as Exhibit A, and its terms and conditions are 
incorporated as if set forth in full herein. 
15. On June 6, 2002, Harris issued a subcontract on the Fremont project to 
Foxhollow. This subcontract was signed on July I, 2002 by Demian Egan on behalf of 
Foxhollow, and on July 3,2002 by Scott Harris on behalf of Harris, Inc. A true and correct 
copy of the "Standard Form of Agreement Between Contractor and Subcontractor" as 
signed by the parties thereto is attached as Exhibit B, and its terms and conditions are 
incorporated as if set forth in full herein. 
16. I ncorporated into the agreements attached at Exhibits A and B was a "General 
Conditions to Contract," a true and correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit C, and its 
terms and conditions are incorporated as if set forth in full herein. 
98·207.80 
17. Each agreement provided, inter alia, as follows: 
(a) Foxhollow and/or L.N. Johnson were to submit to Harris invoices from 
suppliers or other creditors on or before the 20th of each month. (See 
General Conditions to Contract, p.1 ~ 3.) 
(b) As a condition of payment by Harris, Foxhollow and/or L.N. Johnson 
were to furnish Harris with labor and material lien releases for all work 
and material furnished up through the end of each month. (See 
General Conditions to Contract, p.1 ~ 3.) 
(c) "Subcontractor shall pay when due all claims for labor and equipment 
and/or materials and shall prevent the filing of any mechanic's liens 
or suits which shall constitute a material breach of this subcontract. 
In the event that any such suit or lien is filed, he agrees to immediately 
remove it by satisfaction, discharge, dismissal, bond or compromise 
settlement. A failure to do so within ten (10) days after notice shall 
authorize the Contractor to satisfy such claim by any means it deems 
desirable in the premises and to charge Subcontractor with all costs, 
including reasonable attorney's fees, connected therewith. If the 
Contractor finds it necessary to settle such claims, Subcontractor shall 
provide the Contractor with all necessary information and the 
Contractor shall have no responsibility to the Subcontractor for 
settling such claim, using its best judgment, based on the information 
available to it." (See "General Conditions to Contract," p. 2 ,-r 13.) 
(d) "Subcontractor agrees to save, indemnify, and hold harmless Owner 
and the Contractor against all liability, claims, jUdgments ... and 
damages to property arisi ng directly or indirectly out of the obi igations 
herein undertaken, or out of operations conducted by Subcontractor." 
(See "General Conditions to Contract, pp. 3-4 ,-r 21.) 
18. As Foxhollow and L.N. Johnson's work progressed on the Fremont project, and 
as Foxhollow's work progressed on the Fremont project and Jefferson project, Egan 
requested certain payments from Harris under the subcontracts. 
19. In response, Scott Harris inquired of Egan whether all bills incurred by 
Foxhollow and/or L.N. Johnson from material suppliers or equipment lessors had been 
paid. 
20. Egan assured Scott Harris that all such bills had been paid and had been 
submitted to Harris. 
21. Egan's statement to Harris referenced in paragraph 20 was a false statement 
of a material fact, and was known by the Defendants to be false. 
22. The Defendants deliberately withheld from Harris unpaid billings from 
material suppliers, equipment lessors, or other creditors on the Fremont project and 
Jefferson project. 
23. Egan made the statement referenced in paragraph 20 with the intent that 
Harris rely upon it and issue a progress payment as requested. 
24. The Defendants withheld from Harris the unpaid billings referenced in 
paragraph 22 with the intent that Harris rely upon the incomplete information Defendants 
provided to Harris and issue a progress payment as requested. 
98-207.80 
25. Scott Harris had no reason to believe that Egan's statement to Scott Harris 
referenced in paragraph 20 was false, and Harris was ignorant of its falsity. 
26. In reliance on Egan's statement referenced in paragraph 20, and in reliance 
on the incomplete information provided by Defendants referenced in paragraph 22, Harris 
made progress payments to L.N. Johnson. Those payments included a check in the amount 
of $21,904.00, issued on August 20, 2002. 
27. Harris justifiably relied on Egan's statement referenced in paragraph 20, 
because Defendants deliberately withheld invoices from material suppliers, equipment 
lessors, or other creditors on the Fremont project and Jefferson project. 
28. Upon information and belief, Harris' payment of $21,904.00 was ultimately 
deposited by Ferguson, acting on behalf of Foxhollow, and used to make a payment on an 
obligation owed by Foxhollow. 
29. On or about September 16, 2002, Harris received notice from the law firm of 
Anderson Nelson Hall Smith, P.A., representing Pro Rentals and Sales, Inc. (UPro Rentals"), 
and informing Harris that Pro Rentals had not been paid for over $8,000.00 of equipment 
rented to Foxhollow on the Fremont construction project. The invoices for these rentals had 
never been submitted to Harris. 
30. On or about September 18, 2002, Harris received notice from Western States 
Equipment (UWestern States") that it had not been paid for approximately $51,000.00 of 
invoices for equipment rentals to Foxhollow. These invoices had never been submitted to 
Harris and were signed by Ferguson. Harris consequently paid Western States for some of 
these invoices. 
31. On or about September 19, 2002, Harris sent a default letter to L.N. Johnson 
and Foxhollow, outlining the steps necessary to cure the default and requesting information 
on how previous payments from Harris had been applied. 
COMPLAINT· 6 
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32. On September 19,2002 Harris received a letter from the law firm of Anderson 
Nelson Hall Smith, P.A., this time representing Foxhollow, advising Harris that with the 
exception of Western States, all other suppliers on the Fremont construction project had 
been paid. 
33. In reliance upon the September 19th communication froIT". the attorneys for 
Pro Rental and Foxhollow, Harris made additional payments to Pro Rental for equipment 
used on the Fremont construction project. 
34. On or about September 23, 2002, Harris received another letter from the law 
firm of Anderson Nelson Hall Smith, P .A., representing Foxhollow, again adVising Harris that 
Foxhollow was not in default. 
35. In reliance upon the September 23rd communication from the attorneys for 
Pro Rental, and Cross·defendant, Foxhollow, Harris made additional payments to Pro Rental 
for equipment used on the Fremont construction project. 
36. By October of 2002, Ferguson withdrew from the Ashton project and refused 
to complete the work called for under the subcontracts. 
COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT 
37. Harris rea lieges Paragraphs 1·36 as if setforth in full herein and incorporates 
the same by reference. 
38. The subcontract between Harris and Foxhollow, as well as the subcontract 
between Harris and L.N. Johnson, consisted of offers and acceptances, and were supported 
by consideration. 
39. Foxhollow, L.N. Johnson and/or Ferguson materially breached their 
subcontracts with Harris including, but not limited to, the following particulars: 
(a) 
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Failing to submit invoices from suppliers or other creditors within the 
time frames called for in the contracts; 
(b) Failing to furnish Harris with labor and material lien releases for all 
work and material within the time frames called for in the contracts; 
and 
(c) Failing to pay when due all claims for equipment rental. 
(d) Withdrawing from the Ashton project and refusing to complete work 
called for under the subcontracts. 
40. As a result of said breaches, Harris has incurred damages of the types and 
in the amounts to be proved at the time of trial. 
COUNT II - UNJUST ENRICHMENT 
41. Harris realleges Paragraphs 1-36 as if set forth in full herein and incorporates 
the same by reference. 
42. As a result of the transactions set forth above, Harris conferred financial 
benefits upon Defendants, the beneficial nature of which was appreciated by the 
Defendants. 
43. Under the circumstances of this case, it would be inequitable for Defendants 
to retain said benefits at the expense of Harris. 
44. Therefore, Harris is entitled to those benefits to the extent not fully 
recoverable in contract and in an amount to be proved at the time of trial. 
COUNT III - BREACH OF DUTY OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
45. Harris rea lieges Paragraphs 1-44 as if set forth in full herein and incorporates 
the same by reference. 
46. In the contractual relationships between Harris and the Defendants, there 
existed implied covenants of good faith and fair dealing in the performance and 
enforcement of the contractual relationships. 
47. Defendant breached their duties of good faith and fair dealing in the 
performance of their contractual obligations with Harris. 
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48. As a result of Defendants' breaches of the duty of good faith and fair dealing 
towards Harris, Harris has incurred damages of the types and in the amounts to be proved 
at the time of trial. 
COUNT IV - FRAUD AND MiSREPRESENTATION 
49. Harris realleges Paragraphs 1·36 as if setforth in full herein and incorporates 
the same by reference. 
50. Egan's statement to Harris referenced in Paragraph 20, Defendants' 
withholding of information as referenced in Paragraph 22, and Defendant Foxhollow's 
statements to Harris, through Foxhollow's attorneys as set forth in Paragraphs 32 and 34, 
were false representations of material facts, and were known by Defendants to be false. 
Defendants made said representations with the intent that Harris rely upon them and issue 
progress payments to Defendants or pay equipment lessors. 
51. As to the representations referenced in Paragraph 50, Harris was ignorant of 
their falsity, and reasonably relied upon the misrepresentations to Harris' consequent and 
proximate injury for which Harris has been damaged of the types and in the amounts to be 
proved at the time of trial. 
COUNT V - INDEMNITY 
52. Harris realleges Paragraphs 1·36 as if set forth in full herein and incorporates 
the same by reference. 
53. Pro Rentals initiated certain litigation against Harris seeking, inter alia, 
payment for the invoices deliberately withheld by Defendants from Harris, pursuant to I.C. 
§ 54·1927. Said litigation is denominated as Jefferson County Consolidated Case No. CV· 
03·314 (Fremont County Case No. CV·03·213). In a Memorandum Decision and Order of 
October 16, 2003, the Court in said case awarded partial summary judgment to Pro Rentals 
against Harris, Inc. in the amount of $7,781.01, plus interest and attorney fees. 
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54. By virtue of Paragraph 21 of the subcontract [see Paragraph 17(d) supra], 
Harris is entitled to indemnification from Foxhollow and L.N. Johnson. 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COURT COSTS 
55. Harris has been required to retain the services of legal counsel in this matter 
and is entitled to an award of attorney fees and court costs pursuant to I.C. § 12·120 and 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54. 
RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO AMEND 
56. Pending discovery of documents and information relevam to this litigation, 
Harris reserves the right to amend this complaint to bring further causes of action, 
including a count for punitive damages. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Harris prays for the judgment, decree and order of this Court, granting 
the following forms of relief, either cumulatively or in the alternative, as the Court may 
deem just and equitable: 
1. Harris prays for an order requiring Defendants to pay to Harris all damages 
which Harris has suffered on account of Defendants' breach of contract, unjust enrichment, 
breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing, and fraudulent conduct. 
2. Harris prays for an order of indemnity as against Foxhollow and L.N. Johnson. 
3. Harris prays for an award of Harris' reasonable costs and attorney fees 
incurred in connection with this action. 
4. Harris prays for such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and 
equitable. 
·10 
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DATED this 16th day of August, 2005. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.C. 
/,;/ /;1 ~;/~ (i 
// !i V)" '1 /{/M 0(1 ''1/ \.... v By / (I, /Iv'''--:/'i - -, cCU..J!~) (. 
Norman G. Reece, Jr., of the Firm, Attorney for 
Plaintiff 
· . . . . : ~. 
Exhibit A 
Contract No. CD-25-21 0 
STANDARD FORM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN CONTRACTOR 
AND SUBCONTRACTOR 
The following is a standard agreement on this 15th day of May, 2002 between Harris, Inc., "a general contractor" and 
LN. Johnson Paving Co. 
1105 SE Bonneville 
Idaho Falls,ldaho 83404 
herein after called subcontractor. This contract is for the Site Work on following project: 
North Fremont High School 
3561 E. 1300 N. 
As hton, ID 83445 
The owner for this project is: 
Fremont Co. Joint School District 
147 North 2nd West St. 
As hton, ID 83445 
The Architect is: 
CAAlliance 
585 South Main 
Providence, UT 84119 
The following is a deSCription of all labor, material, equipment, and supplies required to perform said work. 
Section 02200- Excavation, Filling, Grading, & Culvert 
Section 02513- Asphalt Concrete Paving. 
Includes all site work associated with alternate # 1. 
The above work is required by Harris Bros. Construction, Inc., by the general contract and specifications between Contractor 
and Owner, and in strict compliance with the following Contract documents, plans and addenda: 
1. Specifications entitled Project Manual. North Fremont High School, Ashton, Idaho. 
2. Plans entitled North Fremont High School, Ashton, Idaho, Fremont County School District. March 2002. 
3. Addenda Number(s): 1,2,3 
4. Liquidated Damages: 300.00 per day 
5. Project Substantial completion Date: 7/1/2004 
6. Substantial Completion: Contractor and subcontractor will agree to schedule submitted by general contractor for approval prior to beginning worle 
Subcontractor will not be held responsible for delays by others. Weather delays will be administered as outlined in the specifications. The schedule will 
become a part of the contract document and will be submitted to the owner as required. 
Alternates 1 are included in this contract. 
Said work shall be performed in a good and workmanlike manner according to best trade practices and in accordance with the 
following "General Conditions to Contract" (5 pages) attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof. Attachment 
herewith is acknowledged. 
For performing this work, subcontractor will be paid in monthly payments per article 3 of the General Conditions to Contract in 
the amount of $409,363.00. 
General Contractor: 
Harris, Inc. 1,;a ,~ 
BY: Scott Harris 
Date 
0(" \1.a (02 
Subcontractor: 
I 
I . 
Exhibit B 
{~ 
Contract No. CD-25-205 
STANDARD FORM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN CONTRACTOR 
AND SUBCONTRACTOR 
The following is a standard agreement on this 6th day of June, 2002 between Harris, Inc., "a general contractor" and 
Foxhollow Construction 
PO Box 605 
Ririe, Idaho 83443 
herein after called subcontractor. This contract is for the Site Work on following project: 
North Fremont High School 
3561 E. 1300 N. 
Ashton, ID 83445 
The owner for this project is: 
Fremont Co. Joint School District 
147 North 2nd West St. 
Ashton, ID 83445 
The Architect is: 
CAAlliance 
585 South Main 
Providence, UT 84119 
The following is a description of all labor, material, equipment, and supplies required to perform said work. 
Section 02200 Excavation, Filling, Grading & Culvert 
Includes all material and labor to complete base bid site work per plans and specs. 
The above work is required by Harris, Inc., by the general contract and specifications between Contractor and Owner, and in 
strict compliance with the following Contract documents, plans and addenda: 
1. Specifications entitled Project Manual, North Fremont High School, Ashton, Idaho. 
2. Plans entitled North Fremont High School, Ashton, Idaho, Fremont County School District. March 2002. 
3. Addenda Number(s): 1,2,3 
4. Liquidated Damages: $300 per day 
5. Project Substantial completion Date: 7/1/2004 
6. Substantial Completion: Contractor and subcontractor will agree to schedule submitted by general contractor for approval prior to beginning work. 
Subcontractor' Id-responsibl s by others. Weather delays will be administered as outlined in the specifications. The schedule will 
a part of the contract document and will be s itted to the owner as required. 
--- #'i.dj}J.~ 
Alternates 1,3,4 are If.lclud~ J./1 thiS contract. 
aid work shall be erfor nd workmanlike manner according to best trade practices and in accordance with the 
following "General Conditions to Contract" (5 pages) attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof. Attachment 
herewith is acknowledged. 
For performing this work, subcontractor will be paid in monthly payments per article 3 of the General Conditions to Contract in 
the amount of $245,705.00. 
Subcontractor: 
~ction 
~,,"~g~o0 
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.. 37. Daily Logs 
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SPECIALTERMS AND CONDITIONS: Unless expressly 
herein,. Subcontractor shall fully perform in a good and 
.. workmanlikernanner" all obligations of the Contract of the 
,work. The parties agree to the following special terms and 
.. conditions: 
.1. WORK TO BE PERFORMED: Subcontractor 
. agrees to fumish all labor, materials, installation supplies, 
.• equipment, services, machinery, tools and other facilities of 
every kind and description, including proper supervision at 
...•... all times, as required for. the prompt and efficient 
performance of said work and all work incidental thereto. 
2~., TIME OF PERFORMANCE OF WORK: Time is of 
. the essence of this Agreement and a substantial part of the 
, consideration is Subcontractor's promise to adhere to the 
time requirements of the job as they now exist and as they 
may be changed during the course of construction. 
Subcontractor agrees to commence construction as soon 
as the site is ready for his phase of the work, and in any 
case within four (4) days after notice from the contractor to ...•.. 
proceed, and to complete each part of his work 
expeditiously and in time to avoid delaying any other work 
at the job site. Should the Subcontractor fail, be unable, or 
refuse to supply sufficient manpower 10 the job, for any 
reason whatsoever, causing a delay in the project it shall be 
a material breach of this contract. Subcontractor will be 
given forty-eight (48) hours, after written' notification, to 
remedy this problem. After this period of time, the 
Subcontractor shall. be accessed liquidated damages until 
such work is caught up (see page one of contract for 
amount). Should the time schedule be changed by the 
order of the Owner, his architect/engineer or the Contractor, 
Subcontractor agrees to comply with the changes as 
instructed by Contractor. Delays caused by acts of God or 
the Owner·' or his architect/engineer shall entitle 
Subcontractor . to . reasonable .... additional time 
performance. ExcepUor such·extensions; Subcontractor 
shall provide, at his expense, the necessary wbrkersand 
work overtime, if required, t6 meet the completion dates of 
each phase of the work and Contractor's time schedule. 
Any breach of this provisior. shall entitle Contractor to 
declare Subcontractor in default, have others complete this 
subcontract and charge Subcontractor withal! costs 
thereof . 
3. PAYMENT REQUEST AND RELEASES: 
Payments to Contractor shall be made monthly as the work . 
progresses. Subcontractor/Supplier Payment Requests 
and a Schedule of Values (or fonm similar to AlA G703) 
must be submitted on or before the Twentieth (20th) of each 
month. Subcontractor shall use Harris, Inc; Payment 
Request form and provide Harris, Inc. with labor .. and 
material Lien Releases for all sums due for work and 
materials fumished up through the end of the month~ It is 
agreed that no payment hereunder shall be required until 
and unless such releases are furnished to the satisfaction 
of the Contractor. The Contractor shall withhold FIVE 
percent (5%) until the job is completed and shall pay 
NINETY-FIVE (95%) for satisfactory work by the tenth (10th) 
of the month contingent upon Contractor receiving payment 
from Owner. Any payment made hereunder shall not be 
construed as evidence of acceptance . of any part of 
Subcontractors work, since Contractor requests that 
payment be made at the earliest possible date, and such 
payments may be made before the Contraclor~s 
investigation of the work is complete. The final FIVE 
percent (5%) shall be paid thirty-five (35) days after 
completion if the contract has been fully performed to the 
satisfaction of the Owner and the Contractor and the 
delivery to the Contractor of all Lien Releases of labor and 
material. 
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4. ,SAFETY REQUIREMENTS: Contractor maintains 
'.' 'an in.cfepth safety' program. A written copy of the 
Subcontractors safety plan and safety procedures may be 
required to be submitted to Contractor prior to 
Subcontractor commencing work. A copy must be 
maintained at the construction site. Weekly safety 
meetings held during the course of this contract must be 
attended by all employers and employees of all sub tier sub-
contractors. 
5. INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION: Subcontractor 
has satisfied himself by his own independent investigation 
concerning the General Contract plans, specification, on-
aU claims for damages or extras with respect to defects or 
failures thereof. Subcontractor assumes responsibility for 
fully informing himself as to the work required and for the 
accuracy of all lines, levels,measurements, property lines 
and reference line in connection with his work. No variation 
from specified line,grades or dimensions shall be made 
. without the written consent of the Contractor. 
.... Subcontractor shall be responsible for protecting his own 
.•.•.•• work .until final acceptance of the entire project by Owner 
< and shall replaceathisownexpense any damaged workor. 
.",' materiaL He shall· make good any damage which he may .\:;~,.causeltd 'otherworkand material on the project, to 
.. ,;structures,orto adjacent property. He shall further hold the 
\:::,~cContractorharmlessfrom any and all loss oLdamage 
:calJs~d by his acts or those of his agents or employees and 
shall pay to the Contactor all losses caused by his 
performance of this contract. 
7. EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES STORAGE: This 
subcontract does not include the use of any Owner's or 
Gontractor's.equipment, facilities or storage, and if they are 
.'. used by Subcontractor, such use shall beat his own risk; 
'after inspection Subcontractor agrees to hold Owner and 
Contractor .harmless from any and all damages of every 
. > kind Whatsoever resulting from such uses. He shall further 
.... . return ,all such equipment, facilities or storage space to 
Contractor in as good condition as when received, upon 
demand by Contractor, or at the completion of the job, 
whichever occurs first. The Contractor shall be entitled to 
payment from Subcontractor of the reasonable rental value 
. of . all eqUipment, facilities, or storage used by 
_ Subcontractor. 
. JOB SITE CONDlTIONS: Subcontractor shall 
comply with all instructions from the Contractor with respect 
to conditions at the site and shallJemove all of his rubbish, 
debris and any unnecessary materials, tools, and 
equipment from the site 01' to any area designated by the_ 
Contractor on a daily basis. In the event that Subcontractor 
maintains any condition at the jobsite which is unsafe to 
persons or property, the Contractor shall have the right, but 
not the obligation, to take any. corrective steps it deems 
advisable and charge subcontractor all costs connected 
therewith. 
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site job conditions, and type of workmen, materials and 
equipment required to complete the job in good and 
workmanlike manner. Subcontractor has entered into this 
subcontract in reliance upon his own investigation and not 
upon any representation·' by . the Owner, his 
architectJengineer or the Contractor. 
6. ASSUMPTION OF RESPONSIBILITY: 
Subcontractor has accepted the conditions of the 
construction site and acknowledges that all related, 
adjacent or dependent work, service, utilities and materials 
are satisfactory to him . and waives any . .and 
9. PRICE INCREASES: Subcontractor assumes the 
risk during the life of this subcontract of all wage, price "and 
material increases and shall not be entitled to any additional . 
payment on account thereof; -' . 
10. TAXES AND PERMITS:Subcontractor::shall 
obtain and pay for all applicable .. licenses, permits, 
inspections and taxes, including but not limited· to all use . 
and sales taxes in connection with the work and materials 
which he furnishes hereunder, without extra charge to the 
Contractor. . . , ... ' 
11. . JOINT CHECKS: The Contractor 'may, 
uncontrolled discretion,. make anycheck;,due 
Subcontractor payable jointly to Subcontracto(and to: any 
labor or materialman who may have a right to file a lien on 
the job, or to any person who could file alienor make a 
claim against the Owner or Contractor. . 
",' -
12. COST OF THE WORK:WhenaIl6ranyportioi)ou 
the price for the work is determined on a cost plus fee' 
basis,the term "cost of the work" shall no! include any 
administrative or overhead expense whatsoever.' All such 
expenses are to be included within theSubcontractQrs'fee~ 
13. LIENS AND CLAIMS: SubcontractorshaHpay 
when due all claim15 for labor and equipmenLandlor,ci' 
materials and shall prevent the filing of any. mechanic's liens' 
or suits which shall constitute a materialbreachotlhis 
subcontract. In the event that any such suit or lien is filed, 
he agrees to immediately remove it by satisfaction, 
discharge, dismissal, bond orcompromiseseWemenL A 
failure to do so within ten (10) days after notice shilU 
authorize the Contractor to satisfy such claim by any means 
it deems desirable in the premises and to charge 
Subcontractor with all costs, including reasonable attorneys 
fees, connected therewith. If the Contractor finds it 
necessary to settle such claims, Subcontractor shall provide 
the Contractor with all necessary information and the 
Contractor shall have no responsibility to the Subcontractor~' 
for settling said claim, using its best judgment, based upon 
the information available to it. 
14. QUALITY OF WORK: Unless otherwise specified 
herein, all materials used on the work shall be new and in 
good condition. Materials for similar uses shall be ·ofthe 
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type and quality and shall match other materials. All 
workmanship shall be the best standard practice of the 
ctradeUniess abetterquaiity is specified in t~e contract 
.Ldocuments. All materialendworkmansnip shall strictly 
'comply with' the general contract,plans and specifications. 
, > In the event that the quality is not specified, Subcontractor 
" ·)·'shaH·ascertain·the quality required before ordering. and 
material, and it shall be the best available, first class or that 
. approved in writing . by the Contractor. In the event that 
; ,color 1s a material fact and is not specified,Subcontractor 
~'~shall ascertain the color desired prior to using any color. In 
·'the eventtnat shop drawings are prepared by 
'.Subcontractor, they shall be used at Subcontractors own 
; risk. Part of the consideration for this contract is Sub-
<' contractors special knowledge and skill and he is expected 
touse that expertise in the performance of his work. If the 
. ;·L'· .. ·plans or specifications are defective, or.if required materials 
"/;are inferior when compared with other materials;· he· shaH so 
':";'advisejheContractorandcooperate inahy adjustments 
... ':thatmaybemade.·, .," ' . , 
;'.1i': . SUBCONTRACTOR'S' EMPLOYEES: 
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11. ASSIGNMENT OF WORK: . All of Subcontractor's 
work shall be performed by Subcontractor and he shalf not 
assign, delegate, or contract the work to anyone other than 
his own employees without the written permission of the 
Contractor. A material part of the consideration for this 
contract is the special skill and reliability of Subcontractor 
and he or his employees shall personally perform the work. 
18. RECORDS: The Contractorshafi have full access 
to Subcontractor's records dtiring regular business hours to 
determine the facts conceming .'. any part of the work 
connected with the performance of this subcontract and 
Subcontractor shall provide the Contractor with any reports 
requested concerning his activities in the performance of 
this contract. 
19. BREACHES: If Subcontractor bf~aches any of the 
terms and conditions herein, the Contractor shaH have a 
righlto immediately cancel" this subcontract, without any', 
liability therefore,in addition to ahy other right or remedy 
which it may have at law or equity. This provision is made 
because the Contractor is responsible to the Owner for the ' 
performance of the entire contract, and the work. of other 
crafts are dependent upon Subcontractor's performance. 
In the event of such a cancellation, the Contractor' may 
complete the work or hire another SUbcontractor to do so 
and charge Subcontractor with a/l necessary costs above 
the total consideration of this contract. In the event that the 
Contractor proceeds to complete' the Subcontractor's work, 
he is hereby authorized to take over all work in progress on 
the jobsite and receive all materials' ordered by 
Subcontractor to complete the job, but shall. be obligated to 
give Subcontractor a full accounting therefCire .. 
20.' . BANKRUPTCY: Subcontracto; ~g;ees notto" " " 
commit any act· of insolvency, bankruptcy or any 
assignment for the benefit of creditors. In the evenfthat 
one of· the above conditions are violated, the Contractor 
may terminate this subcontract immediately without notice, 
and Subcontractor hereby assigns to the Contractor all the 
material assets and equipment on the jobsite or on order for 
the purpose of completing the work required by this 
subcontract. The Contractor shall further have the right to 
take over the work and complete it without liability, except 
that the Contractor shall account to Subcontractor for any 
unused portion of the contract price thirty (30) days after the 
job is completed and return any unused material ordered by 
Subcontractor. 
21. LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY: All work covered by 
this agreement performed at the site of construction, or in 
preparing or delivering material to the site, shall be at the 
risk of Subcontractor alone. Subcontractor agrees to save, 
indemnify, and hold harmless Owner and the Contractor , 
against all liability, claims, judgments, injuries to persons, 
including Subcontractor's employees, and damages to 
property arising directly or indirectly out of the obliga,tions 
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herein undertaken, or out of operations conducted by 
Subcontractor. 
22. BONDING: Subcontractor shaii, if requested by 
the Contractor at the beginning, or any time during the 
course of construction, provide labor, material and 
performance bonds, in an amount equal to 100% of the 
contract price, in a corporate security acceptable to the 
Contractor who shall pay the premium therefore if it is not 
required at the start of construction. Failure to provide the 
requested bond shall be material violation of this contract 
, and give the Contractor a right to terminate it after ten (10) 
days notice to provide the bond. 
23. INSURANCE: Subcontractor shall maintain in full 
, force from the signing of this contract until completion 
Worker's Compensation Insurance covering all employees 
as required by state law. General Liability and Property 
Damage Insurance in an amount as required by the job 
specifications but not less than $1 ,000,000.00 combined 
single limit with an insurance carrier acceptable to the 
. Contractor. Subcontractor shall not commence work' until 
Certificates of Insurance are executed by the insurance 
carrier and are on file with the Contractor and providing that 
the policies are in fuJI force and effect and wi/! not be 
canceled without thirty (30) days written notice to the 
. Contractor. Subcontractor shall insure his interest against 
loss resulting from fire, earth movement, theft, 
embezzlement, riot. or any other cause whatsoever, and 
neither the Owner nor the Contractor shall, under any 
circumstances, be liable or accountable to$ubcontractor 
for any such loss. . . 
· •• ··24. ,GUARANTEE OF WORK: Subcontractor shall 
assume and perform all of the work covered by this· 
. . ' '. subcontract which is of the same type required of the 
> Contractor by the contract documents and. plaps,and he 
"shall assume the Contractor's obligation to satisfy the 
Owner with respect thereto. Subcontractor further will 
provide a written guarantee of al/ of his materials and 
. workmanship for one (1) year from the filing of the Notice of 
...... Completion and will remedy any defects which may appear 
during that time. In the event that the contract documents 
..... and plans should require a greater guarantee, or one for a 
longer period, Subcontractor shall comply with the 
guarantee so required with respect to his part of the work. 
25. LICENSES: Subcontractor represents that he is 
duly licensed by the state in which the jot:, is located to 
perform the work required by this contract <)nd that he will 
maintain such license or licenses during his performance 
under this subcontract. A failure to do so shaH constitute a 
breach of a material covenant and give thB Contractor a 
right to terminate this subcontract, have othe(s complete 
the work, and charge Subcontractor with all costs 
connected therewith. 
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26. LAWS,' RULES, AND REGULATIONS: 'All 
workmanship and material shall comply with all applicable 
laws, codes, rules and regulations. and Subcontractor shall 
comply with all safety regulations, which are applicable to 
his work, and particular .attention for applicability shall be 
given to the United States Department of labor 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration Standards, 
and the regulations of the state in which the job is located. 
The responsibility for complying with all such laws,codes, 
rules and regulations, and safety standards shall be the 
sole responsibility of Subcontractor. If Contractor is fined 
for Subcontractor violations,these costs will be reimbursed 
by Subcontractor. . . 
Subcontractor shall conform b the Equal Employment> 
Opportunity policies of the Contractor and all state, federal 
and local laws, rules and regulations, plans and programs, 
standards and regulations now existing or subsequently 
enacted. Subcontractor shall be fully responsible 'for, 
compliance hereunder by itself, its agents,employees/< 
material suppliers, and subcontractors with respect to its. ~:; . 
portion of the work, and shalf pay, respond· to, or defend' 
any citation, assessment, fine penalty, order, claim,charge 
or criminal or civil action, arising by reason of the failure of 
any party named hereunder to comply. 
27. TESTING: Each piece of equipment installed by. . 
Subcontractor shall be thoroughly tested and adjusted by.? 
him to insure proper functioning fqr its intended. purpose .. JL. .' 
sf)all not make excessive nOise, or vibrations and shall meet 
the usual standards for equipment of its type. If requested, 
Subcontractor shall demonstrate the proper operation of the 
equipment to the Contractor andlor the Owner to their·. 
satisfaction. ' ;;~. 
28, JOBSITE EXCAVATION: If.subcontractor's:w~~Ei.: .. 
requires earth excavation, it shall be done ina safe manner,' 
and in accordance with all. state and federal .. ~afety.> 
regulations. All backfilling of excavated material shall be: 
performed by replacing material. in 6" layers and. 
compacting before placing the"ext layer. Compaction shall . 
be by a suitable method. as necessary to obtain a minimum . 
density of 95%' of maximum .. density by the . "Modified 
Proctor". If additional or less water in the material is 
required to obtain this density, it shall be added or removed 
as necessary. If, in the opinion of the Contractor, Jhe 
compaction does not meet this requirement, the. Contractor. 
may have an independ~nt soil testing laboratory perform 
tests to determine the degree of compaction. IfJheJests 
show the required compaction has been obtained: then .the 
cost of the testing will be paid for by the Contractor, If the 
tests show the compaction to' be less than required, the 
Subcontractor shaH reimburse the Contractor for the costs 
of the tests and continue to compact the excavated area 
until this contract provision is satisfied. 
29. SIGNS AND ADVERTISING: Subcontractor shaH. . 
not place any signs, posters, or advertising at thejobsite 
Harris, Inc.: 
r,,,,,, 
d·; 
except safety. laws, ordinance, and regulation, without first 
obtaining permissions and approval from the Contractor. If 
.peffilission is granted, Contractor may require a degree of 
. uniformity of Subcontractors' signs. 
30. CLEAN·UP: Subcontractor is responsible for his 
':':'1. 
oWn clean-upon a daily basis. In the event that 
.. ; 'Subcontractor does not clean jobsite of his own debris on a 
•. daily basis, Contractor may notify Subcontractor of this 
)'situation in writing and, if not remedied within 24 hours 
'>,thereafter, Contractor may backcharge Subcontractor for 
·'the necessary clean-up .' 
' .. :31. INTERPRETATION OF CONTRACT AND 
..•....• APPROVAL OF WORK: The Contractor shall interpret the 
'contract documents and shall be the judge of the 
:performance of the Subcontractor' thereunder. The 
. . ,Contractor shall have the full authority to reject Work that 
-'does not conform to the contract documents, and payment 
....,shall not be. required on work or materials that do not have 
tSl.Ich approval. . The Contractor may require special tests or 
:. inspections. of work,and materials as a condition of giving 
'. '" such approval. If there should be a conflict between the 
~General Conditions to Contract" and the contract, plans . 
·;~;:·and"specifications '.between the Owner and the 
.• "~)!~,;Subtontractor,.the most stringent ,shall controL 
, ",-", ".\" '. ..' ,. , . . ~ ~ 
~,\;,\, ~ 
/'32. INDEPENDENT SUBCONTRACTOR: The 
,/~Sl.lbcontractor js an independent Subcontractor and has 
;;'~P;;solecontrol in theexclct performance of this contract. ' 
':'-;~{~~"~;"ci;::':!';' ~:~ "." ,,' ,- \ t. ,., '.' ~. ' 
'\~Z33;, SUBCONTRACTOR DISPUTES: The Contractor 
/':;,~reservesjhe right to settle all disputes and backcharges 
;'\s'~\betWeenSlibcontractors and/or suppliers. 
r;c~~YIDAHOEMPLOYMENT. SECURITY: In order to 
.:0 m 'eet. the regulations. of the Idaho Employment Security 
:;;dLaw;Subtontractor must show certified proof that all SUTA 
: has . been' paid. Final payments and retention will be 
~ .. ~;'~Withheld imtil total tax is paid or a bond toa guaranty such 
.;> :~/pi3Ymentshave beehrnade;' '. 
35. TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT: In the event 
< that the prime contract is terminated prior to its completion, 
:'Subcontractor shall be entitled only to payment for work 
actually completed by it at the pro rata of the price herein 
,set forth unless Contractor itself receives additional 
.' .. compensation or damages actually received as is equitable 
, under all of the circumstances. Nothing herein contained 
shall require Contractor to make any claim against Owner 
for additional compensation or damages in the event of 
termination before completion, and it is speCifically agreed 
that the failure of Contractor to prosecute any such claim 
,against Owner shall not entitle Subcontractor to any claim 
... for additional compensation or damages against 
GENERAL CONDITIONS TO CONTRACT 
. May 9,2002 
36. SUBMITTALS: The Subcontractor shall submit to 
the Contractor submittals in sufficient detail and the number 
required in the specifications in a timely manner. Plans are 
available upon request from Harris, Inc. All O&M Manuals 
are due ten (10) days prior to substantial completion or 
Subcontractor may be liable for delays to the project close 
out. 
37. DAIL Y LOGS: Subcontractor shall submit daily 
logs to project Superintendent on forms provided by Harris, 
Inc. or an approved equal. This shall be done at the 
Contractor's request 
38. CONSTRUCTION MEETINGS: At the Contractor's 
request, once the scope of the Subcontractor's work 
begins, the Subcontractor shall have a representative 
attend a mandatory construction meeting held at the jobsite, 
39. ATTORNEY'S FEES: In the event either 
Subcontractor or Contractor institutes legal proceedings, 
whether by court action, arbitration, or otherwise, against 
the other party, or against the surety of the other party, in 
connection with any disputes or matter arising under this . 
Agreement,the party prevailing in that proceeding shail be 
. entitled to recover from the other its actual attorney' fees . 
incurred in good faith, 
Harris, Inc.: Page 5 
Wm H. Mulberry (ISB No. 1381) 
320 W. Ririe Highway 
p n Pr.'V 1 Qr:. 
..L ,'-./ • .LJVi\.. .1. vv 
Ririe ID 83443 
Telephone (208) 538-7760 
Attorney for Defendants: 
Ferguson Farms; 
Ferguson Trucking; 
D. Kym Ferguson; 
Michael Ferguson. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL 
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
) 
) 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiff(s), ) 
) 
Vs. ) 
) 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION, & ) 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a limited ) 
Liabilty Company, DAVID EGAN, an ) 
Individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a ) 
Partnership, d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, ) 
D. KYM FERGUSON, an individual, ) 
MICHAEL FERGUSON, an individual, and ) 
DOES I-X, individuals or entities whose true ) 
Names are currently unknOVill, ) 
) 
Defendant(s). ) 
--------------------------) 
CASE NO. CV 05-642 
ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE AND 
COUNTERCLAIM 
Fee Category: J(8) 
Filing Fee: $56.00 
COMES NOW, FERGUSON FARMS, d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. 
KYM FERGUSON AND MICHAEL FERGUSON, some of the Defendants named 
above, hereinafter referred to as "Ferguson", acting by and through their attorney, Wm H. 
ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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I 
Mulberry, and answers Plaintiff s complaint as follows: 
THE PARTIES 
1. Ferguson admits the allegations set out in paragraph 1 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
2. Ferguson admits the allegations set out in paragraph 2 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
3. Ferguson admits the allegations set out in paragraph 3 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
4. Ferguson denies all allegations set out in paragraph 4 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
5. Ferguson denies the allegations set out in paragraph 5 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
6. D. Kym Ferguson and Michael Ferguson are partners in Ferguson Farms, d/b/a 
Ferguson Trucking. Ferguson denies all of the other allegations set out in 
paragraph 6 of Plaintiff's complaint. 
7. Ferguson is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations set out 
in paragraph 7 of Plaintiff s complaint, and therefore denies the allegations set 
forth in paragraph 7 of Plaintiff's complaint. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
8. Ferguson denies the allegations set out in paragraph 8 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
9. Ferguson denies the allegations set out in paragraph 9 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
FACTS 
10. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 10 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and everj allegation set 
out in paragraph 10 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
11. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 11 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 11 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
ANSWER, AFFIRlv1ATIVE DEFENSE 
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12. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 12 of Plaintiffs 
complaillt. 
13. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 13 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 13 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
14. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 14 of Plaintiff's complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 14 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
15. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 15 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 15 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
16. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 16 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 16 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
17. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 17 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 17 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
18. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 18 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 18 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
19. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 19 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 19 of Plaintiff's complaint. 
ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
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20. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 20 of Plaintiff's complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 20 of Plaintiff's complaint. 
21. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny whether Egan's 
statements to Harris referenced in paragraph 20 of Plaintiff s complaint were made and 
therefore denies that such statement was made or was false. Ferguson denies each and 
every allegation set out in paragraph 21 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
22. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 22 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
23. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 23 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 23 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
24. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out 111 paragraph 24 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
25. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 25 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
26. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 26 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 26 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
27. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out III paragraph 27 of Plaintiff's 
complaint. 
28. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out III paragraph 28 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
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29. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 29 of Plaintiff's complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 29 of Plaintiff's complaint. 
30. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations set out 
in paragraph 30, and therefore denies the all of the allegations set out in paragraph 30 of 
Plaintiff's complaint. 
31. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 31 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 31 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
32. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 32 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 32 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
33. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 33 of Plaintiffs complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 33 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
34. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 34 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 34 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
35. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 35 of Plaintiffs complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 35 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
36. Ferguson denies each and every other allegation set out in paragraph 36 of 
Plaintiff s complaint. 
ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
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COUNT I - BREACH OF CONTRACT 
37. Ferguson incorporates t.~e foregoing rulswers to paragraphs 1 - 36 by reference as 
though set out in full at this point and realleges those answers to paragraph 37 of 
Plaintiff s complaint. 
38. Ferguson denies the allegations set out in paragraph 38 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
39. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 39 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
40. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 40 of Plaintiff's 
complaint. 
COUNT II - UNJUST ENRICHMENT 
41. Ferguson incorporates the foregoing answers to paragraphs 1 - 36 by reference at 
this point as though set out in full, and realleges those answers to paragraph 41 of 
Plaintiff s complaint. 
42. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 42 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
43. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 43 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
44. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 44 of Plaintiff's 
complaint 
COUNT III - BREACH OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
45. Ferguson incorporates the foregoing answers to paragraphs 1 - 44 by reference at 
this point as though set out in full, and realleges those answers to paragraph 45 of 
Plaintiff s complaint. 
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46. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 46 of Plaintiffs 
COll1plaint 
47. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 47 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
48. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 48 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
COUNT IV - FRAUD AND MISREPRESENTATION 
49. Ferguson incorporates the foregoing answers to paragraphs 1 - 36 by reference at 
this point as though set out in full, and realleges those answers to paragraph 49 of 
Plaintiff s complaint. 
50. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 50 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
51. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 51 of Plaintiff s 
complaint. 
COUNT V - INDEMNITY 
52. Ferguson incorporates the foregoing answers to paragraphs 1 - 36 by reference at 
this point as though set out in full, and realleges those answers to paragraph 52 of 
Plaintiff s complaint. 
53. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 53 of Plaintiff s complaint and therefore denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 53 of Plaintiff s complaint. 
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54. Ferguson is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged in 
paragraph 54 of Plaintiffs complaint and therefOie denies each and every allegation set 
out in paragraph 54 of Plaintiffs complaint. 
ATTOR,.l\,TEY FEES AND COURT COSTS 
55. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 55 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
RESERV ATION OF RIGHT TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
56. Ferguson denies all of the allegations set out in paragraph 5'5 of Plaintiffs 
complaint. 
57. Ferguson denies each and every allegation set out in Plaintiffs complaint that is 
not specifically admitted in this answer. 
58. Ferguson has had to retain Counsel to defend against Plaintiffs complaint and 
incurred attorney fees and costs. Ferguson is entitled to recover those attorney fees and 
costs from the Plaintiff pursuant to I.C. 12-120 and I.C. 12-121 and IRCP 54(d) & (e). 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
1. Plaintiffs complaint fails to state a claim against Ferguson Farms, d/b/a Ferguson 
Trucking, D. Kym Ferguson or Michael Ferguson upon which relief may be granted. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
1. Ferguson hereby alleges that there was no contract, express or implied, 
between Ferguson and Harris in the period of time that Harris is attempting to collect 
ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
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damages from Ferguson. Ferguson rented their equipment to Fox Hollow prior to 
September 23, 2002. Fox Hollow used Ferguson's equipment in the perfomlance of its 
contract with Harris. Fox Hollow failed to pay Ferguson for the rental of their equipment 
for use on Harris' projects. Therefore, in September, 2002, Ferguson pulled their 
equipment off the projects for failure of Fox Hollow to pay the equipment rental. 
Thereafter, Ferguson and Harris entered into an agreement under which Harris rented 
Ferguson's equipment directly from Ferguson for use on Harris's Fremont County 
project, and Harris paid Ferguson for the rental of the equipment pursuant to this 
subsequent agreement between Harris and Ferguson. 
2. If there is found to be a contract, express or implied, between Harris and Ferguson 
prior to September 23, 2002, under which Ferguson was obligated to rent equipment 
directly to Harris, then and in that event, and in the alternative, Harris breached that 
contract in that he did not pay Ferguson for the rental of his equipment for use on 
Harris's projects. Where Harris nor Fox Hollow paid Ferguson for the use of Fer gus on's 
equipment, Ferguson was justified in refusing to allow any further use of their equipment. 
3. In that event, Harris is liable for the rental value of Ferguson's equipment used 
by Fox Hollow on his projects on the basis of Quantum Meruit. Harris is obligated to 
Ferguson for the rental of the equipment furnished to Fox Hollow for use on the Harris 
projects on the basis that if any contract is adjudged to exist and on the basis of Quantun1 
Meruit. 
4. Harris is, by this litigation, attempting to recover from anyone involved on the 
Fremont County project for the increased costs of the project due to the unanticipated 
unstable conditions of the ground found below the surface of the property on which the 
ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
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Fremont County project was constructed. The unstable condition of the soil resulted in 
unexpected and additional excavation costs which increased the cost of construction and 
Harris is attempting to recover in this action rather than to have demanded a change in the 
original contract to adjust the contract price for the project due to the unanticipated 
conditions of the soil on the project site. The Plaintiff's (Harris) complaint is brought 
frivolously, unreasonably and without foundation, and Ferguson is entitled to recover 
their reasonable attorney fees and costs incurred in this action pursuant to I.e. 12-121 & 
IRCP 54(d) & (e)(l), and I.e. 12-120. A reasonable attorney fee to be awarded to 
Ferguson if this matter is uncontested is $2,000.00. 
WHEREFORE, Ferguson prays for the following judgments, orders and decrees 
against the Plaintiff: 
1. That the Court adjudge that Ferguson is not liable for any of the damages alleged 
by Harris and that has no obligation to the Plaintiff, and that the Plaintiff's complaint be 
dismissed and that the Plaintiff take nothing thereunder; 
2. In the alternative, Ferguson prays for judgment against the Plaintiff for the rental 
value of its equipment furnished to Fox Hollow and used on Harris's Jefferson County 
and Fremont County projects on the basis of any contract that may be adjudged to have 
existed, express or implied, and on the basis of "Quantum Meruit" and in the amount as 
may be proved upon trial of this cause on the merits; 
3. That Ferguson be awarded their attorney fees and costs incurred herein pursuant 
to I.e. 12-120, I.C. 12-121 and IRCP 54(d) & (e). 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and equitable upon 
trial of this matter on the merits. 
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#d ~ 
Dated thi~~yof _.~:: .. -j~ ) ~~f 
Wm H. Mulberry ~ 
Attorney for Defendants 
Ferguson Farms, d/b/a F guson Trucking, 
D. Kym Ferguson and chael Ferguson 
VERIFICATION 
KYM FERGUSON, being first duly sworn and upon oath does depose and say 
that he has read the foregoing ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE AND 
COUNTERCLAIM, and that he knows the contents thereof, and hereby states that 
answers set forth therein are true to the best of his knowled e, information and belief. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 2.2lti day of December, 
2005. 
ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
AND COUNTERCLAIM 
Notary blic 
In and for the State of Ilo 
Residing at Ririe, Idaho 
Commission Expires: 5/ 06 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERvICE 
I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that a true and 
Correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE was served, upon the parties and attoffijY(S) 
nam~ below by the method indicated, on the~;<~ay 
of .::o44'tl'11... , 20~. 
Parties/Attorneys served: 
Norman G. Reece Jf. 
Norman G. Reece, P.C. 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 309 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
[X] by U.S. Mail 
LJ by FAX 
U by Hand Delivery 
U by Courthouse Box 
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Dale P. Thomson, Esq. ISB #2643 
THOMSON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
Attorney at Law 
115 East Main Street 
Post Office Box 609 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
Telephone (208) 356-9000 
Facsimile (208)356-9923 
Attorney for Defendant, David Egan 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Al'I'D FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC., ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & ) 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho Corporation) 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a ) 
limited liability company, DAVID EGAN, ) 
an individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a ) 
partnership d/b/a FERGUSON ) 
TRUCKING, D. KYM FERGUSON, an ) 
individual, and DOES 1-X, individuals or) 
entities whose true identities are currently) 
unknown, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV-2005-642 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM 
Fee Category: l.1.a 
Fee: $52.00 
COMES NOW Defendant, David Egan, by and through his attorney of record, Dale P. 
Thomson, Esq., and answers the Plaintiffs Complaint as follows: 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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, 
r. 
Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a cause of action for which relief can be granted. 
II. 
Defendant denies each and every allegation not specifically admitted herein. 
m. 
Defendant admits paragraphs 1,2,3,5,6,9, 10,11, and 14. 
IV. 
Defendant denies paragraphs 4,12, 13, 16, 18, 19,21,23,25-27,42-44,46,47,48,50,51, 
55, and 56. 
V. 
Defendant is without sufficient knowledge or personal information to admit or deny the 
following paragraphs, and therefore denies paragraphs 7,8, 17,22,24,28-36,38-40,53,54. 
VI. 
The following paragraphs request redundant responses and therefore are denied by this 
defendant. Paragraphs 37, 41, 45, 49, and 52. 
VII. 
In response to paragraph 15, Defendant admi ts that the original contract was signed, however 
the contract was subsequently modified by the parties. 
vm. 
In response to paragraph 20, this defendant worked as an employee of the plaintiff and was 
hired to help supervise on the job site. This defendant was paid directly by the plaintiff and not any 
of the defendants. This defendant did not receive any of the billings. The bills and any payments 
would have been handled by defendants Foxhollow, Johnson, and the plaintiff. This defendant 
would not have the ability to know what bills had been submitted or paid by any of the parties. None 
of the bills would have been sent to him and he was not authorized to sign on any checking account. 
IX. 
Defendant has been required to retain the services of an attorney to defend the above entitled 
action and is entitled to payment of his attorney fees. 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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A 
J 
COUNTERCLAIM 
X. 
That at all times herein, this defendant admits the jurisdiction as set forth in the Complaint. 
XI. 
That at all times mentioned herein, during the Fremont County project, this defendant was 
an employee of the Plaintiff. 
XII. 
That this defendant is entitled to indemnification from the Plaintiff as to all causes set forth 
herein. 
XIII. 
That at all times set forth herein, this defendant acted within the scope of his authority as an 
employee of the Plaintiff. 
XN. 
That this matter is a commercial transaction, and the amount in controversy with this client 
is less than $25,000.00. 
XV. 
Defendant has been required to retain the services of an attorney to defend the above entitled 
action and is entitled to payment of his attorney fees from the Plaintiff, his employer. That this 
defendant has agreed to pay reasonable attorney fees in this matter to his attorney. That the sum of 
$2,500.00 is a reasonable attorneys fee if this matter is uncontested and such additional amount as 
shall be proved, if contested by the Plaintiff. 
XVI. 
Defendant is entitled to attorney fees pursuant to I.e. 12-120 (1) and 12-120(3); 12-121, and 
LR.e.P. Rule 54. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant prays as follows: 
1. That Plaintiff s case be dismissed, 
2. For attorney fees in the amount of $2,500.00 if this matter be uncontested, and such 
additional amount as proved, if contested by the Plaintiff, 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems proper. 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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DATED THIS --=..1=-.2t_h __ day of January, 2006. 
Dale P. Thomson .. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the forgoing document was on this date 
served upon the person or entity named below, at the address or facsimile number set out below, by 
such service as indicated hereafter. 
DATEDTHIS~daYOfJanUary'2006.~ 
Dale P. Thomson, Esq. 
PERSON SERVED 
Norman G. Reece, Esq. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.c. 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 309 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM 
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SERVICE 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile Transmission 
(208) 233-4895 
Mailing-United States 
Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) 
(X) 
() 
Dale P. Thomson, Esq. ISB# 2643 
THOMSON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 609 
115 East Main 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
(208) 356-9000 
(208) 356-9336 FAX 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
; i •. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC., ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & ) 
TRUCKING, INC., and Idaho Corporation ) 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a limited ) 
liability company, DAVID EGAN, an individual, ) 
FERGUSON FARt'fS, a partenership d/b/a ) 
FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM FERGUSON) 
an individual, and DOES I-X, individuals or ) 
entities whose true identities care currently ) 
unknown ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CV-05-642 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 
WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY 
OF RECORD 
COMES NOW, DALE P. THOMSON, ESQ., of the firm, THOMSON LAW OFFICES, 
CHTD., pursuant to IRCP 11 (b) (2), and moves the Court for an Order allowing Dale P. 
Thomson, Esq., and the firm of THOMSON LAW OFFICES, CHTD., to withdraw from the 
representation of Defendant, DA VID EGAN, in the above entitled action on the grounds and for 
the reason that the attorney for the Defendant has not been able to contact the Defendant and 
the Defendant has failed to comply with the Attorney/Client agreement preventing him from 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW AS 
ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
6509\WDMOTION.MS 
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representing the Defendant adequately. 
WHEREFORE, the attorney for the Defendant prays for an Order allowing him to 
withdraw as the attorney of record in the above entitled matter. 
DA TED this ~ day of March, 2006. 
Dale P. Thomson, Esq. 
THOMSON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document 
"MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD" was on this 
date served upon the person or entity named below, at the address or facsimile number set 
out below his name, by such service as indicated hereafter. 
DATEDTHIS JQ daYOfMarCh'2006~ 
PERSON SERVED 
Norman G. Reese, Esq. 
NORMAN G. REESE, P.e. 
~ 51 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 309 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
William H. Mulberry, Esq. 
320 West Ririe Highway 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
David Egan 
13709 North 115 East 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
MOTION FOR LEA VE TO WITHDRA WAS 
ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
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Dale P. Thomson, Esq. 
THOMSON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
SERVICE 
Hand Delivery (_) 
Facsimile Transmission (-.-L) 
(208) 233-4895 
Mailing - United States Mail 
Postage Prepaid (---2 
Hand Delivery ( __ ) 
Facsimile Transmission (L) 
(208) 538-5561 
Mailing - United States Mail 
Postage Prepaid (----1 
Hand Delivery ~ 
Facsimile Transmission (----.-J 
Mailing - United States Mail 
Postage Prepaid CX-.J 
Dale P. Thomson, Esq. ISB# 2643 
THOMSON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 609 
115 East Main 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
(208) 356-9000 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC., ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & ) 
TRUCKING, INC., and Idaho Corporation ) 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a limited ) 
liability company, DAVID EGAN, an individual, ) 
FERGUSON F AR.l\1S, a partenership d/b/a ) 
FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM FERGUSON) 
an individual, and DOES 1-X, individuals or ) 
entities whose true identities care currently ) 
unknown, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
AFFIDA VIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
LEA VE TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
65091WDAFF MS -1-
Case No.: CV-05-642 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 
WITHDRA W AS ATTORNEY 
RECORD 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF MADISON ) 
DALE P. THOMSON, ESQ., being first duly swom deposes and says: 
1. I am an attorney duly licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho; and, 
2. I am an adult and competent to testify of my own personal knowledge pertaining to 
the facts of this matter. 
3. I am the attomey for the Defendant, DAVID EGAN, in the above entitled action. 
4. I have not been able to contact the Defendant, 
5. The Defendant has not complied with the Attomey/Client agreement; 
6. I am unable to represent the Defendant adequately because of the failure to comply 
with the agreement and the inability to contact him. 
DATED THIS /0 day of March, 2006. ~ 
C'\. I~~_q._ ~omson, Esq. 
THOMSON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this /0 day of March, 2006. 
rV1i\H~ji\E ::::L!f'J:J:3ERG 
r··:::y, !\RY PUSLIC 
STATE: OF iDAHO 
AFFIDA VIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
LEA VE TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
6509\WDAFF.MS -2-
\?{~~~ 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing At: Rexburg, ID 
My Commission Expires: 11115111 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing "AFFIDAVIT IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WITHDR4 W AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD" 
was on this date served upon the person or entity named below, at the address or facsimile 
number set out below his name, by such service as indicated hereafter. 
DATED THIS \ '), daYOfMarCh'2006~ 
Dale P. Thomson, Esq. 
PERSON SERVED 
Norman G. Reese, Esq. 
NORMAN G. REESE, P.c. 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 309 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
William H. Mulberry, Esq. 
320 West Ririe Highway 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
David Egan 
13709 North 115 East 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
AFFIDA VIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
LEA VE TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
6509\WDAFF.MS -3-
THOMSON LA W OFFICES, CHTD. 
SERVICE 
Hand Delivery (_) 
Facsimile Transmission eKJ 
(208) 233-4895 
Mailing - United States Mail 
Postage Prepaid (---2 
Hand Delivery (_) 
Facsimile Transmission (~) 
(208) 538-5561 
Mailing - United States Mail 
Postage Prepaid (---2 
Hand Delivery (_) 
Facsimile Transmission ~ 
Mailing - United States Mail 
Postage Prepaid eX-.J 
· . 
Norman G. Reece, Jr. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.C. 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 309 
Pocatello, Idaho 83201 
Tel: (208) 233-0128 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
Idaho State Bar No. 3898 
Attorney for Plaintiff! 
Counterdefendant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC. an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a limited 
liability company, DAVID EGAN, an 
individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a 
partnership d/b/a FERGUSON 
TRUCKING, D. KYM FERGUSON, an 
individual, MICHAEL FERGUSON, an 
indiVidual, and DOES I-X, individuals or 
entities whose true identities are 
currently unknown, 
Defendants. 
DAVID EGAN and FERGUSON FARMS 
d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM 
FERGUSON, and MICHAEL FERGUSON, 
Cou nterciaimants, 
vs. 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Counterdefendant. 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - 1 
98-207.92 
Case No. CV-05-642 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM 
Fee Category: J (8-b) 
Fee: $8.00 
Harris, Inc. ("Harris") by and through its attorney of record, Norman G. Reece, 
P.c., replies to the Counterclaim of David Egan ("Egan") as foliows: 
1. Harris denies each and every allegation of Egan's Counterclaim not 
specifically and expressly admitted herein. 
2. Harris admits Paragraph X of Egan's Counterclaim. 
3. Harris denies Paragraphs XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV and XVI of Egan's 
Counterclaim. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
4. Avoidable Consequences. Any damages alleged by Egan reasonably 
could have been avoided by Egan. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
5. Bad Faith. Egan was guilty of bad faith in connection with the events 
alleged in Egan's Counterclaim. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
6. Breach of Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing. Egan 
breached an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by engaging in the conduct 
set forth in paragraphs 1-36 and 50-51 of the Complaint of Harris, Inc., filed August 
17, 2005. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
7. Estoppel. Egan is estopped from asserting Egan's Counterclaim, given 
his conduct as set forth in paragraphs 1-36 and 50-51 of the Complaint of Harris, Inc., 
filed August 17, 2005. 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - 2 
98-207.92 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
8. Failure to Mitigate Damages. Egan failed to take reasonable steps to 
mitigate his claimed damages, if any. 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
9. Responsibility. Egan's damages, if any, were caused by Egan's own 
fault or responsibility. 
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
10. Unclean Hands. Egan has unclean hands by his actions as set forth in 
paragraphs 1-36 and 50-51 of the Complaint of Harris, Inc., filed August 17, 2005. 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COURT COSTS 
11. Harris has been required to retain the services of legal counsel in this 
matter and is entitled to an award of attorney fees and Court costs pursuant to I.e. § 
12-120 and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54. 
RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO AMEND 
12. Pending discovery of documents and information relevant to this litigation, 
Harris reserves the right to amend this pleading to bring additional affirmative 
defenses. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Harris prays for the judgment, decree and order of this Court, 
granting the following forms of relief, either cumulatively or in the alternative, as the 
Court may deem just and equitable: 
1. Dismissing Egan's Counterclaim, with Egan taking nothing thereby; 
2. Awarding Harris all damages which Harris has incurred on account of 
Egan's conduct as alleged in Harris' pleadings; 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - 3 
98-207.92 45 
3. Awarding Harris its costs and attorney fees; 
4. Granting Harris such other and further reiief as the Court deems just. 
DATED this 23rd day of March, 2006. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.e. 
By !i~d. ~ih*~m, Attorney 
for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, Harris, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 23rd day of March, 2006, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM, by depositing the same in the United 
States mail, at Pocatello, postage pre-paid, in an envelope addressed to: 
Dale P. Thomson 
Thomson Law Offices, Chtd. 
P.O. Box 609 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
William H. Mulberry 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - 4 
98-207.92 
Norman G. R€'ece, Jr. 
Norman G. Reece, Jr. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.e. 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 309 
Pocatello, Idaho 83201 
Tel: (208) 233-0128 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
Idaho State Bar No. 3898 
Attorney for Plaintiff/ 
Counterdefendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC. an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING/ INC., an Idaho corporation, 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVINGi L.L.C./ a limited 
liability company, DAVID EGAN, an 
individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a 
partnership d/b/a FERGUSON 
TRUCKING, D. KYM FERGUSON, an 
individual, MICHAEL FERGUSON, an 
indiVidual, and DOES I-X, individuals or 
entities whose true identities are 
currently unknown, 
Defendants. 
DAVID EGAN and FERGUSON FARMS 
d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM 
FERGUSON, and MICHAEL FERGUSON, 
Counterciaimants, 
vs. 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Counterdefendant. 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - 1 
98-207.93 J 
I 
Case No. CV-05-642 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM 
Fee Category: J (8-b) 
Fee: $8.00 
Harris, Inc. ("Harris") by and through its attorney of record, Norman G. Reece, 
P.c., replies to the Counterclaim of Ferguson Farms d/b/a Ferguson Trucking, D. Kym 
Ferguson and Michael Ferguson ("Ferguson") as follows: 
1. Harris denies each and every allegation of Ferguson's Counterclaim not 
specifically and expressly admitted herein. 
2. Answering paragraph 1 of the Counterclaim, Harris lacks sufficient 
knowledge and information to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations of said 
paragraph 1 pertaining to contractual or other business relationships between Ferguson 
and Foxhollow Construction & Trucking, Inc. ("Foxhollow"), and therefore denies those 
allegations. Harris denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 1 of the 
Counterclaim. 
3. Harris denies paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of the Counterclaim. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
4. Avoidable Consequences. Any damages alleged by Ferguson 
reasonably could have been avoided by Ferguson. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
5. Bad Faith. Ferguson was guilty of bad faith in connection with the events 
alleged in Ferguson's Counterclaim. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
6. Breach of Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing. 
Ferguson breached an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by engaging in 
the conduct set forth in paragraphs 1-36 and 50-51 of the Complaint of Harris, Inc., 
filed August 17, 2005. 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - 2 
98-207.93 
fOURTH AffIRMATIVE DEfENSE 
7. Estoppei. Ferguson is estopped from asserting Ferguson's Counterclaim, 
given his conduct as set forth in paragraphs 1-36 and 50-51 of the Complaint of Harris, 
Inc., filed August 17, 2005. 
fIfTH AffIRMATIVE DEfENSE 
8. failure to Mitigate Damages. Ferguson failed to take reasonable steps 
to mitigate Ferguson's claimed damages, if any. 
SIXTH AffIRMATIVE DEfENSE 
9. Responsibility. Ferguson's damages, if any, were caused by Ferguson's 
own fault or responsibility. 
SEVENTH AffIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
10. Unclean Hands. Ferguson has unclean hands by his actions as set forth 
in paragraphs 1-36 and 50-51 of the Complaint of Harris, Inc., filed August 17, 2005. 
ATTORNEY fEES AND COURT COSTS 
11. Harris has been required to retain the services of legal counsel in this 
matter and is entitled to an award of attorney fees and Court costs pursuant to I.e. § 
12-120 and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54. 
RESERVATION Of RIGHT TO AMEND 
12. Pending discovery of documents and information relevant to this litigation, 
Harris reserves the right to amend this pleading to bring additional affirmative 
defenses. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Harris prays for the judgment, decree and order of this Court, 
granting the following forms of relief, either cumulatively or in the alternative, as the 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - 3 
98-207.93 
Court may deem just and equitable: 
1. Dismissing Ferguson's Counterclaim, with Ferguson taking nothing 
thereby; 
2. Awarding Harris all damages which Harris has incurred on account of 
Ferguson's conduct as alleged in Harris' pleadings; 
3. Awarding Harris its costs and attorney fees; 
4. Granting Harris such other and further relief as the Court deems just. 
DATED this 23rd day of March, 2006. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.e. 
By %~fi.'~, ~. 
Norman G. Reece, Jr., 0 t e Firm, Attorney 
for PlaintiffjCounterdefendant, Harris, Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 23rd day of March, 2006, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM, by depositing the same in the United 
States mail, at Pocatello, postage pre-paid, in an envelope addressed to: 
Dale P. Thomson 
Thomson Law Offices, Chtd. 
P.O. Box 609 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
William H. Mulberry 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - 4 
98-207.93 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC., ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & ) 
TRUCKING, INC., and Idaho Corporation ) 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a limited ) 
liability company, DAVID EGAN, an individual, ) 
FERGUSON FARMS, a partenership d/b/a ) 
FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM FERGUSON) 
an individual, and DOES I-X, individuals or ) 
entities whose true identities care currently ) 
unknown ) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No.: CV-OS-642 
ORDER ALLOWING ATTORNEY 
TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY 
OF RECORD 
DALE P. THOMSON, ESQ., ofthe finn THOMSON LAW OFFICES, CHTD., having 
moved the COUli, pursuant to IRCP 11 (b) (2), for an Order allowing said attomey to withdraw as 
counsel for the Defendant, DAVE EGAN, an individual, in the above entitled action; and 
WHEREAS, an affidavit has been filed showing good cause for the granting of such 
motion, and it appearing that the moving attomey has complied in all respects with the requirements 
ORDER ALLOWING ATTORNEY TO 
WITHDRAW AS A TTORNEY OF RECORD 
6121IWDORDER -1-
(J 
vI 
of IRCP 1] (b )(2), and said matter having come before this Court pursuant to the motion of the 
Plaintiffs attorney; 
UPON REVIEW of the file, the stipulation of the parties, and the Court being advised in 
the premises, now therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That Dale P. Thomson, Esq. and the firm of THOMSON 
LAW OFFICES, CHTD., are hereby granted leave to withdraw as counsel for Dave Egan in the 
above entitled action. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That Defendant, DAVE EGAN, shall appoint another 
attorney to appear, or shall appear in person by filing a written notice with the Court stating how he 
will represent himself, within twenty (20) days from the date of this order, and that no further 
proceedings will be had which would affect the rights of Dave Egan. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that if Dave Egan fails to file and serve an additional 
\vritten appearance in the action, either in person or through a newly-appointed attorney within such 
twenty (20) day period, such failure shall be sufficient grounds for the entry of a default against him 
and for such further relief as the Defendant may be entitled to under the law and a dismissal of any 
pending action without further notice pursuant to the provisions of Rule 11 (b )(3) of the Idaho Rules 
of Civil Procedure. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the withdrawing attorney shall forthwith, with due 
diligence, serve copies of this order upon Dave Egan and all other parties in this action. In the 
event the withdrawing attorney is unable to make personal service of such notice upon his client, as 
shown by the attorney's affidavit, he may make such service by certified mail to the last knovvTI 
address most likely to give notice to his client, which service shall be complete upon mailing. 
DATED THIS II day of April, 2006. 
ORDER ALLOWING A TTORNEY TO 
WITHDRA W AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
6121/WDORDER 
Brent J. Moss 
District Judge 
-2-
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER 
ALLO\VING ATTORNEY TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD was on this date 
served upon the person or entity named below, at the address or facsimile number set out below his 
name, by such service as indicated hereafter. 
DA TED THIS n day of April, 2006. 
PERSON SERVED 
Norman G. Reese, Esq. 
NORMAN G. REESE, P.C. 
151 North yd Avenue, Suite 309 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
Dale P. Thomson 
P.O. Box 609 
Rexburg, I D 83440 
William H. Mulberry 
320 West Ririe Highway 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
David Egan 
13709 North 115 East 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
ORDER ALLOWING ATTORNEY TO 
WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
6121IWDORDER -3-
Christine Boulter 
Clerk 
BY:~==:::::=~~--\t,A;;.A~t--£.-­
Deputy Clerk 
SERVICE 
Hand Delivery (_) 
Facsimile Transmission C-) 
Mailing - United States Mail 
Postage Prepaid (~ 
Hand Delivery~ 
Facsimile Transmission (_) 
Mailing - United States Mail 
Postage Prepaid (--.2L) 
Hand Delivery (--2 
Facsimile Tran~mission (---1 
Mailing -United States Mail 
Postage Prepaid (---1 
Hand Delivery (_) 
Facsimile Transmission (_) 
Mailing - United States Mail 
Postage Prepaid (~ 
Norman G. Reece, Jr. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.c. 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 309 
Pocatello, Idaho 83201 
Tel: (208) 233-0128 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
Idaho State Bar No. 3898 
Attorney for Plaintiff/ 
Counterdefendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC. an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.c., a limited 
liability company, DAVID EGAN, an 
individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a 
partnership d/b/a FERGUSON 
TRUCKING, D. KYM FERGUSON, an 
individual, MICHAEL FERGUSON, an 
individual, and DOES I-X, individuals or 
entities whose true identities are 
currently unknown, 
Defendants. 
DAVID EGAN and FERGUSON FARMS 
d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM 
FERGUSON, and MICHAEL FERGUSON, 
Counterciaimants, 
vs. 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Counterdefendant. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO TAKE DEFAULT - 1 
98-207.95 
Case No. CV-05-642 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO TAKE 
DEFAULT 
TO: DEFENDANT, L.N. Johnson Paving, L.L.C., and its attorney, Roger D. Cox: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the above-named Plaintiff will call up for hearing Plaintiff's 
Application for Default Judgment herein at 1 :30 o'clock p.m. on Monday, the 19th day of June, 
2006. 
DATED this 30th day of May, 2006. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.c. 
By lf~A£}Q 
Norman G. Reece! Jr.! of the Firm, Attorney 
for PlaintiffjCounterdefendant, Harris! Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 30 th day of May! 2006, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF INTENT TO TAKE DEFAULT! by depositing the same 
in the United States mail! at Pocatello, postage pre-paid! in an envelope addressed to: 
Roger D. Cox 
Cox! Ohman & Brandstetter 
P.O. Box 51600 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1600 
William H. Mulberry 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
Robert L Crowley, Jr. 
P.O. Box 387 
Rigby I 1D 83442 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO TAKE DEFAULT - 2 
98-207.95 
ROBERT L. CROWLEY, JR. 
Attorney at Law 
102 North Clark Street 
P.O. Box 387 
Rigby, Idaho 83442 
(208) 745-6656 
(208) 745-6657 (Facsimile) 
Idaho State Bar #2087 
Attorney for Defendant 
, " ", 
, c \ 
, I .... '}"I,'-' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
-vs- ) 
) 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & TRUCKING, ) 
INC., an Idaho Corporation, L.N.JOHNSON PAVING,) 
L.L.c., a limited liability company, DAVID EGAN, an ) 
individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a partnership, d/b/a ) 
FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM FERGUSON, an ) 
individual, MICHAEL FERGUSON, an individual, and ) 
DOES I-X, individuals or entities whose true identities ) 
are unknown, ) 
Defendants, ) 
) 
Case No. CV -05-642 
NOTICE OF 
APPEARANCE 
You will please take notice that the undersigned hereby appears for the defendant, David 
Egan, in the above-entitled action. 
Respectfully submitted this g r!: day of May, 2006. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofIdaho, resident of 
and with my office in Rigby, Idaho; that I served a copy of the following described pleading or 
document on the attorney listed below by hand delivering, by facsimile transmission (Fax), or by 
mailing with the correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof on the 8 f1:..day of May , 
2006. 
_____ Hand Delivering ___ l:.-l ___ Mailing ________ Facsimile 
DOCUMENT SERVED: NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
ATTORNEY SERVED: Norman G. Reese,Jr., Esq. 
NOTICE OF APPEARAN CE 
Page 2 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 309 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
William H. Mulberry, Esq. 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
'~ ROBERT L. CRa ,. 
.. 
ROGER D. COX, ESQ. 
COX, OHMA.N & BRANDSTETTER, CHARTERED 
510 "D" STREET 
P.O. BOX 51600 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-1600 
(208) 522-8606 
Fax: (208) 522-8618 
Idaho State Bar #1141 
ATTOR~EYS FOR DEFENDANT, L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.c. 
cs 
• ,~_ .. ' <, ; , :..:;;\ i, 0 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRlS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a limited 
liability company, DAVID EGAN, an 
individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a 
partnership d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, 
D. KYM FERGUSON, an individual, 
MICHAEL FERGUSON, an individual, and 
DOES I-X, individuals or entities whose true 
identities are currently unknown, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-05-642 
ANSWER 
COMES NOW the Defendant, L. N. Johnson Paving, L.L.C., a limited liability company, 
and answers the Complaint of Plaintiff on file herein as follows: 
ANSWER-l 
S:\ROGER\Johnson.LNlanswer. "l'd 
56 
r: 
i: 
: i 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff s Complaint fails to state a claim against this Defendant upon which any relief 
can be granted. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Defendant, 1. N. Johnson Paving, L.L.c., a limited liability company, denies each and 
every allegation contained in Plaintiffs Complaint not specifically admitted herein. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
I. 
Answering paragraphs 1,2, and 3 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits same. 
II. 
Answering paragraphs 4,5,6 and 7 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant denies each and 
every allegation contained therein. That by way of affirmative allegation and defense, this 
Defendant specifically alleges that at no time did the Defendant, David Egan, have any authority 
whether apparent, implied, real authority or authority of any kind whatsoever to act on behalf of 
L.N. Johnson Paving. Further, said David Egan is not now nor has he ever been an employee, 
agent, partner or member ofL.N. Johnson Paving, L.L.C. which said facts are clearly knO\\l1 by 
Plaintiff including the time prior to the filing of the within Complaint against Defendant, L. N. 
Johnson Paving, L.L.c. 
III. 
Answering paragraphs 8 and 9 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant is without sufficient 
knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged therein and therefore denies each and every 
allegation set out in paragraphs 8 and 9. 
ANSWER-2 
S :\ROGER\JoMson.Ll'.'\answer. wpd 
IV. 
Answering paragraphs 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,27,29,30,32, 
33,34,35,36,37,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55 and 56 of 
Plaintiff's Complaint, this Defendant, L. N. Johnson Paving, L.L.C., denies each and every 
allegation contained therein and by way of affirmative allegation and defense alleges that L. N. 
Johnson Paving, L.L. C., had no contracJ or agreement of any kind with the Plaintiff, the 
) 
Defendant Foxhollow or David Egan. Further, this Defendant, L. N. Johnson had no contract or 
agreement of any kind to perform any work, services or the like for Plaintiff on the project 
referred to in Plaintiff's Complaint. 
V. 
Answering paragraphs 13, 14,26,28,31,38,39 and 50 of Plaintiff's Complaint, this 
Defendant is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the facts alleged therein and 
therefore denies each and every allegation set out in said paragraphs of Plaintiff's Complaint. 
VI. 
That the vvithin action has been brought and is being pursued by Plaintiff against this 
Defendant L. N. Johnson frivolously, unreasonably, without foundation and with no basis in 
either law or fact and with full knowledge that L. N. Johnson Paving did not execute any contract 
with Plaintiff or authorize any other person to execute a contract with Plaintiff on behalf of this 
Defendant. Further, Plaintiffhas full knowledge that this Defendant did not perform any work or 
services on the subject project nor did L. N. Johnson Paving receive any funds or money thereon. 
That as a result, this Defendant is entitled to judgment against the Plaintiff for attorney's fees and 
costs pursuant to 1. C. 12-120; 1. C. 12-121; and IRCP 54(d) & (e), et seq. 
ANSWER-3 
S:\ROGERIJohnson.LN\answer. wpd 
VII. 
RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO AMEND 
Pending any discovery and additional information learned hereafter, this Defendant 
reserves the right to amend this Answer and to file cross complaints for punitive damages against 
the Plaintiff and indemnification from David Egan or Foxhollow Construction & Trucking, Inc. 
WHEREFORE, L. N. Johnson Paving, L.L.C. having fully answer Plaintiffs Complaint,_. 
prays that Plaintiff take nothing against this Defendant by way of said Complaint; that Plaintiff's 
Complaint against this Defendant be dismissed with prejudice; and this Defendant be awarded 
from Plaintiff and David Egan its attorney's fees and costs incurred in this matter pursuant to the 
provisions 1. C. 12-120; 12-121; and IRCP 54(d) & (e), et seq.; and for such other and further 
relief as to the Court seems just in the premises. 
DATED this 2- day of June, 2006. 
ANS\VER-4 
S:IROGERIJohnson.LNlanswer.wpd 
ROGER D. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney for Defendant, 
L. N. Johnson Paving, L.L.C. 
.' I 
11/ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofIdaho, resident of and 
with my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the ~ day of June, 2006, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below 
their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage 
thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
Nonnan G. Reece, Jr., Esq. [XJ By pre-paid post 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 309 [ ] By hand delivery 
Pocatello, Idaho 83201 ,~ -) [ ] By facsimile transmission 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 [ ] By courthouse box 
William H. Mulberry, Esq. fKj By pre-paid post P. O. Box 186 By hand delivery 
Ririe, Idaho 83443 [ ] By facsimile transmission 
Fax: (208) 538-5561 [ ] By courthouse box 
Dale P. Thomson, Esq. [XJ By pre-paid post 
P. O. Box 609 [ ] By hand delivery 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 [ ] By facsimile transmission 
Fax: (208) 356-9336 [ ] By courthouse box 
Robert L. Crowley, Esq. [XJ By pre-paid post 
P. O. Box 387 [ ] By hand delivery 
Rigby, Idaho 83442 [ ] By facsimile transmission 
Fax: (208) 745-6657 [ ] By courthouse box 
ROGER D. COX, ESQ. 
ANSWER-5 
S:\ROGERIJohnson.LN\s.nswer.wpd 
Wm H. Mulberry (ISB No. 1381) 
320 W. Ririe Highway 
P.O. Box 186 ZOOG AUG 25 AM 9: 36 
Ririe ID 83443 
~.' .. " ; Telephone (208) 538-7760 .Uf-b;~0ri COUNTY. :OAHO 
Attorney for Defendants: 
Ferguson Farms; 
Ferguson Trucking; 
D. Kym Ferguson; 
Michael Ferguson. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL 
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
) 
) CASE NO. CV 05-642 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiff(s), ) 
) MOTION TO COMPEL PLAINTIFF 
Vs. ) TO ANSWER INTERROGATORIES 
) AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION, & ) OF DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED TO 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) PLAINTIFF BY DEFENDANTS 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a limited ) FERGUSON 
Liability Company, DA VID EGAN, an ) 
Individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a ) 
Partnership, d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, ) 
D. KYM FERGUSON, an individual, ) 
MICHAEL FERGUSON, an individual, and ) 
DOES I-X, individuals or entities whose true ) 
Names are currently unknown, ) 
) 
Defendant(s). ) 
--------------------------) 
COMES NOW, The Defendants, Ferguson Farms, d/b/a Ferguson Trucking, Kym 
D. Ferguson and Michael Ferguson, above named, herein referred to as "Ferguson", and 
MOTON TO COMPEL PLAINTIFF TO ANSWER INTERROGATORIES Page 1 
AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED TO 
PLAINTIFF BY DEFENDANTS FERGUSON 
moves the Court for an order compelling the Plaintiff to answer Ferguson's First Set of 
Interrogatories submitted to Plaintiff, No.1 trrrough No. 10 served on Plaintitr on the 
30th day of December, 2005. Plaintiff has not responded to the said interrogatories by 
answering or objecting to any of them. The Interrogatories that the Plaintiff has failed to 
answer are, or may lead to the discovery of evidence, critical to this action. 
AND the Defendants, Ferguson Farms, d/b/a Ferguson Trucking, Kym D. 
Ferguson and Michael Ferguson, above named, herein referred to as "Ferguson", moves 
the Court for an order compelling the Plaintiffto respond to and comply with Ferguson's 
First Request for Production of Documents submitted to Plaintiff, requests No.1 through 
No. 11, served on Plaintiff on the 27th day of February ,2006, and amended on July 13, 
2006. Plaintiffhas not responded to the said requests for production by answering or 
objecting to any of them. The documents that the Plaintiff has failed to provide are, or 
may lead to the discovery of evidence, critical to this action. 
Defendants Ferguson request that they recover reasonable attorney fees incurred 
for the filing and presenting this motion to the Court pursuant to IRCP 37. 
,2006. 
m H. Mulberry 
Attorney for Defendants 
Ferguson Farms, d/b/a 
Ferguson Trucking, 
Kym D. Ferguson and 
Michael Ferguson. 
MOTON TO COMPEL PLAINTIFF TO ANSWER INTERROGATORIES Page 2 
AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED TO 
PLAINTIFF BY DEFENDANTS FERGUSON 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the d.-cj0 day of August, 2006, I served a true and 
correct copy of the below described document(s) on the parties or hislher/theirlits 
attorney by the methodes) indicated: 
Documents served: 
MOTION TO COMPEL PLAINTIFF TO ANSWER INTERROGATORIES 
AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS SUBITTED 
TO PLAINTIFF BY DEFENDANTS FERGUSON, AFFIDAVIT IN 
IN SUPPORT OF SAID MOTION TO COMPEL, AND NOTICE OF 
HEARING ON SAID MOTION 
Party/Counsel served: 
Norman G. Reece 
Norman G. Reece, P.C. 
445 West Chubbuck Road Ste D 
Chubbuck ID 83202 
FAX: (208) 522-1230 
Robert L. Crowley, Jr. 
P.O. Box 387 
POB 609 
Rigby ID 83442 
Roger D. Cox 
Cox, Ohman & Brandstetter 
PO Box 51600 
Idaho falls ID 83405-1600 
[X] By first class mail, Postage prepaid 
UByFAX 
U By Hand Delivery 
[X] By first class mail, postage prepaid 
LJ ByFAX 
U By Hand delivery 
[X] By first class mail, postage prepaid 
U ByFAX 
U By Hand delivery 
MOTON TO COMPEL PLAINTIFF TO ANSWER INTERROGATORIES Page 3 
AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED TO 
PLAINTIFF BY DEFENDANTS FERGUSON 
Wm H. Mulberry (ISB No. 1381) 
320 W. Ririe Highway 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe ID 83443 
Telephone (208) 538-7760 
Attorney for Defendants: 
Ferguson Farms; 
Ferguson Trucking; 
D. Kym Ferguson; 
Michael Ferguson. 
Herein referred to as "Ferguson" 
?nn6 1l!G ? 5 AU g- 3 r 
.......... Hv L II' 0 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL 
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND }i'OR 
THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff(s), 
Vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION, & 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a limited 
Liability Company, DA VID EGAN, an 
Individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a 
Partnership, d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, 
D. KYM FERGUSON, an individual, 
MICHAEL FERGUSON, an individual, and 
DOES I-X, individuals or entities whose true 
Names are currently unknown, 
Defendant( s). 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
) 
) CASE NO. CV 05-642 
) 
) 
) 
) AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
) MOTION TO COMPLEL PLAINTIFF 
) TO ANSWER INTERROGATORIES 
) AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
) OF DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED TO 
) PLAINTIFF BY DEFENDANTS 
) FERGUSON 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL PLAINTIFF TO ANSWER 1 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
SUBMITTED TO PLAINTIFF BY DEFENDANTS FERGUSON 
Wm H. Mulberry, being first duly sworn and upon oath does depose and say: 
That he is the attorney for Ferguson Farms, a Partnership, d/b/a Ferguson 
Trucking, D Kym Ferguson an individual, and Michael Ferguson, an individual, herein 
referred to as "Ferguson". 
That I have, on behalf of Defendants "Ferguson", submitted Interrogatories to the 
Plaintiff on the 30th day of December, 2005, and I served Requests for Production of 
Documents on the Plaintiff on the 27th day of February, 2006, and an Amended Request 
for Production of Documents on July 13,2006. 
That I mailed a letter to the Norman G. Reece, Jr., Attorney for the Plaintiff 
addressed to 151 N. 3rd Avenue, Suite 309, Pocatello ID 83201, the address set forth on 
Plaintiffs pleadings, on the February 27, 2006, requesting that I be advised of when I 
may expect answers to my interrogatories, a copy thereof is attached hereto as Exhibit A, 
and I mailed another letter to Norman G. Reece, Jr., on March 30, requesting that he 
advise me when he is going to answer my Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents, and advised him that I was going to file a Motion to Compel if I did not hear 
from him in ten (10) days, a copy is attached hereto as Exhibit B. I did not receive any 
response to either of my letters and I sent Norman G. Reece, Jr. a third letter on August 3, 
2006, a copy is attached hereto as Exhibit C. I have not received any answers or 
responses to the discover I have submitted to Mr. Reece, and I have not received any 
correspondence from him in response to any of the three (3) letters that I have mailed to 
him. 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL PLAINTIFF TO ANSWER 2 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
SUBMITTED TO PLAINTIFF BY DEFENDANTS FERGUSON 
I hereby request that the Court issue an Order directing the Plaintiff to answer the 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents I have submitted to Plaintiff s 
counsel, and to set a date within which said answers and responses shall be given. 
Dated this 24th day of August, 2006. 
oruey for 
;2 .~ SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public, on the 'i 
day of August, 2006. 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL PLAINTIFF TO ANSWER 3 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
SUBMITTED TO PLAINTIFF BY DEFENDANTS FERGUSON 
February 27,2006 
Norman G. Reece 
Norman G. Reece, P.C. 
151 N. Third Ave., Suite 309 
Pocatello ID 83201 
WmH. Mulberry 
Attorney at Law 
Peter J. Contos, Jr. 
Associate 
Re: Answers to Ferguson's Interrogatories. 
Dear Norman: 
I served Interrogatories on you back on December 30th day of December. We are coming 
up on sixty (60) days since then and I still do not have the answers to my Interrogatories. Please 
advise me when I can expect your answers to my Interrogatories. We need to move this case 
along in a timely manner. 
320 W Ririe Highway, P.D. Box 186, Ririe,lD 83443 Telephone (208) 538-7760 FAX (208) 538-5561· 
EXHIBIT A 
March 30, 2006 
Norman G. Reece 
Norman G. Reece, P.c. 
151 N. Third Ave., Suite 309 
Pocatello ID 83201 
WmH. Mulberry 
Attorney at Law 
Peter J Contos, Jr. 
Associate 
Re: Answers to Ferguson's Interrogatories. 
Responses to Ferguson's Requests for Production. 
Dear Norman: 
I served Interrogatories on you back on December 30th day of December, 2005. We are 
coming up on ninety (90) days since then and I still do not have the answers to my 
Interrogatories. 
I served Requests for Production of Documents on February 27, 2006 and I have not 
received any response to those requests. It has been thirty (30) days and responses were due in 
fifteen (15) days. 
Please advise me when I can expect your answers to my Interrogatories and Requests for 
Production. We need to move this case along in a timely manner. I do not want to have to file a 
Motion to Compel, however, if I have not received some response within ten (10) days I will 
prepare a Motion to Compel for filing with the Court. 
cc: Kym Ferguson 
fiLE COpy 
320 W Ririe Highway, P.D. Box 186, Ririe, ID 83443 Telephone (208) 538-7760 FAX (208) 538-5561 
EXHIBIT B 
August 3, 2006 
Norman G. Reece 
Norman G. Reece, P.C. 
151 N. Third Ave., Suite 309 
Pocatello ID 83201 
\Vm H. Mulberry 
Attorney at Law 
Peter J. Contos, Jr. 
Associate 
Re: Answers to Ferguson's Interrogatories. 
Responses to Ferguson's Requests for Production. 
Dear Norman: 
I served Interrogatories on you back on December 30th day of December, 2005 and I still 
do not have the answers to my Interrogatories. 
I served Requests for Production of Documents on February 27, 2006 and I have not 
received any response to those requests. The Title to the Request for Production of Documents 
was incorrect and I filed an amended Request for Production of Documents on July 13, 2006 and 
it has been twenty (20) days since I served the amended Request for Production of Documents 
and responses were due in eighteen (18) days. 
Please advise me when I can expect your answers to my Interrogatories. Please advise me 
when I can have access to the documents I have requested so I can examine and copy them. . We 
need to move this case along. 
cc: Kym Ferguson 
f~l,E COpy 
320 W Ririe Highway, P.D. Box 186, Ririe, 1D 83443 Telephone (208) 538-7760 FAX (208) 538-5561 
EXHIBI'l' C 
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, JEFFERSON COUNTY 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC., et aI., 
Defendant 
Case No.: E'R-66-46'6 C. VI 06 ·liil 
ORDER OF VOLUNTARY 
ISQUALIFICATION 
The undersigned hereby deems himself disqualified from further proceedings in this 
matter because of personal acquaintance with various individuals named as parties, and hereby 
refers this case to the Trial Court Administrator and Administrative District Judge for further 
assignment. 
. \\\\\\\\1111111//1/ Dated this 28 th day of September, 200~\\\'\ D I jill%: 
Brent 1. Moss # s ........ ~ ......... ~~'2.?-9~ 
District Judge g~ .. /" ~ ··· ... (0~ 
~~~ '(c,\ 
i ."Z ~~ 19~ 
... .... . ... ~ ~-~ ::A'O :~ ~ ~ <:): O·.L-" ~ ...... ~ ~ 1"..' T ~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE ~J O;:§ ...... -~~-........... · #' 
. " . . ~0-It. tR/eT \\\\~ I hereby certify that I mailed a copy of the foregomg Order of DlsqulIficatlOn to eaZ!tiII/II11I11I\\\\\\\ 
attorney of record. 
()C7ibd 
This.2 day of September 2006 
ORDER-I 
1'J-
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ~PE~~ Ml \0: 05 
HARRlS, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION &, 
TRUCKING, INC., et aI, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER OF ASSIGNMENT 
Case No. CV -05-642 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-entitled case is referred to the Honorable 
James C. Herndon, District Judge for further proceedings. 
DONE AND DATED October 25,2006. 
, 
Burton W. Butler 
Trial Court Administrator 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a full, true and correct copy of the foregoing Order of 
Assignment was personally delivered, by hand delivery to the Bonneville County Courthouse 
Box, sent by facsimile or mailed by first class mail with prepaid postage as indicated below on 
October 25,2006: 
Clerk of Court, Jefferson County Courthouse Box 
Hon. James C. Herndon, Magistrate Judge, Bingham County Courthouse 
Uefferson County to disgipy'!~,.~~~~es to all parties of record andlor parties at issue that are not 
~'listed on the Certificate of Service. 
~ 
Administrative Assistant 
Norman G. Reece, Jr. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.c. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202 
Tel: (208) 233-0128 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
Idaho State Bar No. 3898 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC. an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, 
L.L.C., a limited liability company, 
DAVID EGAN, an individual, 
FERGUSON FARMS, a partnership 
d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM 
FERGUSON, an individual, MICHAEL 
FERGUSON, an individual, and DOES 
I -X, individuals or entities whose true 
identities are currently unknown, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-200S-642 
MOTION FOR 
DISQUALIFICATION 
Plaintiff, by and through counsel of record, Norman G. Reece, P.c., hereby 
submits this Motion for Disqualification. Plaintiff, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 40(d)(1), 
requests that Seventh District Judge Gregory S. Anderson be disqualified in the above-
referenced matter. 
MOTION FOR DISQUALIFICATION - 1 
98-207.114 
In accordance with I.R.C.P. 40(d)(1), this motion is made prior to the 
commencement of any status conference, pre-trial conference, contested proceeding, 
or trial in this matter. Pursuant to Rule 40(d)(1), this motion has not been made to 
hinder, delay or obstruct the administration of justice. 
DATED this 26th day of January, 2007. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.c. 
Byt!~4LI(F 
Norman G. Reece, Jr., of the Firm, Attorney 
for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 26th day of January, 2007, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR DISQUALIFICATION, by depositing the 
same in the United States mail, at Pocatello, postage pre-paid, in an envelope 
addressed to: 
Roger D. Cox 
Cox, Ohman & Brandstetter 
P.O. Box 51600 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
William H. Mulberry 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
Robert L. Crowley, Jr. 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 387 
Rigby, ID 83442 
MOTION FOR DISQUALIFICATION - 2 
98-207.114 
Norman G. Ree'cl,Jr. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC. an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, 
L.L.C., a limited liability company, 
DAVID EGAN, an individual, 
FERGUSON FARMS, a partnership 
d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM 
FERGUSON, an individual, MICHAEL 
FERGUSON, an individual, and DOES 
I-X, individuals or entities whose true 
identities are currently unknown, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2005-642 
ORDER FOR DISQUALIFICATION 
This matter coming regularly before the Court, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, and this does order, 
adjudge and decree that the Honorable Gregory S. Anderson hereby withdraws from 
the above-entitled case and another district judge shall be appointed to preside. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
ORDER FOR DISQUALIFICATION - 1 
98-207.115 
--
<A ·f=~':>"""'''''··i 
- "t ., 
DATED this _'.l_ day of January, 2007. 
HON. GREGORY S. ANDERSON 
Seventh District Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
J"J..-- I here%enrtify that I am a duly certified Clerk of the Court and that on 
this JtL day of ' , 2007, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing ORDER FOR DISQUALIFICATION, by depositing the same in the United 
States mail, at Pocatello, postage pre-paid, in an envelope addressed to: 
Roger D. Cox 
Cox, Ohman & Brandstetter 
P.O. Box 51600 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
William H. Mulberry 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
Robert L. Crowley, Jr. 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 387 
Rigby, ID 83442 
Norman G. Reece, P.e. 
Attorney at Law 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, ID 83202 
ORDER FOR DISQUALIFICATION - 2 
98-207.115 
Clerk of the Court 
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BONN CTY COURTS 
_~uNTY CLERKS OFFICE 2087456636 
@014/017 
T-266 P 002/003 F-171 
I~!HE D~STR~C?T COURT OFTH~ SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICi'~ 
IHE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFcERSOW~:) 
DISTRICT DIVISION r" <{ , 2Jl 
HARRIS, INC. 
Plaintiff. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & ) 
TRUCKING. INC., L.N. JOHNSON ) 
PAVING, DAVID EGAN, FERGUSON FARMS, 
D. KYM FERGUSON, MICHAEL FERGUSON, 
AND DOES I-X, ) 
Defendant, ) 
) 
'-,~ ~ 
CASE No. CV 2005-642 
ORDER TO ATTEND MEDIATION 
The COURT is hereby ordering that the above named parties in the titled 
civil action attend mediation. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 
1. Within 30 days of the date of this order, each party to this action shall attend 
a Mediation Orientation session. 
2. All parties shall be present In person at the Orientation. The date shall not be 
Changed without further order of the Court based upon an appropriate motion 
for good cause shown. 
3. After the parties have attended the said mediation orientation I unless good 
cause is shown and the parties are excused by court order, then the parties 
are to agree upon a mediator and begin formal mediation. In the event that the 
parties cannot agree upon a mediator within ten (10) days of the completion of 
their attendance at the mediation orientation then they must immediately 
communicate this inability to agree to the court and the court will select a mediator 
for the parties. 
1<6 
/. 
'if o 
BONN CTY COURTS O~/2~/2007 ll:~~ FAX 
APR-I H007 15:00 JNTY CLERKS OFFICE 2087456636 
141015/017 
T-266 P.ODS/OOa F-171 
Dated this 19th day of APRIL. 2007 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of Jefferson ) 
I hereby certify, that I did on the 19th day of APRIL. 2007 send to the following persons a 
correct copy of the above Order by depositing it in the U.S. mail postage prepaid to each of said 
persons at his last known address and/or by personal service. 
ROGERD.COX 
P.O. Box 51600 
Idaho Fans, ID 83405 
WILLIAM H. MULBERRY 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
ROBERT L. CROWLEY 
P.O. Box 387 
Rigby. ID 83442 
NORMAN G. REECE 
445 West Chubbuck Rd., Suite D 
Chubbuck, I D 83202 
Deputy Cler 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRIdtft.f;~TH:E'" Ph ,;:~. J 
B FER 2~(!i-, c,~",\ I 9 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON"~ n1{P01'/: i' 
r· IO -" 
'liD 
HARRIS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & TRUCKING, ) 
INC., an Idaho corporation, L.N. ) 
JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a limited ) 
liability company, DAVID EGAN, an ) 
individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a ) 
partnership dba FERGUSON TRUCKING, ) 
D. KYM FERGUSON, an individual, and) 
MICHAEL FERGUSON, an individual, ) 
and DOES I-X, individuals or ) 
entities whose true identities are ) 
currently unknown, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
----------------------------~---) DAVID EGAN and FERGUSON FARMS dba ) 
FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM FERGUSON, ) 
and MICHAEL FERGUSON, ) 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho corporation, ) 
Counterdefendant. 
) 
) 
---------------------------------) 
ORDER &~D NOTICE 
SETTING JURY TRIAL 
CASE NO. CV-05-642 
Pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
the following pre-trial schedule shall govern all proceedings in 
this case: 
ORDER 
I. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. A Pre-trial Conference is scheduled for September 17, 
2008 at 8:45. Pretrial Conference will be heard at the 
<. 
ORDER 
Bonneville County Courthouse. 
2. Jury trial is scheduled for 10:00 a.m. (or 1:30 p.m.) 
on September 30, 2008. Trial will be conducted at the 
Jefferson County Courthouse. 
3. Dispositive motions must be filed at least 60 days 
prior to trial. 
4. Plaintiff(s) expert witness disclosure, including 
opinions and conclusions must be filed at least 100 
days before trial. Defendant(s) expert witness 
disclosure including opinions and conclusions must be 
filed at least 80 days before trial. 
5. All discovery shall be completed 45 days prior to 
trial. 
6. The parties and their attorneys shall attend a 
mediation session before a qualified attorney mediator 
or district judge selected by the parties. Unless 
excused by Mediator, lead trial counsel, the parties 
and a representative of any insurer of a party shall 
attend the mediation with adequate settlement 
authority. Mediation should be completed at least 90 
days prior to trial. 
II. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall, no 
later than three (3) days prior to the pre-trial conference: 
1. File a list of names of persons who may be called to 
testify. 
2. File a descriptive list of all exhibits proposed to be 
offered into evidence 
3. File a brief citing legal authorities upon which the 
party relies as to each issue of law to be litigated. 
4. File proposed jury instructions. The parties need not 
submit IDJI2 instruction numbers 1.01 through 1.43. 
All instructions shall be prepared in accordance with 
I.R.C.P. 51(a). 
III. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall no later 
than seven (7) days before trial: 
1. File any objections to the jury instructions requested 
by an opponent specifying the instruction and the 
grounds for the objection. 
IV. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
1. Any exhibits or witnesses discovered after the last 
required disclosure shall immediately be disclosed to 
the court and opposing counsel by filing and service 
ORDER 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
stating the date upon which the same was discovered. 
No witnesses shall testify and no exhibits shall be 
admitted into evidence at trial other than those 
disclosed, listed and submitted to the clerk of the 
court in accordance with this order. 
On the first day of trial deposit with the clerk of the 
court all exhibits to be introduced. Plaintiff shall 
pre-mark and staple exhibits in numerical sequence as 
outlined in Plaintiff's exhibit list and Defendant's 
exhibits shall be pre-marked and stapled in 
alphabetical sequence as outlined in Defendant's 
exhibit list. Pages of exhibits shall be stapled, with 
a sticker placed on the first page of the actual 
exhibit. 
This order shall control the course of this action 
unless modified for good cause shown to prevent 
manifest injustice. 
The Court may impose appropriate sanctions for 
violation of this order. 
DATED this ~ day of February, 2008. 
" 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ay of February, 2008, I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to 
be delivered to the following; 
Norman G. Reece 
445 W. Chubbuck Road, ste D 
Chubbuck, ID 83202 
William H. Mulberry 
PO Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
John M. Ohman 
Roger D. Cox 
PO Box 51600 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Mr. David Egan 
13709 N. 115 E. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
ORDER 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Deputy Court Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH Jt.TciEbl1rfi;J:W ~5SftF2?1 ~F THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE cot.ffif¥'~PI~if#Sr-i1 
. ID~, flO 
HARRIS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & TRUCKING, ) 
INC., an Idaho corporation, L.N. ) 
JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a limited ) 
liability company, DAVID EGAN, an ) 
individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a ) 
partnership dba FERGUSON TRUCKING, ) 
D. KYM FERGUSON, an individual, and) 
MICHAEL FERGUSON/ an individual, ) 
and DOES I-X, individuals or ) 
entities whose true identities are ) 
currently unknown, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
------------~----------------~--- ) DAVID EGAN and FERGUSON FARMS dba ) 
FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM FERGUSON / ) 
and MICHAEL FERGUSON/ ) 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Counterdefendant. 
) 
) 
) 
MBTUTE ENTRY 
CASE NO. CV-05-642 
On the 21st day of February, 2008, Defendant L. N. Paving's 
motion to compel discovery and status conference came before the 
Honorable Joel E. Tingey, District Judge, in open court at Idaho 
Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Marlene Southwick, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. 
Mr. Norm Reece appeared on behalf of the Plaintiff Harris, 
Inc. 
Mr. William Mulberry appeared on behalf of Defendants 
Ferguson Farms, Ferguson Trucking, D. Kym Ferguson and Michael 
Ferguson. 
Mr. John Ohman appeared on behalf of Defendants L. N. 
Johnson Paving, L.L.C. 
No one appeared on behalf of Defendant David Egan. 
Mr. Ohman withdrew Defendant L. N. Paving's motion to compel 
discovery. 
The Court then took up the matter of the status conference. 
Jury trial was scheduled for September 30, 2008 at the Jefferson 
County Courthouse. Pretrial was scheduled for September 17, 2008 
at 8:45 a.m. at the Bonneville County 
Court was thus adjourned. 
R u 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of February, 2008, I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to 
be delivered to the following: 
Norman G. Reece 
445 W. Chubbuck Road, Ste D 
Chubbuck, ID 83202 
william H. Mulberry 
PO Box 186 
Ririe, ID 83443 
John M. Ohman 
Roger D. Cox 
PO Box 51600 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Mr. David Egan 
13709 N. 115 E. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Deputy Court Clerk 
vI OVJ 
tI/'lAoi I 
04-29-'08 07:40 FROM-C 
ROGER D. COX, ESQ. 
JOHN ~1. OHMAN, ESQ 
man Brandstete 208-522-8618 
COX, OHMAN & BRANDSTETTER, CHARTERED 
510 liD" STREET 
P.O. BOX 51600 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-1600 
(208) 522-8606 
Fax: (208) 522-8618 
Idaho State Bar #1141 
Idaho State Bar ##1501 
T-463 P002/004 F-759 
" 
c. 
, 
( 
c 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT, L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.c. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC.{ an IdGlho corporation, 
Plilintiff, 
VS. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC, an Idaho corporation{ 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.c., a 
limited liability compJny, DA vrD 
EGAN, an individual, FERGUSON 
FARMS, a partnership d/b/a 
FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM 
FERGUSON, an indi\·tdual, MICHAEL 
FERGUSON, an individuat and DOES I-
X, individuals or entities whose true 
identities are currently unknown, 
Defendants. 
NOTICE OF VACATING HEARING - 1 
Case No. CV-05-642 
NOTICE VACATING HEARING 
04-29-'08 07:40 FRot'1-C Brandstete 208-522-8613 
DAVID EGAN 2nd FERGUSON FARMS I 
d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM 
FERGUSON, and MICHAEL 
FERGUSON, 
Cou nterclaimants, 
VS. 
HARRIS, INC., an IdEl ho corporation, 
Counterdefendant. 
T-463 P003/004 F-759 
( 
( 
c 
COMES NOW the Defendant" LN. JOHNSON PAVING, LLC. and its attorney 
of record, J olm M. Ob-nan, Esq., and hereby gives notice that the hearing scheduled for 
Tuesday, April 29, 2008 at 8:45 a.m. on Defendant's Motion to Compel has been vacated. 
DATED this 28 th day of April, 2008. 
~~ .. --.. 
~~.--
. OHN M. OHMAN, ESQ. 
Attorney for L. N. Johnson Paving, L.L.c. 
NOTICE OF VACATING HEARING - 2 
04-29-'08 07:40 FROM-C an Brandstete 208-522-8618 T-463 P004!004 F-759 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that 1 am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident 
of and with my 0 ffice j 11 Ida ho Falls, Idahoi that on the 28th day of April, 2008, I caused a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing to be served upon the following persons at the 
addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States 
mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by 
facsimile as set forth below. 
Norman G. Reece, Jr.; Esq. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, ID 83202 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
William H. 1\!fulberry, Esq. 
P. O. Box 186 
Ririe, Idaho 83443 
Fax: (208) 538~5561 
Mr. David EgcH"l 
13709 N. 115 E 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
NOTICE OF VACATING HEARING - 3 
[ ] By pre-paid post 
[ ] By hand delivery 
[y 1 By faCSimile transmission 
208.233.4895 
[ ] By courthouse box 
[ ] By pre-paid post 
[ ] By hand delivery 
[y 1 By facsimile transmission 
208.538.5561 
[ ] By courthouse box 
[Y ] By pre-paid post 
[ ] By hand delivery 
[ ] By facsimile transmission 
[ ] By courthouse box 
r M. OHMAN, ESQ. 
,0.7-11- ' 08 16:08 FROM Ohman Brandstete 208-522-8618 
~ 
JOHN M. OHMAN, ESQ 
COX, OHMAN &. BRANDSTETIER, CHARTERED 
510 liD" STREET 
P.O. BOX 51600 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-1600 
(208) 522-8606 
Fax: (208) 522-8618 
Idaho State Bar ##1501 
T-986 P002/007 F-642 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT, L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C. 
IN THE DISTRICf COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICf OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLWW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.c., a 
limited liability company, DAVID 
EGAN, an individual, FERGUSON 
FARMS, a partnership dlbl a 
FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM 
FERGUSON, an individual, MICHAEL 
FERGUSON, an individual, and DOES I-
X, individuals or entities whose true 
identities are currently unknown, 
Defendants. 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER- 1 
S:IMIC!OC1icou~.h:!rri:t~lNo, of'depo (Almdod) 7-1..Qi."'J>d 
qo 
Case No. CV -05-642 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
-"17-11- ' 08 16:08 Ohman Brandstete 208-522-8618 
--
DAVID EGAN and FERGUSON FARMS 
d/bl a FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM 
FERGUSON, and MICHAEL 
FERGUSON, 
Counterclairnants, 
VS, 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Counterdefendant 
T-986 P003/007 F-642 
TO: SCOTT HARRIS, AND HIS ATTORNEY OF RECORD NORM REECE, ESQ. 
Defendant L. N. Johnson hereby moves for a Protective Order precluding Plaintiff Harris" 
Inc., from introducing into evidence, or otherwise using for any purpose incident to this litigation, 
any documents not produced to July 11/ 2008, on the grounds and for the reasons that this 
Defendant has made repeated requests, informally by letter and telephone, and formally by 
Requests for Production and Interrogatory/for any and all records, but Plaintiff has failed and 
refused to produce same. 
DATED this 11th day of July,2008. 
JOHN M. OHMAN, ESQ. 
Attorney for L. N. Johnson Paving, L.L.c. 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER- 2 
S:\l\IlC/o.."\Cti"""\Johnso""",*",,,._oon,;m.o,ioflIMoIWn lb, l'roloc:rivo OJ-dor 7,II.(lS. wpd 
ql 
~07-11-'08 16:08 FROM 208-522-8618 T-986 P004!007 F-642 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident 
of and with my office in Idaho FaIls, Idaho; that on the l1st day of July 12008, I caused a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing to be served upon the following persons at the 
addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States 
mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by 
facsimile as set forth below. 
Norman G. Reece, Jr _/ Esq. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, ID 83202 
Fax: (208)233-4895 
William H. Mulberry, Esq. 
P. O. Box 186 
Ririe, Idaho 83443 
Fax: (208) 538-5561 
Mr. David Egan 
13709 N. 115 E. 
Idaho Falls,lD 83401 
[ ] By pre-paid post 
[ ] By hand delivery 
(t/ J By facsimile transmission 
208.233.4895 
[ ] By courthouse box 
[ 1 By pre-paid post 
[ 1 By hand delivery 
[II' ] By facsimile transmission 
208.538.5561 
[ ] By courthouse box 
[t/ ] By pre-paid post 
[ ] By hand delivery 
[ ] By facsimile transmission 
[ 1 By courthouse box 
JOHN M. OHMAN, ESQ. 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER- 3 
S:IMlClCICiltnlS\lolwon"'fY"'.h>rri<cortlLruClionINOI ot 4cpO (Amldt<!J 7.1-00.""; 
07-11- 1 08 16:09 FROM-C Brandstete 208-522-8618 
JOHN M. OHMAN, ESQ 
COX, OHMAN & BRANDSTETIER, CHARTERED 
510 liD" STREET 
P.O. BOX 51600 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 .. 1600 
(208) 522 .. 8606 
Fax: (208) 522-8618 
Idaho State Bar ##1501 
T-986 P005/007 F-642 
ATIORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT, L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C. 
IN 1HE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.c., a 
limited liability company, DAVID 
EGAN, an individual, FERGUSON 
FARMS, a partnership d/b/ a 
FERGUSON TRUCKING, D. KYM 
FERGUSON, an individual, MICHAEL 
FERGUSON, an individual, and DOES I-
X, individuals or entities whose true 
identities are currently unknown, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-05-642 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER-l 
S:\Ml=I""'",\lohn:<onwaync.h.ni$coowu"'lo~\Morion for /'rolO(1ive Order (Alfin suppon) 7.II.O!.wpci 
07-11- ' 08 16:09 FROM Ohman Brandstete 208-522-8618 
~ 
T-986 P006/007 F-642 
DA VlD EGAN and FERGUSON FARMS 
d/b/ a FERGUSON TRUCKIt'\lG, D. KiM 
FERGUSON, and MICHAEL 
FERGUSON, 
Counterclaimants, 
VS. 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Counterdefendant. 
State of Idaho ) 
) 
County of BOImeville) 
John M. O~ Esq., attorney for L.N. Johnson, affirms as follows: 
1. By Interrogatories and Request for Production served on, November 27, 
2007, Defendant L.N. Jolmson requested records from Plaintiff. 
2 Plalntiffproduced nothing in response thereto, but instead requested that 
arrangements be made to personally inspect the records. 
3. Thereafter, arrangements were made and confirmed. 
/ 
4. Prior to the date set for the inspection, Plaintiff cancelled the inspection, 
promising instead to send the requested documents. 
5. No documents have been produced, and thus Defendant Johnson seeks a 
Protective Order precluding Plaintiff's use to now produce and use of any 
documents not product to July 11, 2007, for any purposes incident to this 
litigation. 
DATED this nih day of July, 2008. . ..... ,~ ....... 
OHNM.OHMAN,ESQ. 
Attorney for L. N. Johnson Paving, L.L.c. 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER· 2 
S:\Ml~_~lMution -"'l'rQt«!tivoo.-.;,r (AlfinSuppor1) 7·11~,wpd 
l { 
Ll 
On this 11 th day of July, 2008, before me personally appeared JOHN M. 
OHMAN, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed on the foregoing 
instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident 
of and with my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 115! day of July, 2008, I caused a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing to be served upon the following persons at the 
addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States 
mail with the correct postage thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by 
facsimile as set forth below. 
Norman G. Reece, Jr., Esq. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, ID 83202 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
William H. Mulberry, Esq. 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, Idaho 83443 
Fax: (208) 538-5561 
Mr. David Egan 
13709 N. 115 E. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
[ ] By pre-paid post 
[ 1 By hand delivery 
[I'" ] By facsimile transmission 
208.233.4895 
[ ] By courthouse box 
[ ] By pre-paid post 
[ ] By hand delivery 
I II' 1 By facsimile transmission 
208.538.5561 
[ ] By courthouse box 
[." 1 By pre-paid post 
[ 1 I}y hand delivery [ 1 By facsimile transmission 
[ 1 By courthouse box 
,. 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF OTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER- 3 
S:\MIOOClicnt>Whntlo",",a)'Ile)wmconstl'UOlklolMot;oo f<,r he. 0n:Icr (Affin Suppan) 7-1I-l18.wpd 
2p9-~ LB0/L0Bd 985-1 
15:48 EtE 
JOIL1\' M. OHl\iA.-,l\\, ESQ 
COX, OID1Ac~ &: BRA_~DSTETTER, CHARTERED 
510 "D" STREET 
P.O. BOX 51600 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-1600 
(208) 522-8606 
Fax: (208) 522-8618 
Idaho State Bar #1501 
ATTORl'i'EYS F"OR DEFEl'\'Dft..l~T, LS. JORl,,\SOT\ PAVING, L.L.c. 
T-145 
IN THE DISTRICT COIJRT OF TB..E SEVENTH JUDICLA.L DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A~t\'D FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRIS, INC., ai1 Idaho corporation, 
Plainliff, 
YS. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
LN. JOHNSOT\ PAVING, LL.C., a limi[ed 
liability company, DAVID EGAN, an 
individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a 
partJ1ership d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, 
D. KYM FERGUSON, (ll"l. individual, 
MICBAEL FERGUSON, an individual, 
DOES I-X, individuals or entities whose tllle 
identities are currently urJmo\vn, 
Case No. CV-05-642 
DEFENDANT, L. N. JOl-L~SON, L. L-
e.'s, MOTION FOR SUl\1:J.\1..i\RY 
nJDGIvlENT 
DEFEN1}A-,~T, L. N. JOHNSON, L. L. c.'S, MOTION F R SUM]vIARY JUDG!\1E!,\T - 1 
S:\lvnCK\Clie:ntsVohnsor.W2.YIle_harrjsconstrL\c~ion\SU:rvL\1.A.RY fer 
F 
15:48 FROM-Cox Ohman Brandstete 208-522-8618 P002/003 
DAVID EGAN and FERGUSON FARMS 
d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKh"J"G, !), KYM 
FERGUSON, arid MICHAEL FERGUSON, 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 
HARRIS, INC., an Idaho corpon:tion, 
Counterdefendant. 
COMES NOW the Defendant, L. N. J omIson, L. L. c., by and Lf1rough ils counsel of 
record, John M. Ohman, Esq., and hereby moves this Court for an Order of Summary Judgment 
on the grounds and for the reasons th.at Defendant is entitled judgment as a matter of law, as there 
are no material questions of fact in dispute. This Motion is made pursuant to Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure 56 (a), and is supported by: 
1. DEFENDANT, L. N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C.'S, MEl\10RANDUMIN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUl\I1l\1ARY JUDGMENT 
2. AFFIDAVIT OF AUTHENTICITY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
SDMMARY JUDGMENT 
3. AFFIDAVIT OF \VAYNE JOHNSON IN SUPPORT OF DEFE~1)A.NT L.N. 
JOHNSON PAVING, LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JlJDGMENT 
4. AFFIDAVIT OF SHANNON JOHNSON 
5 . AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT DICK ST\-llTH 
and the record and file herein and those affidavits to be filed hereiu_ 
Defendal'lt will present argument at the hearing on Septe:mber 3, 2008. 
Dated this 1 Sl day of Augusl, 2008. 
Altomey for LN. Johnson Paving, LLC 
DEFENDAJ~T, L. N. JOHNSON, L. L. C, S, MOTIOI'\ FOR SUMl\1ARY J1JDGl\1ENT - 2 
S:\MICK\Clients\]ohnsoDwayntJ:1arrisconsiTuction'lSUMNJARY J1JDG1vfENT\Motion for Summary JudgmenLwpd 
;; I 
JOHN M. OHMAN, ESQ 
COX, OHMAN & BR-\NDSTETTER, CHARTERED 
510 "D" STREET 
P.O. BOX 51600 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-1600 
(208) 522-8606 
Fax: (208) 522-8618 
Idaho State Bar #1501 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT, L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C. 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF JEFFERSON 
HARRlS, INC., 3n Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION & 
TRUCKING, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.C., a limited 
liability company, DAVID EGAl"J, an 
individual, FERGUSON FARMS, a 
partnership d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKING, 
D. KYM FERGUSON, an individual, 
MICHAEL FERGUSON, an individual, and 
DOES I-X, individuals or entities whose tme 
identities are currently UnY.l10Wn, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-05-642 
AFFIDAVIT OF AUTHENTICITY IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
SUl\1MARY JUDGMENT 
AFFIDAVIT OF AUTHENTICITY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-l 
S,\MICKleli,",,\] ol=onw,y,,,h,nTIoon;tructionlSlJ"11MARY ]UDGMENT\Aili~ ~ @'~~ ~ l 
DAVID EGAN and FERGUSON FARMS 
d/b/a FERGUSON TRUCKlNG, D. KYlvl 
FERGUSON, and MICHAEL FERGUSON, 
Counterc1aimants, 
vs. 
RA..RRlS, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Counterdefendant. 
STATE OF IDAI-IO ) 
) 
County of BOllileville ) 
Jolm M. Ohman, Esq., attomey for Cross-Claimants, affirms as follows: 
1. Affiant is legal counsel Plaintiff and is well able and competent to testify to the 
facts stated herein. 
2. The following documents are provided in support of the within DEFENDA ...... NT, L. 
N. JOHNSON PAVING, L.L.c.'S, MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT: 
EXHIBITS DOCUlVIENT 
A LN. Jot.i.l1son, Inc. -Articles of Organization and arumal repOlis 
B Harris, Inc, - April 24, 2002, Contract ,vith Fremont County Joint 
School District 
C Harris' check to Jolmson; Johnson's deposit slip and its check to 
Foxhollow, in the amount 0[$7,467.44. 
D Han-is check to Jolu1son; Jolmson's deposit slip and its check to 
Foxhollmv, in the amount 0[$21,904.00. 
AFFIDAVIT OF AUTHENTICITY IN SUPPORT OF ~'IOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGIVIENT - 2 
S:\J\lICK\Clients\]olmsol1wayne.harriscol1struction\SlJ1111AR Y JUDGMENT\Affidavit of Counsel Ie MSJ .wpd 
E Roger D. Cox, Esq.'s, December 12, 2002, letter to Hanis, retuming 
check No. 14270, dated December 5,2002, in the sum of$8,000.00 
F Roger D. Cox, Esq., July 13, 2005, letter faxed to Nomlan G. Reese, 
Esq. infom1ing him that at 110 time did Wayne Joh1180n, Shalmon 
Johnson or Dick Smith [an agent for L. N. Jolmson Paving, LLC] 
authorize Dave Egan to sign a contract with Hanis 
G Standard FODn of Agreement Bet\veen Contractor and Subcontractor 
[L. N. Johnson], dated May 15,2002, signed by David Egan on June 
24,2002, and Scott Hams on June 27,2002. This Contract was in the 
amount of$409,363.00. 
Standard Form of Agreement Between Contractor and Subcontractor, 
dated June 6, 2002, signed by Demian Egan for Foxhollow 
Construction on July 1,2002 and Scott Harris on July 3, 2002. This 
Contract was in the amount of$245,705.00. 
I August 30, 2006, letter from Nonnan G. Reece, Esq., to parties with 
those documents provided by Harris in response to request for 
documents from another defendant 
}.. Johnson's June 25,2002, subcontract to Fox Hollow Construction 
K Johnson's July 11, 2002, STATEMENT to Hal Wright, Wright Oil 
and Tire for payment 
L Harris' documents claimed to be "LN Johnson Progress Billings" 
M Harris' documents claimed to be "Job Cost Ledger - Financial 
Analysis (North Fremont Project)" 
N Harris' documents claimed to be - "Time Cards Submitted by 
Foxhollow" 
o Harris' documents claimed to be "Job Cost Joumal L N Johnson" 
P Comparison sheet regarding those employees of Johnson and those 
\\'hom Harris paid. Jolmson's employees are not included as any of 
those identified by Harris. 
Q Harris' documents claimed to be "Change Orders - LN Jolmson 
(North Fremont Project)" 
R Hanis' documents claimed to be "LN Johnson Payment/Expenses 
Accounting Summary" 
AFFIDAVIT OF AUTHENTICITY I~ SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-3 
S :\iylI CK\Clients \I ohnsonwayne.harrisconstruction \SUl\1Mi\RY JUDGMENT\A.Jfidayit of Counsel re MSJ. wpd 
, 
S Idaho Secretary of State reporting fonns for Foxhollow Construction 
and Trucking, Inc. 
T September 27,2002, Han-is Inc., letter to L. N. Jolmson. Addressed to 
"Wayne", L. N. Johnson Paving/Foxhollow Construction, 1105 SE 
Bonneville, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404, with a cc: to Foxhollow 
U "Checks for Harris to Pro-Rental (Settlement)": 
1. HARRIS, INC., for $14,000.00 
2. SCOTT HARRIS, BURLEY DRIVE RENTAL ACCOUNT for 
$10,000.00. 
V Pro Rental invoices to Foxhollow, with its agents identified as 
"Dave", "Tony", "Scott", "Shane Nash", "Dalnian", "Kent", or 
"Melvin". 
\V "Western States Equipment Claim on Harris Bond" 
X Harris Brothers Construction Company, Inc., and Harris, Inc., Idaho 
Secretary of State business entity page 
Y Scott Harris, deposition excerpt pages: 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 
32,33,34,35,37,38,39,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,53, 54, 55,56, 
57,60,62,63,64,79,8~82,85,86,87,88,99, 116, 117,119,120, 
137, 140, 144, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 153, 161, and 162 
Z David Egan, deposition excerpt pages: 30, 31, 32, 34, and 35 
3. Each of said exhibits is a true and correct copy of the documents received from 
plaintiff and those within defendant, L. N. J olmson, Inc.' s file. 
Dated thIs 15( day of August, 2008. 
Ac1\.lD SWORc"J to/efore me this 1 S1 day of August, 2008. 
/ / 
. //.~. ,t!g ~~~~~~ NcY(~Y PlJBLI~ FO~-IO 
Resldmg at: ~ ~ / Jl) 
My commission expires: 1-7-0,"1 
AFFIDAVIT OF AUTHENTICITY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMl\lARY 
JUDGMENT-4 
s: \1\1I CK\Clients\J olmsonwayne.hanisconstruction\SlJMl\1.A.RY TIJDGMENT\Affidavit of CoullSel re MSJ. wpd 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I l1ereby certify that 1 all1 a d"uly licellsed atto111eY ill the State of Ida11o, residellt of alld VJitll 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the pi day of August, 2008, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names 
either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon or 
by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below. 
Jefferson County 
Court Clerk 
210 Comihouse vVay, Ste. 120 
Rigby, ID 83442 
Honorable Joel Tingv 
605 N. Capital Ave. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Nonnan G. Reece, Jr., Esq. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, ID 83202 
William H. Mulberry, Esq. 
P. O. Box 186 
Ririe, Idaho 83443 
Mr. David Egan 
13709 N. 115 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
[ ] 
[X] 
[ 
[ ] 
[X] 
[ ] 
[X] 
[ 
[ 
[X] 
[ 
[ 
[X] 
[ 
By pre-paid post 
By hand delivery 
By facsimile transmission 
745-6636 
By pre-paid post 
By hand delivery 
By facsimile transmission 
529-1300 
By courthouse box 
By pre-paid post 
By hand delivery 
By facsimile transmission 
233-4895 
By pre-paid post 
By hand delivery 
By facsimile transmission 
538-5561 
By pre-paid post 
By hand delivery 
~-
,/ /" 
/ JOHN M. OHMAN 
/~ Attorney for L. N. J olmson Paving, LLC 
;/ 
l-
AFFIDAVIT OF AUTHENTICITY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-5 
S :\1\11 CK\Clients \J olmsonwayne.harrisconstruction \SUMM.llliY JlJDGMENT\Affidavit of Counsel re MSJ. wpd 
E T Jl. 
L. N. Johnson, Inc. 
Articles of Organization and all11ual reports 
IDSOS Viewing Business Page 1 ( 
F'AHO cE('nEl-/\D\/ Or::: S~I-,,,,-71-E 
.J.. U I .:::> ~ r'c /"\ I', I . I r\ 
Viewing Business Entity 
Ben Ysursa, Sccr2~ary jf St 
L. . JO N 
1105 SE BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404 
Type of Business: UrvlITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
Status: EXISTING, ANREPT SENT 02 Oct 2006 
State of Origin: IDAHO 
Date of Origination/Authorization: 26 Dec 2002 
Current Registered Agent: WAYNE JOHNSON 
1105 SE BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404 
File Number: W21996 
Date of Last Annual Report: 06 Nov 2006 
Amentiments: 
Amendment filed 26 Dec 2002 j'.RTICLES OF ORGANIZ,t\TION 'LLt::.W._QQ~lJmj::DJ.Q.oJi[ 
ft.nnuaf 
Report for year 2006 ANNUAL R:=PORT 
Report for year 2005 ANNUAL REPORT 
Report for year 2004 ANNUAL REPORT 
Report for year 2003 ANNUAL REPORT 
Download (TIFF forme 
\iL~\I"{J2.Qr:::lJ [lJ~IlLQ.Dll! 
J2.m.yolQg(;LLIlff...J.QLI1l~ 
YiS:.~\fQQr::: u rn~DLQD.LiJ 
QQWD1Qg.d(Irf£lQ rflJ? 
Vi~\~LQ.Qr:::lJJILs:n.LOnUI 
Download (TIFF forma 
\ljs; If'I_Q.Qr:::w.QlEillLOolLr 
Download (TIFF forma 
Comments, questions or suggestions can be emailed to :;;.Q.s;D.fQ@S_Q_::;':.liJ9.b.CJ~9.QY 
I 
I 
Page 1 0 
IDSOS Document 
251 
.. , 
. ) 
. ) 
T?"""7P-;="13 -:-:;:i!£ ;:: ~~.n~;uw'::"~'::::*,SC%J""~..!!1"'~~~"""'.~~o/"? ~'=~ 
'n AJ~rJCLES OF ORGANlZA TID!\! ' ....... (-' 
-.:; 
LUVUTED LIABILITY COfrllPANY ', ' c.:-
(instructions on backof appl ication) 
1. The name of the limited liability company is: 
L. N. Jofinson Pav!nq, LLC 
2. The street address of the initial regi siered office is: 
1105 S.E, Bonnevi!le, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
and the name ofthe in itial registered agent at the above addressis: 
Wayne Johnson 
3. The mailing address for future correspondence is: 
1105 S.E. Bonneville, IdahoFalls,ldaho 83404 
4. Management of the limited liability company wH/be vested in: 
Manager(s) 0 or Member(s)0 (pieasetheck the "pprop.~afe bar-) 
5. If management is to be v8sted in one or more manager(s) . list the name(s)and 
add ress( es) orat least on e. in itia I manager. If management is to be vested in the 
rnember(s), list tM name(s) and address(es) bf atieast one initial member. 
NamE! 
Wayne Johnson 
Shannon Johnson 
._-----'-
1105S.E.Bonneville, Idaho Falls, 10 83404· 
1105 S.E. BonneviHe, Idaho Falis, 10 83404 
nsible forforming the limited liability company: 
CapaCity: _M_e_m_b_8_r _______ _ 
' .. ,? 
foo,U;U SECRETARY or STATE 
12/26;/2002 05:00 
CK: 1£,131 CT: m3 BH: b5J4l6 
I: 
I 
l: 
1 P 1150,06: 100. ~ QRGiiil LLC ~ e 
IDSOS Document Page 1 ( 
(No, W 21996 ,Jue no later thi.!il December 3-1, 2003 2 Regic,1f.:rOO,"v,;ent and OffiC€ NO PO BOX 
:-::-----------i: Annual Report Form----------
i Return to '~d3 " ~~~~1 V'.JAYNE JOHNSON 
I, 
SECRETARY OF STATE <;l" ~~-,,"", .,.. i 105 S>= BONNEVIL' >= 
700 WE:ST JEFFERSON , L.N, JOHNSON PAVING, LLC ~, L._ 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0080 1105 SE BONNEVILLE 
NO FlUNG FEE IF IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404 
I RECEIVED BY DUE DArE • ___ _ 
1
'4. Limited Liability Companies Enter Names and !,dc'ressBs of Members. 
, Office held N2me .::ilrR"" Or PO A.ddress City 
I ~~J Vd!lE:.JdM'Sov-- (10$ SEf)Vl1hf>J):/ff' 
IS~~ S~l"l"<l'n Jok'>1" [!bSS£ r)t)1I1f:v[(ie 
5. Orqi1niz,;,j Under Ine Laws of: 
IDAHO 
W 21996 
Issued 10/01/2003 Do Not Tape or Staple 
7,,; ~'4":::;'//~ 
I./Pk4 htlls 
State 1l2. 
Ici ?fJ~o7 
'T'\ 
-4-.c( Y;Ycy 
Date 10 -;; j-Q 5' 
639 
IDSOS Document 
(\10. VI! 21\)95 
10' 
SECRET-"RY OF S:ATS 
700 WEST JEFFERSON 
PO BOX 837?O 
BOISe, 10 83720·0030 
, NO FI!...ING fEE IF 
RECEIVED BY DUE C6JE 
Due no iati$r than Decamber 31,2004 i 7 REs"lcreo Aqenl o"e Office NO PO Bex 
Annu31 Form ~, --". -.-- --- --0 
',VAYh~E JOHNSON I 
i 105 Sf BONNEVILLE: 
IDAhO rALLS, ID 63404 
N.~~ Rcgt5.terec Agen~ Sigflat:..l(8 
i 4. LiIT,iled Liability COiTpan',es: Enler Names and Addresses of Members, 
SlreA: 0:- PO. A.acres::; Z;p i Office held I ._-, ,--
I 1"'\0, \¥.cq ~ r 
/}1..CYl-\\:) 'i:[ Jo b:;o}, IIOi,>C;)ullf{C"eI///(' ~'~nY\o'" J<l~y;, "'- ilD 5' ')6 tSOr~0 
~ Stt;lie 
.Lilr! ... fttl/ j .1"/ 
L! ~ /11/;';;- .1: q" 
~ .5'7'07 
,?-j''£6~/ I 
~------, 15. Orgonlzed Uncler IhA Lawo of 
IDAHO 
W 21996 
Issued 10101!2004 
S;gnatw€ __ ____ . ______ _ Oat8 
Nanc:~,'~:',: LJ¥CJ..a...k,...~Y".. ___ Tille JH..!1nA_";1'J1 
.-,.-.~.-- .-~--. "--- -.-- -_.---. ---v---
rJ 
I 
Do N.ot Tape or Staple 20041200799 
Page 1 
IDSOS Document Page 1 c 
r; . 'N 21990 _.- I Due no latfl'r tnanTIGcember :rr;zvo::J I "-
h2No , 2 "leglstereG A,:)enland ~H,ce ~,o PO eox \ . .'----------!! Annual Report Form ~'" ;= .JO?"',,J"UF.J . --I Return 10: ¥, .... " ''i_ ,0, I SECRETARY OF STATE ~~~11TE]1~ 11:)5 SE BONNEVi~LE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON II LH JOHNSON PAViNG, LlC , :DAHO Fl,lLS, 10 834D4 
PO BOX 83720 1105 SE BONNEVillE I 
iDPJ-iO FALlS,!O 6340<' I' 
BO:SE, ID 83720·0030 I 
1
3 ~ Ps"I:;!8rec Agen: Signi'\;uro 
NO FILING FEE IF 
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE I --11 ______ --------i 
4. Limited Liabiiity Cor: :)3nies: Enter Names and Addresses of Members. 
5. Organized Under tile Laws 01: 
IDAHO 
W 21996 
Issued 10/03/2005 
-~-.-- ~ .- -.- .-.,.- - .-.. -.-.- - .--*"'-...~ ........... --- :-..,,:-,-~~,~-.. ---=-.----- --- ---_.- --
IDSOS Document 
IrNo, W 21995 r'----------------~ I Return to: 
I SECRETARY OF STATE 
700 WEST JEfFEP.s01J 
PO BOX &.3720 
BOISE, lD 83720-0080 
Page 1 c 
Ous no ititQf than D(lC4tmber 31,2006 12, R6(jIS\$ffid Agent IlJ1d C)l;ir;e NO PO e;:;X\ 
Annual ~port Form ' : \ 
,," -, ",!l'l '~WAyr~r.: JOHNSON 
, • "~1 "~"{~li058E8ONNEVllLE 
L.N. JOHNSON PAViHG,U.C, 11DAHO FALLS, tD 83+04 ! 
i 105 SE SOf..JNEV1L!..E • I 
IDAHO FALLS. 10 8340{ , I 
1
3. Nmv R(:giSlS1"&j Ag6nl Slgn&tur, G 
NO FlUhiQ fEE !F 
RECEIVED ElY ClI)!; DATE. I 
4. Limited LJabU!ty Companies: Enter Names and Addressees of Mernbci1\. ! 
CHile" hBid Name Sirool or PO. Addf&;S, ill',y Stale Zip 
it'ltlt\et9 ~ 
l!\tW~€r 
WfJ.yrte JO\V"'SO,,- IlDS S£.' t5;mr;t'v://e -:tI,~ f1;$);1 1f:f~ 
Sha.Yl~ JO\~$ov\. U05 5f: DP}1i!CV;/!{' UM~I1tI!r i:/(fff£7/1 
5. Oi'!Jardzs-d Under the Lam C>i: 
IDAHO 
W 21996 
issued i 0/0212005 
! 
je 
( 
E· HI 
Harris, Inc. 
April 24,2002, Contract with Fremont County Joint 
School District 
! I It 
AlA DOGumentA107 1997 
" '. .'. . . ,', 
(North Frenlont Project) 
1997 EulTION 
AiA DOCUMENT Al01 .. 1997 
Abbreviated Standard Form of Agreement Between OIA/ner and 
Contractor for Construction Projects of Lirrlited Scope 
where the basis of paY111ent is a STIPULATED SU]vi 
AGREEMENT as 24th 
m the year 2002 
(In words, indicate day, month and year) 
BE TW E E N the Owner: 
(Name) address and other in/ormation) 
Fremont County Joint School District 
147 North 2nd West St. 
Ashton, Idaho 83445 
nd the Contractor: 
(Name, address and other information) 
Harris ,Inc. 
4555 Burley Drive 
Pocatello, Idaho 83202 
1S: 
(Name and location) 
North Fremont Hi 
Ashton, Idaho 
the 1S: 
(Name, address and other informlliion) 
C.A. Alliance P.C. 
School 
585 South Main St. 
Piovidence, Utah 84332 
Contractor as 
This docurnenj includes 
abbreviated General 
Conditions and shoukJ 
not be used with other 
general conditions. 
ihis document has impor-
tant consequences. 
Consultation with an 
a ttorney is encour aged 
\.-Jith respect to its 
or modification. 
This document has been 
and endorsed 
The Associated General 
ConiraCiors of America. 
$','''''',''<9:''-
,;pOT@"'" 
~
©199) AIA® 
AlA DOCUMENT A107-1997 
ABBREVIATED OWNER-
CONTRA,CTOR AGREEMENT 
The American Institute 
of ArchiteCTs 
17iS Nf'W York ,A,vpnlJP N W 
ARTICLE 1 THE WORK OF THIS CONTRACT 
The Contractor shall execute the Work descr:bed in the Contract 
extent indicated in the Contract Documents to be the 
ARTICLE 2 DATE OF COMMENCEMENT AND SU8STANTIAL COMPLETION 
2.1 The date of con~mencement of the Work shall be the date of this 
except to the 
of others. 
, 
Uf'Ue.ss a 
different da-,e is sta-.ed be:ow or is made for the date to be fixed in a notice to 
issued by the OW::1er. 
(Insert" the clate of comrr.encemen{) the date th is Agreement or, if state thai the 
date will be in. a notice to 
2.2 The Contract Tin-le sh211 be rIle2sLred from tbe date of com::-neJJCement. 
2.3 The Contractor shall achieve 
799 days 
Completion of the estire Work not later than 
days from the date of commencement, or as follows: 
(Insert mar-ber of calendar ~calendar date may be used when coordinated with the 
commencement. Unless stated elsewhere: -In the' Contract Documents; insert G.t1y for earlier 
Substal1tial of (July L 2004) 
, sl'bject to of this Contract Time as in the Contract Documenls. 
(1 mer! provisi 0115, if any, for liquidated LO failure to complete 011 time or bonus payrne.'1ts 
for early completion the Work.) 
AR. T I CL E 3 CON IRA CT SUM 
3.1 The O\l!ner shztll pay the COI1tractor the Contract Sum in current fur.ds for the 
ot the Contract The Contract Sum be 
Eight million "1>,,[0 hundred se ($ 8,275,000.00 ), 
subject to addltioDS and as Documents 
©1997 AI.~® 
AlA DOCUMENT A107-1997 
fl.88~EViATED OWNER 
CON TR"CTO RAG R. E E IV1 E N T 
The American Instlture 
of Architects 
3.2 The Con~ract Sum is based upcn the if 3.~y) vlhich are iescribed in the 
Contract Documents and are 
(Slate t.h2 n~lmber5 or other Ql:e:-,'1Ci.[e~. If d2ci:;ions on other alternates are to be madr:; 
by the Owner 10 the execution of [his Agreemer:t, attach a schedule oi},er alrernates 
the amount for each and the date when tbe amount 
Alternate 
PI-I terna te 
Alternate 
69B r OOO 
72 r OOO 
30 r SOO 
3.3 Unit prices, if any, are as follows: 
N/A 
ART I C L E 4 P A YM EN T S 
4.1 PROGRESS PAYMENTS 
4.1.1 for submitted to the Mchitect by the Contractor and 
Documents. The 
on the last 
4.1.2 
If an 
Provided that an 
Last 
each 
or as follows: 
for 
day of a 
tenth 
receives the Application for 
the Owner shall make progress on 
below and elsewhere in the Contract 
1 "\ l' 1 
5':1211 De J:'1:= C&lt:1G.J.Y mOll~11 
is recmred f\rehi teet not later than the 
the Owner shall make 
ofthe 
after the d-.:te tLXed 
to the 
01997 AIA® 
AlA DOCUMENT A107-1997 
ABBREVIATED OWNER· 
CONTRACTOR AGREEfv1EN 
The American insjjrute 
of Architects 
1735 New York Avenue, N.W 
4.1.3 under the Cont~act shall be2.I in~erest from the dale )s 
due at t::e rale stated 
at the place where the 
or in the absence at the rate: from tlILc to tiDe 
is located. 
(In5£JI Tate interest 
(Usury laws and 
laws and orher 
under the Federal Trurh in Act, similar state and local consumer credit 
of business, the locatIOn of the 
and e1se\vhere may the 
deletions or modifications, and also 
4.2 FINAL PAYMENT 
4.2.1 Final payment, constituting the entire balance of the Contract Sum, shall be made 
by the Owner to the Contractor when: 
1 the Contractor has fully performed the Contract except for tbe Contractor's 
responsibility to correct Work as in Paragraph 17.:?, and to satIsfy other 
requirements, if any, which e:A.'1end beyond Enal payment; and 
.2 a final Certificate for Payment bas been issued the luchitect 
4.2.2 The Owner's final payment to the Contractor shall be made no later than 30 days after the 
issuance of the ilichitect's final Certificate for or as follows: 
ARTICLE 5 ENUMERATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 
5.1 The Contract Documents are listed in P.rticle 6 for Modifications issued after 
execution of this Agreement, are enumerated as follows: 
<;11 The A.gcef''T'.':nt is this executed 1997 eoition of the Ahbreviitteci ,Standard Form of 
Agreement Between Owner and Contractor, AlA Document iu07-1997 
5.1.2 The and other Conditions of the Contract are those in the 
Manual dated Ap r i 1 3 f 2002 , and are as follows: 
Document Title 
Project f1anual North Fremont 
High School 
As per table of contents 
©1997 AIA® 
AlA DOCUMENT Al07-1991 
ABBREVIATED OWNER· 
corHR.ACTOR AGREEMEN 
The American inslitute 
of Architects 
~735 New York Avenue, N.W. 
5.1.3 The Clre tbose contained in the lvfa~ual da~ed 25 in 
5.12, and a~e as follows: 
{Either list the here or LO an exhibit attached to this 
Section 
Entire project manual All 
as per subparagra S.1.2~ 
5.1.4 The are as follows, and are dated :eil 3, 2002 
different date is shown below: 
list the here or refer to an exhibit attached to this 
Number 
Refer to index 
of drawings 
Title 
North Fremont 
High School 
5.1.5 The if any, are as follows: 
Number 
#1 
#2 
#3 
Date 
March 27, 2002 
March 29, 2002 
April 1, 2002 
Pages 
All 
All 
1\11 
All 
unless a 
unless the 
are not part of the COL~ract Documents 
in this PJticle 5. 
5.1.6 Other if ar:y, of the COLtract Documents are as follows: 
(Lis! Qny add;"ticnal docurnents which are intended to pari of the Contract Documents.) 
©1997 AIA® 
AlA DOCUMENT A.l07-1997 
A2BREV!,A.TED OWNER-
CONTRACTOR ,A,GR~EiYiENT 
The ,~rnerican institute 
of Archilecls 
GENERAL CONDliiONS 
ARilCLE 6 GENERAL PROVISIONS 
6.1 THE CONTRACi DOCU~1ENTS 
The Contract Docume~ts consist of this ?"g:eement with Condi:ions or- the Contrac:, 
aDd other issued :0 the 
execution of this and ModiB.catioflS issued 
A kvlodihcation is (1) a written amendment to the Contract 
a COflSlrucllon Directive or (4) a written 
Viork issued the .A..Icbitect. The il1ten't. of the Contract 
Documents IS to include all i ,ems r.ecessary for the proper execution and 
the Contractor. The Contract Documents are complementary, and ,tfhat is 
be as 25 if by all; by the Coetractor shall be 
consistent with the Contract Documents and reasonably inferable from them as 
to produce the indicated results. 
6.2 THE CONTRACT 
of the V!ork 
necessary 
The C·on1ract Docl.1rn.e!}ts forry; the CODtract for Cor:strl..:ction, The COrltr(}ct repreS2I1ts the eDtile 
and integrated agreement between the parties hereto and negotiations, 
representations or agreements, either written or oraL The Contract may be amended or modified 
only by a Modification The Contract Documents shall not be construed to create a contractual 
of any hnd (1) between the Architect and (1) between the Owner and a 
or between the Owner and /lichitect or between any 
persons or entities other than the Owner and Contractor. 
6.3 THE WORK 
The term "Work" means the construction md SCYlCeS 
whether or completed, and includes all other equipment and 
services provided or to be by the Contractor to fulfill the Contractor's The 
Work may constitute the whole or a . the Project. 
6.4 EXECUTION OF THE CONTRACT 
Execution of the Contract the Con~ractor is a reT)reSeIltatlOD that the Contractor has visited the 
familiar with local conditions under the \Nork is to be 
and correlated obsenrations with of the Contract Documents 
6.5 OWNERSHIP AND USE OF ARCHITECT'S DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS AND OTHER 
iNSTRUMENTS OF SERVICE 
The and other 
the Arch~tecl and the j\rchlled's consultants are Instruments of Service 
\A/ork to be executed the Cont:;:actor is described. The COG tractor ffi2.y retain. one record set. 
the Contractor nor any sGb-subcontractor or or 
supplier shall own or claim a copyright in the Drawings, other documents 
the or the and unless otherwise indicated the 
Architect and the j\..rchitect's consultants shall be deemed the authors of them and will retain all 
COITIDl0n and o:her reserved in addition to the All 
the Contractor's record set, shall be returned or 
for 
the 
of the Work The documents 
to Lhe 
by the CO!1tractor 
on other or 
outside the scope of the Vvmk WIthout the written consent of 
Architect and the IS cnnq;lt;:rntc: !'hP r,,,\yytY:::lrtn)"" ~1'hr(\rdY'"Jr+,\'r"r 
©1997 AIA@ 
AlA DOCUMENT 1'107-1997 
,,;,8BRE\fI,ATED OVJNE,q-
CONTRACTOR AGREEMENT 
The American Jnstiiure 
cf Architects 
errors or omissions noted by the Contraccor tillS review shall be 
to the but it is recognized th2~ the Contractorfs revie\;v is IT'lade in the 
capacity as a contractor and nol as a licensed unless othenvise 
in the Contract Documents. 
8.2 SUPERVISION AND CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES 
8.2.1 The Contractor shall and direct the the Contractcr(s best skin and 
attention. The COL-tractor shall be 
Work 
cons[,uclion means, sequences or 
and for the jobsite the,eof unless the Contractor timely written 
notice to Lhe Owner and -,Auchitect that such me2DS l sequences or procedures 
may not be safe. 
82.2 The Contractor shall be responsible to the Owner for acts and omissions of the 
CO.:-ltrtictcr's eniployees) SUbCGDtr3.ctors 3.Dd the~r 2..genls unci employees) Cl:lG cth~; persous c:-
entities portions of the Work for or on behalf of the Contractor or any of llS 
Subcontractors. 
8.3 LABOR AND MATERIALS 
83.1 U"less otherwise provided in the Contract and 
pay for labor, materials, equipment, tools, construction and machinery, water, heat, 
transportation, and other facilities and services necessary for proper execution and 
or permanent and or not incorporated or to 
in the Work. 
8.3.2 The Contractor shall enforce st;:ict and good order among the Contractor's 
employees and other persons out the Contract. Contractor shall not 
of unfit persons or persons not skilled in tasks to them. 
83.3 The Contracto': shall 
manufacturers'inst.ructions. 
store and iDS tall rnaterials in accorci2.TIce with 
8.3.4 The Contractor may make substitutions only with the consent of the Owner, after 
the Architect nd in accordance with a Order 
8.4 WARRANTY 
The Contr2.ctor YV2:ra~ts to the QY!T}er and _AIchite.ct tha~ ffi2teri2.1.s 
under the COIl tract wi}] be of good aDd new unless ot.he:VVlse 
Contract that the Work will be free from defects not inherent iJJ the 
or aJJd that the Work conform with the of the Contract Documenls 
or normal wear and tear and normal usage 
8.5 TAXES 
sb other taxes 
a~e received or negotiations 
© 1997 A 1 A ® 
AlA DOCUMENT A107-1997 
ABBREVI,~.TED OWtER-
CONTRACTOR AGREEMENT 
The American lnSliru!e 
of l'.rchireClS 
8.13 INDEMNIF!CA.T!ON 
8.13.1 
expenses are nol covered 
Contractor in accordance WiLh 
jlJchitect's consultants and agents and 
or oElissions of the 
or anyone for whose acts they may be 
or expense is caused in part a indemnified hereunder. Such 
consuued to or reduce other or obligations of 
O~ perscn described in this Par2graph 8.13-
by the 
and hold harmless 
of any of ther;, from and 
acts 
loss 
shall not be 
which would 
8.13.2 In claims against any person or entity indemnified under this Paragraph 8.13 by an 
employee of the Contractor, a Subcontractor, anyone directly or indirectly by them or 
anyone for whose acts they may be liable, the indemnification 
8.l3-1 shall not be limited by a limitation on amount or type of compensaticn or 
benefits by or for the Contractor or Subcontractor under workers' compensation acts, 
disability benefit acts or other benefit acts. 
ARTICLE 9 ARCHITECT'S ADMINISTRATION OF THE CONTRACT 
9.1 The Architect will provide administration of the Contract and wll! be an Owner's 
representative (l) during (2) until final is due and (3) with the Owner's 
concurrence, from time to time the one-year for correelion of Work described in 
17·2. 
9.2 The as 3 representative of the will visit the site at intervals appropriate 
to the stage of the Contractor's (1) to become generally familiar with and to keep the 
O\vner informed abOUt: ihe' pl'CJgrt:$~r euId- of the of'th~ Vvork (2) to 
endeavor to guard the Owner defects and deficiencies in the 'Nork, and (3) to determine in 
if the Work is being m a manner that the Wock, when 
the /ucnitect will not 
to make exhaustive or continuous on-site check the 
of the Work. The Architect will neither have control over or 
ble for, the construction means, 
cautions and programs in connection with the 
and under the Contract Documents, except as 
9.3 The Architect will not be for the Contractor's failure to the vVork in 
accordance wilh the 
control over or 
of the Contract Documents. The Architect vnli not have 
of and will not be 
or their agen ts or or any other persons or entities 
of the Work. 
9.4 Based OD the .fJchitect's of the Work and of the Contractor's for 
",he iuchitect will review and the amounts due the Comraclor and will issue © 1997 A i A ® 
CerLlflca~es for in such amounts. 
9.5 .AJ"chi teel will have 
Documents. 
Work thal does not confo~m to the Contract 
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such arbit:-ation :uises, u:-:less it is s[;own at ltc liiTlc the de:nand for arbitration 15 filed that (1) 
such person or a CSfr,.iTIon of fact Jr (2) the 
presence of such persor. or reLef is to be accorded in the arbi tra~ion, 
!oj 
\j; 
, r , 
ana l4) in the maaer is not 
such person or is not the .A.IChitect or any of the .P~chitectls or C0!1Sult2:ltS. The 
agreernent herein among the the ar::a any other \,'ffitten to 
arbitrate referred to enforceable under la'N in cny court hav-
thereof. 
9.11 C~}dM'S FOR CONSEQUENTIA,L DAMAGES 
The Contractor and Owner waive claims each other for out 
of or to this Contract. This mutual waiver includes: 
incurred by the Owner for rental expenses, for losses of USt, incJme, 
business aDd aDd for loss of or 
or of the services of such persoI1S; and 
.2 damages incurred the Contracio, for principal office expenses the 
compensation of stationed there, for losses of 
and for loss of except 
Work 
- business and 
from the 
mutual waiver is applicable, without to all consequential damages due to either 
party's termination in accordance with Article 19 contained in this 9.11 shall 
be deeDed to an award of direct damages, when 
with the of the Contract Documents, 
ARTICLE 10 SUBCONTRACTORS 
10.1 A Subcontractor is a person or who has a direct contractwnh the Contractor to 
perform a of the Work at the site. 
10.2 Unless otherwise stated in the COutract Documents or the requirements, the 
Contractor, as soori' as after award or the Contract, shall furnish in to the' 
Owner the AIchitect the names of the Subcontractors for each of the 
of the V!ork. The Contractor shall not contract wiLh any SUDCO:1tractor to whom the Owner or 
If the proposed but Subcontractor 
\\'as of the the Contract Sum and Contract Time shall be 
increased or decreased by the if any, occaslOned by such and an 
Order shall be issued before comLlencement of the sub:,titc.;.le Subcontractor's \VorK The 
Contraclo; not be to contract with a nyone to whom the Con1ractor has made 
reasonable 
10.3 Contracts between the Contractor and Subcontracto~s shan (1) each 
to the extent of the Work to be the to be bound cO the Contractor by 
the terms of the Contract and to assume toward the Contractor all the 
and respoDsib1hties, including the for of the Subcontractor's Work, which the 
the Contract and allow 
the remed les and redress afforded to the Contractor 
these Contract Documents. 
ARTiClE 11 OWNER'S RiGHT TO PERFORtvl CONSTRUCTION AND TO AWARD SEPARATE 
COtHRACTS 
11.1 Tbe Owner reserves the to construction or related to the 
©1997 A'A@ 
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ARTICLE 14 P,AYMENTS AND COMPLETION 
14.1 APr)L1CATIONS FOR PAYMENT 
14.1.1 Payments sh,1l1 be made as in Article 4 of this for 
shali be irl a form to the P...rchitect. 
14.1.2 The Contractor warr2i1:s that title to all Work covered an will 
pass to the Owner no later tha;;. the time of The Contractor further YienamS that upon 
submi ttel of an for all Work for which Certificates for have been 
issued and payments received from the Owner 
a!ld be free and cleaf of interests or othe;-
encumbrances adve::se to L.~e Owner's interests. 
14.2 CERTIFICATES FOR P!,Yr->1ENT 
14.2.1 The fuchilect within seven after receipt ot the Contractor's for 
Payment, either issue to the Owner a Certificate for Payment, with a copy to the Contractor, for 
such amount as the P...rchitect determhles is properly due, or the Contractor and Owner in 
writing of the Architect's reasons for certification in whole or in as provided in 
Sttbparagraph 14.2.3-
14.2.2 . The issu3..Llce of a Certificate for will constltute a representation by the ;\..rchitect 
to the Owner, based on the Architect's evaluations of the Vfork and the data comprising the 
for Payment, that the Work has progressed to the point indicated and that, to the best 
of the Architect's Y,JlOwledge, infor:nation and belief, the quality of the Work is in accordance with 
the Contract Documents. The foregoing represerltalions are subject to an evaluation of the Yvork 
for conformance with the Contract Documents upon Substfultial to results of 
subsequent tests and inspections, to correction of minor deviations from the Contract Docume:its 
prior to completion and to speci.fic expressed by the fJchitect. The issuance of a 
CerbEcate for Payment will further constitute a that the Contractor is entitled to 
payment in the amount certified. However, the issuance of a Certificate for PaYillent will not be 
a representation that U1e Architect has (1) made eyl1auslive or continuous on-site inspections to 
check the or construction means, techniques, .. 
sequences or procedures, (3) reviewed copies of received from Subcontractors and 
rmlerial ard other data the Owner to substantlate the Contractor's to 
made examination to ascertain how or for what purpose the Contractor has used 
money paid on account of the Contract Sum. 
14.2.3 The hchitect may withhold a Certificate for in whole or in to the extent 
(0 the necessary to protect L.1e Owner, if in the Mchi teet's the 
Owner by made. If the ,Architect is unable to 
the }\.lchitect will the ConLractor and Owner as 
The Mchitect may also withhold a Certificate for or, 
may the whole or a of a Certificate for 
Payment to such extent as may be necessary in the jnchitect's opinion to 
protect the Owner from loss for loss resulting from 
acts and omissions described in 
.1 defective Work not 
8.:2.:2, because of: 
.2 third party claims filed or evidence indicating of such claims 
unJess to the Owner is 
.3 failure of the Contractor to make 
materials or equipment; 
.4 reasonable evidence that the 'Nork cannot be 
Coretract 
to Subcontractors or for 
for the of 
© 1997 A! A ® 
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materials and for which a lien cO'-11d be or a bODe to the OVener to 
such lien. If such lien remains unsalisfied after paymems 2fE 
the C:mtractor shall refund to the Owner aU money that the Owner may be to pay ,n 
costs and reasonable fees. 
14.5.3 The shed} CDflsti tute a v/ui~ler of cla.ims the OVlner IDose 
14.5.4 
from: 
.1 
.3 terms of 
or .6:1al 
interests or enCUmDr2-DCeS out of the Contract and 
of the Contract Docume'its; or 
the Con [,act Documen ts. 
a Subcontractor or material shall 
constitute 2. v/aiver of claims that payee except these made in 2nd identiEej 
by that payee as unsettled at the time of final Application for Payment. 
ARTICLE 15 PROTECTION OF PERSONS j\ND PROPERTY 
15.1 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND PROGRAMS 
The Contractor shall be responsible for initiatir:g, and supervising aU safety 
precautions and programs in connection with the performance of the Contract. The Contractor 
shall take reasonable p,ecautions for safety of, and shall reasonable protection to prevent 
damage) injurf or loss to: 
.1 employees on the Work and other perSOGS may be affected 
.2 the Work and materials and equipment to be incorporated therein; and 
.3 other property at the site or ther-eto. 
The Contractor shall give notices and comply with regulalions 
and lawful orders of authorities bearing on safety of and and their 
p::-otection from or loss. The Contractor shall promptly remedy mel loss 
to property caused in whole or in part the Contractor, a Subcontractor, a sub-subcontractor, or 
all/oue u[ employed by allf of them, or anyone for whose- act;jj,;;.y be 
liable and for which the Contractor is responsible under Subparagraphs 15.1.2 and 15.13, except for 
or loss attributable to acts or omissions of the Owner or or by anyone for whose 
acts either of them may be liable, and not attributable to the fault or of the Contractor. 
The the Contractor are in addition to the Contractor's under 
15.2 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
15.2.1 If reasonable will be or death 
encountered on the slie by the the Contractor 
im:nediately stop Work in the affected area and the 
md iuchitect in ·When the material or substance has been 
rendered 'Work in the affected area resume upon written of the Owner 
and Contractor The Contract Time shall be extended and the Contract Sum shall 
be iDcreased in the aCDouDt of the Contractor's reasonable additional costs of delay and 
which shall be as 111 Mticie 12 of this 
and hold harmless the 
of any of 
fact the material or substance 
(9199) AIACD 
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builder's iD the amount of the l::i-
and 
total val:1e for the entire at the site on a cost 
deductibles. Such property imur:mce shall be unless othenvise 
in the Cont:act DOGcments or otherNise agreed irl by all persons and entities 
'Nho 3.iE bcncficiailes of suct iilSL.-ra:-1Ce) unti} final has beel'1 m8cie 3S in 
other thm the OVfner bs cD insuf3ble interest in the 
whicneve:: is later. This insura:J.Ce shall 
incluce interests of the Subcor::tractors and sub-subcODcactors in the 
16.4.2 The Owner shaU file a copy of each policy with the Contractor before an exposure to 
may OCCUI. Each policy shall conicin a provision that the will not be canceled or allowed to 
and tint its v!ill not be until ct le2.st jO written r1Nlee has beer1 
give:! to the Contractor. 
16.5 WAIVERS OF SUBROGATION 
16.5.1 The OVvner and ContraclOr wcive all rights (1) each other and any of their 
subcontractors, sub-subcontractors, agents and each of the and the .Architect, 
jl..rchitect's consultants, separate contractors described in AIticle 11, if any, and aI',y of their 
subcontractors, agents and employees for da.ruag::s caused by £ire or other 
causes of loss to LGe extent covered by property insurance obtained 
other property insurance to the Work, except such 
such insurance held by the Owner as £iduciary. The Ow~er or as appropriate, shall 
require of the Architect,P.rchitect's consultaLts,sejJarate contractors described iL Article 11, if aLy, 
and th~ sub-subcontractors, agents and of any of by appropriate 
agreen1enls, written where required similar waivers each in favor of other 
parties enumerated The policies shail provide such waivers of by endorsement 
or otherNise.A. waiver of subrogation shall be effecteve as to a person or entity even though that 
person or entity would othe.cwise have a duty of contractual or did 
\ , 
110t lHy the ;r,~,Hancc or ilW 
an insurable interest in the dacJ1aged. 
165.2 A loss under the Owner's 
make payments to their 
ARTICLE 17 COR.RECT!ON OF WORK 
the Owner as 
for the insureds, as their interests may 
The Contractor shall pay 
Contractor, and by 
shall Subcontractors to 
17.1 The Contractor shall promptly cocect Work the !\Ichitect or to conform 
services ane expenses made necessary 
172 In addition to the Contractor's 
date of Substantlal 
by the Contract 
whether discovered before or after Substantial 
installed or Costs of such 
and for the Nchiiect's 
if, within one year after 
thereof or after the da~e for 
terms of an 
warranty 
accordance with the of the Contract the Contractor shall correct it 
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CO~t11Ct aoc recover from the OVfner 
respect La 
re2sonable 
19.2 TERMINATION BY THE OWNER. 
for Viork executed and for proven loss v/ith 
and 
19.2.1 The Owner may terminate the Co[",tIact if the Contractor: 
reflses or f2.ils to skilled workers or 
2 to Subcontractors for ma~eri21s or labor in accord~Ilce w·ith the 
.3 
of the Contract Documents. 
19.2.2 When 2:1y of the above reasons the Owner, upon certification by the iuchitect that 
sufEcient cause exists to to any other the 
Owner may have and after the Contractor seven terminate the 
Contract and take possession of the site and of all 
eC]Ulpment and thereon owned by the 
wha:.ever reaso:1able method the Owner may deem 
Owner shall furnish to the Contractor a detailed 
lD the Work. 
equipment, tools, and const,uction 
Contr,"ctor and may finish the Work 
Upon request of the Contrac:'or, the 
of t~le costs incurred by the Owner 
19.2.3 Vv'hen the Owner terminates the COil tract for one of the reasons stated'in 
192.1, ~he Contractor shall not be entitled to receive further until the Work is finished 
19,2.4 If the of the Contract SL:.In exceeds costs of 
compensatlOn for the luchite::t's services and expemes made necessary 
ContrJctor. If such costs and 
difference to the Owner. The amount to be 
shall be certified the upon 
terminJtion of the Contract. 
such excess shall be paid to the 
the Contractor shall pay the 
for 
as (De case may be, 
shall survive 
©199 7 f.!A® 
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,A,RT!CLE 200THER CONDITIONS OR PROV!SIONS 
This Agreement entered into as of the day written above 
C:~4s~ -C-O-::P'N~T .-"-R-'-'-A'-'CCc-T~O"-----"'R'-"-'-~"'-----
Fremont County Joint 
School District 
CAUTION: You should 
printed in red,· licensed 
Harris, Inc. 
.A1A document or a li:ensed contain the MA logo 
Qre those in accordance wlth the Ins!rwcions Lo rhis document. 
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C" :/ 
HalTis' check to Johnson; Johnson's deposit slip and its 
check to Foxhollow 5 in the amount of $7,467.44. 
t-; 
6 
HARRIS, INC. 
4555 BURL~Y DR. 
JD 83202 
75 
$-even T,hOUSqDd"'*. 
B?NK Or·iE. NA 
COLUI,18US OHiO ~3271 
25·80/4~O 
~J 
~ 
~ 
~ 
TO THE 
ORDER OF 
Four. HUDdrg.q .stxt~;::?_~-,,!eQ d=lo q? ~-?.:Dcj:cA·~·L,.L_ent s :n.: 
..... -...:'-..../ __ -...:=3:..\'-' ... """CCl ____ -w ......... '-'~ ___ 1. 
.. 06/21/02 
f-r': --------+L-N-JDHNSON-:-PAV r 
~ , 1105 SE 80~mt:VILLE 
,. 
"-r; 
t IDAHO FALLS :W ... 83404 .. il 
" ~ ,
t: . II· 0 ~ 2 2 7 ? II" I: 0 l, I.,. 0 0 0 8 0 L, I: 0 l, 1, t 2 2 B 0 8 5 l. 7 II" 
I 
L 
U ct> II () 8 ~; .. 1,' . - ~, ~~:. 3 S. : 
.... [. ;,c.: f,', ,~ -1 ----
~r 
Date Requested 5/8/2003 
Requested By St r 
Date 
Processed 
6/28/2002 
MICR 
F.ccount # 
41122808547 
i:rii~;~' t.;~· l i:ri~u . 
.. ., r... 4. "I' r-~"...... r -.." ,r ./ 
/lC.'-tl.OJ'.O(Q'.. 
Check 
Num~er 
12277 
Check 
A.mount 
$7,467.'l.4 
L 
0 
0 
z 
0 
--' 
:=< 
,::;~ 
:~~ 
.1"':"'1" 
~ (..1 
-< 
l> 
~ 
'0 
0 
:0 
III 
c, 
z 
(J) 
m 
r 
0 
~,::'; 
:i 
If> 
c: 
Z 
m 
Block / 
e 
160269451 
12277 
m I z 0 0 
::ll ;1 U1 m 
:r 
en I :n Tn 
.1 
il 
I :1 , 
I 
1 N jOr~'iSON l-. • 
1,i05 S, E. 
iDAHO FA.!.LS, 10 
L N. JOHNSON PAVING 
1105 S E. BONNEVILLE PH. 208·523·9420 
IDAHO FALLS, 10 83404 
SUB TOTAL ~ 
/00007l. b ?i;1,/ 
6751 
E:=-1l l ' 
Harris' check to Johnson; Johnson's deposit slip and its 
check to Foxholluvl, in the amount of $21,904.00. 
DEPOSIT TICKET 
L. N. JOHNSON FJ1.YlNG 
1105 S E. BCNi'JEVILLE 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404 
(J~7/~CL~ 
DATE 0= c:7-  
DEPOSf I S MAY NOT 5£ .<;VAILA3Lc FCFi Itv!;vfECIA IE WfT,'-:O.:::'AVIAL 
ITH US;: 
32-367! 12~ 1 
SUB TOTAL i.W 
1 
I 
i j HARR1S, INC. 4555 BuRLEY DR. 
POCATELLO, ID 83202 
('2G8) 237,0575 
BANK or'IE, N A, 
COLUMBuS OHIO 43271 
~~ Twenty-One Thousand ** 
** Nine Hundred Four Dollars and No Cents ** 
TO lHE 
ORDER OF 
LN JOHNSON PAVING CO 
1105 SE BONNEVILLE 
r.:rs:J] 
08/20/02 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83404 
Date Requested 
Requested By 
Date 
Processed 
8/23/2002 
5/8/2003 
St en Cooper 
t-1ICR 
Account :# 
41122808547 
Oii]GR~L~lrfT 
C~~jh~~~if·iTEED 
BANI< OF IDAHO )124183676{, 
Check Check 
l\'urnber Amount 
13182 $21,904 ,00 
CHECK 
1 3 1 82 
~ 
$21904.00 
... 00 0 2 ~ g 0 L. 0 0 ,,' 
Blook 
o 
o 
/ 
Sequenoe 
024218095 
m 
Z 
o 
o 
JJ 
Ul 
m 
m 
JJ 
m 
E·~' H ;0; , 
Roger D. Cox, Esq.'s, Decen1ber 12, 2002, letter to 
HalTis, returning check No. 14270, dated December 5, 
2002, in the sum of $8,000.00 
?~·:JGE?, U. cox 
JCJ:-:,"i t,,( C\:-:.,\{A:-J~ 
DEA:'.; C. SR.-\~LJSTs'TTER 
Mr. Scott Harris 
Re: Our Client: 
Dear Mr. Harris: 
510 "[)" ST?J::::i 
L. N. JohnsoD Paving Company 
IcLE?HC0::=' (203) 5==-3606 
FAX (203) 522 -S6 ~ 8 
Th1S represents L. . Job.nscn Pavif'g Comp2ny. We are reLuming l:erewith Harris, 
Check No. 14270 dated 12-5-02 in the sum of £8,000.00 made payable to L & Ivl Landleveling and L~ 
Jol:"liiSOn Paving Co. 
A~ you know, L. N. Joh.nson Paving C021pany has no contract with Harris, Inc. or anyone else 
regardng the No:-th Fremont Higb School Apparently one Dave Egan signed a contract your 
company under the name ofL N. ]ohr,son hYing Mr. Egan was not an agent or employee of 
L. N Johnson Paving Company nor did he have aDY either express or ImplJed to execute any 
contraci on behalf of LN. Johnson Paving. Moreover, our cbents are not at all familiar wlfh L & M 
L,2.11dlevel~ng. OUT clien.ts n2.ve no to RatTls) or an/OilE: elSe regCirding the f~orth Fremont 
High School Project. Neither does our client claim any funds due on [hat project. 
OLlf c1 ient also that any 
Vie are se;-dmg a copy of this Jette, to Dave EgaD's 
and client are aga~i1 remlfided of our che:--:t)s 
:RDClkcp 
cc: Scott H311; 
LN. Johnson 
Ene.: a/s 
Co. 
D. Cox 
be sent to this office 
in order that both Mr. Hall 
rr:atter. Thank you for your a~tentlon. 
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Roger D. Cox, Esq.' s, July 13, 2005, letter faxed to 
Norman G. Reese, Esq. informing him that at no time did 
\Vayne Johnson, Shannon Jolmson or Dick SlTIith [an 
agent for L. N. Johnson Paving, LLC] authorize Dave 
Egan to sign a contract 'vvith IIarris 
COX, OH)IA~ & BR-\~DSTETTER, Ch3rtered 
ReGER D, CC!X 
JO:-'2'\ OH:.{..:.],f'"' 
GE.;~\f c. s ?_·\.!\DST::~T=:?" 
':v'E\<[3::", OF T'-':E' "i::3?o".S:c.0 . 3,\R 
*CE:r?Lt"~D T?.Jj.i., S?::c~~~s-::-
13,2 
TS~E?EO~E (208) 5:::-8606 
FA...:«(208~1 522-86l3 
Norman Reese, P. C V, J; . 'I' ('108" 73 { A89-La A aCSltyl e: ,£ ) _ ~--y ) 
.. ATtorney at 
Center 151 
151 orth Third vellue, Ste. 309 
Pocatello,ID 01 
Re: Construction Projects on Jefferson COUllty Joint School District 
& Fremont COUllty School District - 1. N. Johnson Paving, LLC 
Dear Mr. Reese 
L 
reply. Please note 
Paving, LLC. 
Paving, LLC has transmitted your lett::r of July 6, 2005 to this office 
\Alayne (not is the MaDaging Owner of L N. JorL'1S0n 
At no time has 1. N Johnson Paving, LLC or Wayne Johnson made any agreement 
Harris, Inc. Other than John.son, Shannon JOILI1S0n and Dick Smith, 1. . Job"'lson Paving, 
LLC has not granted anyone Power Attorney or authority to enter into contracts or agreements 
for it or in its name. Therefore,1. N. Johnson Paving, LLC fuT"Jd its owners deny liability or 
responsibility to Harris, Inc. 
In fact, L N. Joh.J1son Paving, LLC, as ably by you in your letter, n::ver beeD on 
subject school proJects, L N. Joh;1son LLC has never agreed to or 
these On 
of December 12, 2002 
After $8,00000 check to Harris, N J oILT1son David Egan had 
signed a contract with Harris, Inc, the name N. He had absolutely no authority 
to so nor to bind 1. N. JohIlson on any documents or to ILfuk::e agreements on behalf 1. 
N. Jo11nson. Had Ha.TTis, Inc, 1. N. Johnson they \liouid learned that 
information at outset of ects, 
~Jrm:ln G. Reece, Esq. 
Page :2 
Your 6, 2 ::: CDIlc~rs 
"vas false. ~~. 
O·YYTl. TT ' .Hams 112.Ve coctactcd 
s slatemems v;ere lncorrect. 
you have reviewed 
tDe 
1.2S with Harris' assurance Ihat no action wIll 
attention. 
Very truly 
Roger D. Cox 
at Law 
RDC/kcp 
cc: L. N. Joh.l1son LLC 
Enc.: a/s 
matter. After 
CO~ 
ROGE!', J. COX 
J Cl E-t;.J ~L 0 F-~}YL-\ S * 
DEA>'; C. 8?,_-\8CSTETTE?~ 
..,t'yfE:"I8E~ OF THE ;"~E3FL",S}:::"·\ 3.AR 
~C E?TLrT='D T?,Jr""~' SPECIAL:Si 
Mr. SCi)ct Harris 
Inc. 
4555 Burley 
Pocatello, Idaho 83202 
H~rA:'>i & BR;:\~DSTETT 
5\.) "0" ST~:::T 
P'JS: eFFiCE 3GX 5t6eC 
Dece:uber 12, 
Re: Our Client: L. N. Johnson Paving Company 
Dear Mr. Harris: 
, Cbanered 
This office represents L N. Joruison Paving Company. We are returning herewith Harris, Inc. 
Check No. 14270 dated 12-5-02 in the sum of $8,00000 made payable to L & M Landleveling 2nd LN 
JOQjson Pavmg Co. 
As you lmow, L. N. Johnson Paving Company has no contract with Harris, bc. or anyone else 
regardmg the North Fremont Hlgh School Project. Apparently one Dave Egan signed a contract with your 
company under the name of L N J oTh'1son Paving Company. Lvir Egan was not an agent or employee of 
L. N. Jonnsorl Paving Company nor dld he have any authority either express or lmplied to execute any 
contract on behalf of 1. N. Pavmg. Moreover, our clients are not at all famlliar with L & I'll 
Land1eveling Our chents have no obl1gation to Harris, Inc. or anyone else regarding the North Fremont 
High School ProJect. Neither does our chent cla1m any funds due on that project. 
Om client also requests that any further contact or correspondence be seIlt directly to this office. 
We are sending a copy of this letter to Dave Egan's attorney, Scott Hall, Esq., in order that both Mr. Hall 
and his client are again remlDded of our client's position m matter. Thank you for your attention. 
RDClkcp 
ce. Scott Hall, Esq. 
L N Johnson Paving Co 
Ene: a/s 
Very truly yours, 
at Law 
HARRIS, INC. 
<1555 BURLEY DR \ 
POCATELLO, 1083202 
(208) 237,0575 
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Standard Forn1 of Agreement Between Contractor and 
Subcontractor [L. N. JohIlson], dated May 15,2002, 
signed by David Egan on June 24, 2002, and Scott I-Iarris 
on June 27,2002. This Contract vvas in the amount of 
$409,363.00. 
I 
STA\J8ARD FORM OF AcGr~EEMENT BETWEEN CONTRACTOR 
AND SUBCONTRACTOR 
is a stand3~d agreeGJent on this 15th day of 
L.N. Johnson Paving Co. 
1105 SE Bonneville 
idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
he~ein after called sU)ccntiactar This contract is for the Site Work on 
:<lonh Fremont High Schoo! 
3561 E. 1300 N. 
Ashton, ID 83445 
The owner for this IS: 
-el';"10nt Co. Uoi'lt School District 
7 North 2nd West St. 
.-<h·len, ID 83445 
The following is a descriptio!1 of all labor, material, 
The Architect is 
CA Alliance 
585 South Main 
Providence, UT 84119 
and 
Section 02200- Excavation, Filling, Gr3cing, & Culvert 
Sectlon 02513- Asphalt Concrete Paving. 
includes all site work associated with alternate # 1. 
to 
The above work is required by Harris 8ros. Construction, Inc, by the contract and 
and Owner, and In strict with the foliowlng Contract documents, plans and addenda 
Spc:cificalions enlil!ed Project Manual, I~orth Fremont High School, Ashton, Idaho. 
2. Plans entitled North Fremont High Schoo!, Ashlon, idaho, Fremonf County School District. March 2002. 
3. !~Jdenda Number(s) 1,2,3 
4. Liquidaled Damages 300.00 per day 
5. Project Subsi2:l1i3! cO::-lp!etion D2te. 7/';/2004 
. , Ie 
salo WOf". 
bet-Neen Contfacror 
6. Sutstantiai Completion: Cordraclor and subcontraclor will agree to schedule submitied by ger:eral contractor for approval prior tJ beginning won; 
SLJbcon!raclor w:JI not be hej·j responsible for delays by others \JIJeather delays win be adrnJn"islered as ouUined iii the speciflcat'ions. The schedule wi! 
become a P2rt of [he contract docuGlent and wiil be submitted to the owner as requJied 
i\iternates 1 are included in this contract. 
Said work shall be I,n a a:lc workmanlike manner according to best trade and in accordance with the 
foilov/ing "General Conditions to Con:racl" (5 attached hereto and thiS reference made a part hereof Attachment 
her()W!Tn is 
For this subcontracto: will be In per a~icle 3 of the Conditions to Contract 
the amount of $409,363.00. 
General Contractor Subconlractor 
L.N. Johnson Paving Co. 
~ 
BY Dave Egan ~ 
uCt, ILl r Q?-
Date \ \ Dale 
) 
E·~ I~ B: ~ If1f~ ~ -,' ~'" '.>'~, ~ 
1-I 
Standard Forn1 of Agreen1ent Betv/een Contractor and 
Subcontractor, dated June 6,2002, signed by Demian 
Egan for Foxhollovv Construction on July 1, 2002 and 
Scott Harris on July 3, 2002. This Contract was in the 
amount of $245,705.00. 
I 
( 
Ccntrac: ~~c 
STANDARD FOR\~ OF AGRE::=:ViENT 2Ej\NEEN CONTRACTOR 
/~,NO SUBCONTRACTOF( 
Foxhol!ow Construction 
?O Box 505 
Ririe, Idaho 83443 
hers:,n after c2~!ed subcont~actor This contract is for the Site VVcrk c,n 
North Fremont High School 
3561 E. 1300 N. 
Ashton, 10 83445 
The owner for this IS: 
Fremont Co. Joint School District 
;47 Nc;th 2nd ~A.test St. 
A.sh:c:l , ID 334~5 
The Architect is 
CA Allianc2 
535 South Main 
?rov;denC2! L~T 3411 S 
project 
The Fofiowing is a of all labor, material, and supplies required to perform said work. 
Section 02200 t:xcavation, Fiiiing, Grading & Culvert 
includes all material and labor to complete base bid site work iJ8i plans and specs. 
The above work is required by Harris, Inc, by the general ccntract and berween Cont,actor a,nd 
strict compliance with the fol!owing Contract plans and addenda: 
1. Specificalions entitled Projec: Manual, North Fremont High School, f..shton, Idaho. 
2. Plans entitled Norih Fremont High School, Ashton, Idaho, Fr~mont County Schaol District. March 2002. 
3 .. -"ddenda Number(s): 1,2,3 
4. Liquidated Damages $300 per day 
:0. Project Substantial cemolelicn Date: 7/1/2004 
and 
6. Substantial Completicn: Contractcr and subcontractor will agree to schedule submitted by general contractor for aporoval prior to beginning work. 
Subco~~eid-respansibie-foKl 10. s by others. Weather d"lays will be adrninistered as outlined in the specifications. The schedulE 
~crrrle a pari of Ihe contract document and will be s _ itied to the owner 3S required. 
·~~lc.LU(.)e_~ ) 
Alternates 1,3,4 are ~'I thiS contract. / 
~~I.s..~hall be perforrn'C ri ' ~ ;;~J ,-"nd w::vkma!""I,ike ((,2,'1 ,'Ie; acc(xd:ng to best trade practices and in acco,dance With j 
follov/lng "General Conditions to Contracr l (5 pages) attachec hereto arId this referefjCe made 2 part hereoL Attachment 
herewith is 
For ing this work, subcontractor wil! be In per ariicle 3 of the General Conditions to Contract, 
the amount of $245,705.00. 
General Cor,traCi.Oi 
(,' 
Harris, Inc. // 
! ~ /1 '" (i.ULi~ /f~ 
E. HI' IT 
I 
August 30, 2006, letter from Norn1an G. Reece, Esq., to 
parties with those documents provided by HalTis in 
response to request for documents from another defendant 
ADMiTTED TO 
lDAHO ST.ATE AND 
FED EPAL BARS 
TELEPHONE: 
233-0128 
Roger O. Cox 
NORlV1AN G. REECE, P.C. 
Attorney at Law 
445 WEST CHUBBUCK ROAD, SU1TE D 
CHUBBUCK, IDAHO 83202 
August 30, 2006 
Cox, Ohman & Brandstetter 
P.O. Box 51600 
Idaho Falls, IO 83405 
William H. Mulberry 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 186 
Ririe, 1D 83443 
Robert L. Crowley, Jr. 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 387 
Rigby, 10 83442 
Re: Harris, Inc. v. Foxhollow Construction & Trucking, et al. 
Jefferson County Case No. CV-2005-642 
Gentlemen: 
TRAINED iN 
J\LTEPu~AT1VE 
DISPUTE RESOLUTIOI', 
FACSIMILE: 
(208) 233-4895 
Enclosed please find documents responsive to ~<1r. Mulberry's discovery requests to 
Harris, Inc. The documents are grouped as follows: 
AlA Document Al07 - 1997 U~orth Fremont Project) (14 pages) 
Accounting Worksheet - Jefferson Water Booster Project (Foxho!iow) (1 page) 
Anderson Nelson Hall Smith v. Foxrwllow (9 pages) 
Brandon Egan v. FoxhollO\-\f (1 page) 
CAT Rental Store v. Foxho:low Lien (3 pages) 
Change Orders - Foxhollow (Jefferson Project) (8 pages) 
Change Orders - LN Johnson (North Fremont Project) (4 pages) 
Check Register of Harris (Payments to FHJ LNJ, Egan) (2 pages) 
Checks from Harris to Demian or David Egan (10 pages) 
Checks from Harris to Foxhollow (16 
I 
August 30, 2006 
Page 2 
Checks from Harris to LN Johnson (3 pages) 
Checks from H2rris to LN Johnson (endorsed) (3 pages) 
Checks from Harris to Pro-Rental (Settlement) (1 page) 
Continuation Sheets (3 pages) 
Contract Between Jefferson District and Harris (5 pages) 
Correspondence Between Harr'ls and Ferguson/Foxholiow (69 pages) 
Correspondence Between Harris and Jefferson School District (12 pages) 
Correspondence Between Harris and LN Johnson (1 page) 
Damage Summary by Jefferson School District (1 page) 
Demian Egan Bankruptcy (3 pages) 
Ferguson Claim on Harris Bond (69 pages) 
Ferguson Equipment on Job Summary (2 pages) 
Ferguson Invoices (9 pages) 
Ferguson Release Agreement (4 pages) 
Ferguson Job Supervisor's Notes re Work Done with Ferguson Equipment (12 pages) 
Financial Reports re Status of Foxhollow on Projects as of 09/19/02 (1 page) 
Foxhollow Change Order (North Fremont Project) (1 page) 
Foxhollow Expense Detaiis (Jefferson Project) (1 page) 
Foxhoilow Incomplete Work List 09/20/02 (2 pages) 
Foxhollow Invoices (~~orth Fremont Project) (1 page) 
Foxhollow Payment/Expenses A,~unting Summary (3 pages) 
Foxholiow Construction prOg~ingS (Jefferson Project) (20 pages) 
Foxhollow Construction Progress Billings (North Fremont Project) (18 pages) 
Foxhollow Report to Secretary of State (2 pages) 
Foxhollow Transaction List by Customer (1 page) 
Garnishment Letter from Bannock County Sheriff (1 page) 
"General Conditions to Contract" 2002 (5 pages) 
! 
AL.:gust 30, 2006 
Page 3 
r~GR/lo 
Job Cost Journal - Foxhollow (1 page) 
Job Cost Journal LN Johnson (1 page) 
Job Cost Ledger - Financial Analysis (Jefferson Project) (3 pages) 
Job Cost Ledger - Financial p,nalysis (North Fremont Project) (15 pages) 
Job Income Report by Harris (Jefferson Project) (1 page) 
LN Johnson Payment/Expenses Accounting Summary (6 pages) 
LN Johnson Progress Billings (North Fremont Project) (22 pages) 
Letter from Counsel for LN Johnson to Harris Returning Harris Check # 14270 (12/12/02) 
(2 pages) 
Request for Information (North Fremont Project) (1 page) 
"Standard Form of Agreement Between Contractor and Subcontractor" 
(Foxhollow Construction) (1 page) 
"Standard Form of Agreement Between Contractor and Subcontractol-" (LN Johnson) 
(1 page) 
Subcontract Change Orders (2 pages) 
TfvlC Contractors Claim on Harris Bond (3 pages) 
TMC Contractors Invoices (4 pages) 
Time Cards Submitted by Foxhollow (19 pages) 
Western States Equipment Claim on Harris Bond (37 pages) 
If you have any questions, please call, 
Enclosures 
l\cox1.har 
/ 
E 
Johnson's July 11, 2002, STATEMENT to lIal Wright, 
V\Tright Oil and Tire for payment 
/ 
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Johnson's June 25,2002, subcontract to Fox I-Iollow 
Construction 
La 
Date ___________ ~ ____________________ __ 
TO __________ ~ ____________________ ~----~~-----------
Dear Sir: 
______ -'--_ propose to furnish all materials and perform alllaboI necessary to the following: 
All of the above work to be completed in a substantial ai1d workmanJike manner according to standard practices 
for the sum of _________________________________________________ Dollars ($ _____ _ 
Payillentstobemade _______________________________________________________ _ 
__________________________________________________ as the work progresses 
to the value of _____________________ per cent ( _________ % ) of all work completed. The entire 
amount of conl'dct to be paid within ________________________________ days after completion. 
PillY alteration or deviation from the above specifications involving extra cost of material or labor will only be exe-
cuted upon wrinen orders for same, aI1d will become 8...'1 extra cbarge over the sum mentioned in this contract. All agreements 
must be made in writing. <"' 
Respectfully 
Adiliess ______________ ___ By ____ ~~ ______________________ ___ 
Phone ____________________________ ___ License No. ________________________ __ 
ACCEPTAJ'1CE 
You are hereby authorized to furnish all materials and 
labor required to complele the work mentioned in the above p~oposal, for which __________________ _ 
agree to pay the amount mentioned in said proposal, and to the terms thereof. 
ACCEPTED 
Dale _________ , 19 ________ _ 
!1Jil 
aVlllg J hnson 
11 05 SmE~ BOi1neviUe 
Idaho FaUs, Idaho 83404 
(208) 523 n 9420 @ Fax (208) 522~4602 
/ 
E 
Harris' docun1ents claimed to be 
"LN Johnson Progress Billings" 

L.I\J. Johnson Pavina Co, 
'.../ 
Fax 208-522-4302 
Contract r' 
" 
CO-25-215 
p ct North School 
Number 004 
to: Oe/27/2002 
Original Contract Sum $409,363,00 
Net Change by Change $58, 20 
Contrect Sum to Date $467,846,20 
Total Completed 2nd to Date 1.50 
Retainage $14,529,58 
Total Earned Less Retainage $276,061,92 
Amounts r'led 
Current Payment Due $95,419,80 
Balance to $191, 
\Naviers Ve on 
-----------------------
62,11% te verified S to'l ____ _ 
by 
T'i/ ... , U IL\ , ,J t",1 ,-,'! 10 E E j 
APPUCATJON AND CERTIFICATE FOR PAYMENT 
contJ COlltI ~clor's s· Certification, is attached. 
DESCRIPTION or WORK 
f1,uior '{(illnr",. J.l \r""1r<CiI n(-::',\\["li)n 1r.:('Tc\r::iJr'AA(·"~ IT nl Ar, 
APPLICATION NO: 
AFPLlCA TIOI'-I DATE: 
PERIOD TO: 
ARCrIJT:::CT" i'ROJECT NO 
OOti 
08/27/2002 
OBI] 112002 
FOXHOLLO\A/ CONSTRUCTION & TRUCKING) 
PO BOX 605 
R rr'!~ ID 81.:141 '\ uZ '-). "';I..J 
(20,'3}53S·S146 phone (208)538 0 5286 fax 
I ·_--1 1.~F_ro_m_1 _=, __ Ly_r_\d_0'______ j 
1 Date: 8/26/02 -.--------~; -.----- ---------:-----===.., -I 
o Uf]~t 
o For your IlifonTICl.tion 
o Reply ASAP 
o Please Review 
Total pages) ilKludin~ (over: __ 2 ___ ~_._ 
CQf~nh: 
~
i L __ _ I 1 J 
FOXHOLLOVJ CONSTRUCTiON & TRUCKING; INC, 
f.JO BOX 605 
RIRIE, 10 83443 
( '""''''0' f">"'iA P='" A,-"'I PHr",~!r- ("'0"') 53"" '"'28{"<\ ,-.~ ,/ \L:Ub) :),50<) j 40 ~ Ul'lft::: .L 0 . 8-;:.') '0 rAJ, 
Augu.at 26, 2002 
PAY REQUEST 
Paving and :r. 15% $34,681 95 
C 0 Place G§ored: 16,50000 
~CYJ% 1,75000 
WO% '), 'i , 7 ('tfl VI ' ~. I ,,-,,,-, 
Yo Floor Prep 60% i3,O()().OO 
Tolal $70}19.75 
Total due $67, i 83 76 
/ 
, / ~I 
/''''-
COi; c; Number 
Appli 
Period to: 
Original Contract 
Net Change by C 
Contract Sum to Date 
CO-2S-215 
rn ate 1 
North mont High 
e Order 
Total Completed and Stored to Date 
Retainage 
Total Earned Less Retainage 
Amounts rned 
Current Payment Due 
Ba!ance to Finish, 
$409,363.00 
$58,483.20 
,846.20 
$190,1 60 
$9,507.48 
$1 2.12 
$78,727.45 
7, 
Lien on ______________________ _ by ____________________ __ 
4064% on _______ _ 
d 
,. J ,\ ?\ I " .- - L:: 1 Ii ll'n. f-'d CVH vi ~LL i 
APPLICATION AND CERTIfICATE FOR PA YMENT 
C0I1t3Hlin[', Contractor's Certification, is uttacilecL 
A 
ITEM DFSCRJPTION Of WORK 
f'r 0; [1(J PIIT{(j[C)C '\ li)f((JJ[ CT Slf' I~ r: M()I\I r p~Ar\ 
APPLICATION NO: 
Al'PLICA TION DA TIC: 
PERJOD TO 
ARCHITECT'S PROJECT NO. 
003 
07130/2002 
07131/2002 
Foxnolio,v C'::mstn.-ction & TrucKing, inc. 
PO BOX 605 
Ririe, ID 83443 
----_._-_ .. -_. ---_ .... 
CONSBUCTlcPI 
A If- / 
'----_._._-------- ----_ .. --------
Descriplion 
;:IELO ROUGH 
TRACK ROUGH GRADE 21,000.00 
PLAYING FIELD ROUGH 35,000.00 
CUT FOR PAF(,>\!NG 9,234.00 
SIDE WALK PREP 7,960.00 
TOP SO',L PLACEf~ENT 11,200.00 
DRAINAGE PIPE 62,75500 
P,.o,VIf'G AND 3/4 
E-m!li! 
21,000.00 
35,000.00 
G,2J4.00 
7, \16000 
11,200.00 
f32 1 7 S6 ;)0 
13 00 
(205 )538-5; 4(l I i 2G8 >5J.B.-5286 fe),i,ol iow@ic 'U,~1 
I 
'" !l: A~ ~ .~ 
7r.?S/2OC2 
Pfojeci 
Prior % 
35,000.00 iOO,OO% 10000% 000 
21,00000 100.00% 100.00% o.ex) 
!OQ(YJ% 35.lXlO(',{) 
7,387.20 80.00% 100.00% 1, S46.BO 
0.00% 000 
y:YJ 00 5.00% 35.00% 3, :'15000 
50,204.8.0 80.00% 100.00% 12,551.20 
0.00% 000 
I 
P/,;;yfliMtUCreditf8 $000 I 
------·------1 
DliO $5275808 I 
_--.1 ________ . _____ . ____ .. __ --__ ' 
ts & EXCle,.ses 
Invoices 
\/C)-f:-,G SLOG PAD 
Tota; 
Total 
Total Owed l_0~ Johnson 
00 
102.05 
-; ge) 149.60 
55 . 
TO: D2.ve Egan 
4555 Bur ley Drive, Poca tell o, ID 83202 
Phone (208) 237 -057 5 Fax (208) 237 -0520 
FROM: Cindy Darrington rJJ 
DATE: August 20,2002 
SlJBJECT N Fremont Payments 
I have attached a copy of each contract and the expenses tied to each. The bottom line is the 
amount owed to you You wiil notice that you over billed on YCJur base bid, but Scott isn ' t going 
to worry about it this time. Payroll used up the entire amount on that contract Aftc-f paying off 
all invo ices from the money flom the alternate, you have $26,04755 I will keep S% retainage 
from the amount requested ($82,871). The payments that were jomt-checked to you hst 'Neck 
were paid from the Sprinkler Line Project. If you have any further questions , please feel free to 
call me. I will be mailing out several of the trucking checks , as per request from the truckers. 
Checks will be ready today after 4 pm. Please let me know what you would Eke me to do with 
the remaining checks . 
L.N. Johnson Paving Co, 
1105SE 
ida~io Faiis, 
P 208-523-9420 
Fax 203-522-4602 
Contract NL:m CO-25-215 
1 
Project North Fremoi,t High Schoo! 
NJmber 002 
Period to 06/27 12002 
Original Contract Sum $409,36300 
Net Change by Chaiige Order $0.00 
Contract Sum to Date $409,363.00 
Total Compl and Stored to Oare $1 ,27860 
Retainage 85,363.93 
Total Earned Less f~etainage $101,91467 
Amounts Earned $74,23205 
Current Payment Due $27,682.62 
Balance to Retai ,448 33 
Lien '0!aviers rifled on 
by Supe on _____ (date) by 
Manager 
/! , 
"''-if . J. ,"1 
. • - iI ~' 
! l_ L_ , 
Al'PLi CAT10N AND CEltT IF]CAT.£ FOT\. PAYMENT 
conlilinir l g Contractor's sign ed Certification, is attached. 
~~il":'.\ .. ~\~ ~~~~~'~~!!II!1~I~~~~~"\!:{~~!' 
_J,:\1JeJL\!l~\~ 
-1------------
APPLICATION NO 
APPUCATIOl'-1 DATE 
PERIOD TO: 
ARCfI ITECT'S PROjECT NO 
:;t:~.( l~~.J;·~·:..~~~r;; 
002 
06/27/2002 
06/30/2002 
, 
)0- ---~3-~6;'r---- .~, ;~~~g- I --- - I ,~ (: ~~~; 
!gZ;' . ~:;\;;~ Bif£;O :;: ~~c;L::-::~ i -~-'ll!! i: l-~::---: 91 ~ !tr ::-:J~' 1-~~i-,~ ::-:.~ =-::=!l~ -~:=~6'GH~j : . ' ~ !:~L J!-!1m-i ~:: ~~i, ~1~ ~!!; .. . .....  ~ ~f,:~:~; :~;,~""\: -: -. ~= 1: ~ ;fm !gr~; -:'l g~f -15,:~i!~ + _\~ ~~:: .:: i !~~ . -..:: 5:OJ:1%1+- . :::n~ !1~ I· :~i l m}~ I ~ .·25;: ~:I 
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L&,~-
L.I\J. Johnson Paving Co. 
t'.!UrT: CO-25-215 
Alternate 1 
Nonh ont High School 
;\ppiic3tion Number: 002 
Period to: 06/27 12002 
Original Contract Sum $409.36300 
Net Change by Change Order $0.00 
Contract Sum to Date S409,36300 
Total Completed and Stored to Date S 114, 152 00 
Retainage $5,707.60 
Total Earned Less Retainage $108,444.40 
Total Previous Amounts Earned $74,232. 
Current Payment Due $34,212.35 
Balance to h, including 918.60 
Lien VVaviers on ________ ~ ___ _ 
27.89% ve Sups:-i on date) 
-----
Payment 
'\,\1 . ., 4 U /2, • .--J v' ,I'::f:~ ~ ), L .. ..,"_ ~ 
Al'PLlCAT10N AND CERTIFICATE FOR FA YMENT 
coni<lilll!l~J, COfllTacior's s Certificalioil, is attached, 
J\ 
ITEM DeSCRIPTION or WORK 
PIO I U<J 1),fOIlO!}'r P ,IPI(OI.OC;'l IPf{C,)J[CTSlf [,\EMONT.PIvlD 
APPLICATiON NO 
AJ'PUCA TION DA no: 
PERIOD TO 
Af\CHITECrs PIWJ[TT NO, 
002 
06/27/2002 
()6/JO/2()()2 

FOCEALL FIELD ReUGH GRADe 
FLAYI[~G FIELD ROUG GR;,DE 
CU' FOR PARf<\!G & Ro:on 
SIDE WALK PReP 
TOP SOiL PLACE}/1EiH 
CRA.ii'i.6.GE PIP 
PAVINC & 3/4 
Expenses 
Previous & Expenses 
Curient Trucking Invoices 
United & Supply 
Total Expenses 
Total 
Tolal Owed U~ Johnson 
ClOO 
7,96J 
11 
756 
227 1'2 iJ 
363 
13920 
29,13940 
107,27860 
107 
0/ 
/0 
T ot2l 
Billed This Period Total 
95% 33)250 33.250.00 
80% 7 16,30000 
0% 0 
-'r 0/ r U ;0 o~~ .... u:.: .. ,J 80 6,1;6380 
O~~ 0 
~O/ o,'] 0 560,00 56000 
8'~D! 516 15 ~" 50,204.80 G /0 au 
0% 0 
78,139 140 107 
Johnson Paving Co. 
Contra~t Number CD· 15 
North Fremont School 
catior-; Number 001 
Period to 06/1 
Original Contract Sum $409,363.00 
Net Change by Change Order 00 
Contract Sum to Date $409,36300 
Total Completed and Stored to Date ,139.00 
Retainage $3,90695 
Total Earned Less Retainage $74,23205 
Total Previous Amounts Earned $0.00 
Current Payment Due $74,232.05 
to Finish. including Reta 
Waviers on _______________________ __ by 
19.09% verif;ed by S on __ . __ _ 
by Project Manager 
'! , w"U,L\! n...lN \..:'ncF1 
APPUCATJON AND CERTlFJ CATE FOR PAYMENT 
COllt (li nin g Contractor's s igned Cel-tific8lion, is attached. 
0005 
0006 
(lOO? 
-oob-e--
~ 
'''::J ,.) 
~~~~'~;'~i~: '?1'!-.~_~iv.1f;~~1!~"!.}'. 
Tota ls 409.363.00 
P.\PHOLO(J'·\ If'f"-{OJ[CTS\FPJ::MONT. Pi'AD 
j;J'PI..ICA TJ ON NO 
APPUCATION DATE 
pERIOD TO 
ARCHITeCTS PROJECi' NO 
001 
06/10/2002 
06/10/20 02 
Q~L~:~2QQ...L _ ___ ~Q_I ______ ~0,-11.~,.2~ ___ 19:0 9~t,'_L~_~1 .22 ';,QQJ ___ lgQfi.9~ 
r1 ;)(1 r' . ~ 
Schej of Values & Orcs, 
i DtTE 
I JO NUc,.; 8::::;;' I 
'Contract Amt 
5% 
I Sched Of Valus-s Ai it. '/.c~lp[t S Amount ~!FO--OT-B~-'-LF--IE-.LD-R~Ol----3-5--,.~oool·--9-5'~OO%~~~-,,2--~!-----~----+------~---t----~ 
TRACK ROUGH GRADI 21,000' 45.00% 9,450 
PlAYlNG FiELD ROUG 35,000 
iCUT FOR PARKiNG 9,2:;4 1000% 923 
ISIDEWf-\LKPREP 7,960 
TOP SOIL PLACMENT 11,200 
DRAINJ\GE PIPE 62,755 55.0-;]% :A,SIB 
PAVlNG.AND3J4 227,213 i 
Total 409,363 78,139 % Job Complete -19,09% 
+ to [)sscriptlon Cntrct. '10 Completo Retaln8d Order Amt. Complete to date 
Amt 
409,363 1909'10 78,147 3,907 331,216 
I 
Total C.Q, Amt. 
1'/ J 
Schedule of V::dues 
FOGTB.';ll FIELD ROUGH GRADE 
TRACK ROUGH GR.>DE 
PLfWir~G FIELD ROUGH GRfDE 
CUT FOR PARKING & RO~D 
SIDE \NJl,U< PREP 
TOP SOil PLACEMENT 
DRAI~~p,GE PIP 
PAV!I\)G & 3/11 
Trucking Invoices 
Western States 
United Pipe & Supply 
Total 
less Retainage 
Total 
Tota: Owed L.N Johnson 
35,000 
21 
000 
9 
7 
11 
iCC 
, J0 
22,070.00 
14,52621 
30,16859 
66,76480 
11,37440 
3,90696 
/ 
4 
0 1 i\mL uested /0 
95°/~ 3') ;:::n 0 1 ,-V v 
1,5% 9 
0% 0 
10G/e 923 
0% (1 _I 
O~~ 0 
5I:O! 
'- v /0 34,516 
0% 0 
Total 78,139 
A.ePLICATION C:ERTIFICA& 
TO GENERAL CONTF,ACTOR: Harris, Inc. 
4555 Durley Drive 
Pocalello, 10 83202 
FROM C:ONTR/\CTOR. L.N. Johnson Pavinq Co. 
1105 SE Bonneville 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 13340A 
CONTFv\CT FfJf< 
r __ /1 
L_ 
FOR P A YIVi.ENT 
PROJECT North Frernonl Hiqil School 
3561 E. 1300 ~,j 
Construction of nev{ iliqh school 
VIA /\RUilTECl CA Alliance 
585 South Main 
Providence, UT 8-4119 
APPLICATIO" NO 004 
P[GUOD TO 8/31/02 
PROJECT NOS 25 
CONTRACT DATE 5/15/02 
CONTRACTOR'S APPLlCt\ TION FOR PAYMENT The undersiqned Contractor certifies thai 10 Ihe best of the Conlr3clor's kno\vledqe, 
inforrnalioll and Ihe belief the Work covered by U,is Application for Payrnenl h3s ADPlication is made for Dayment as shown below, in connection with trle Contiacl 
COlilinuatiun slleet is attached 
ORIGINAL CONTRACT SUM ............................. , ..... ,. 
2. Net chanqe by Chanqe Orders ................................ .. 
3. CONTRACT SUM TO DATE ..................................... .. 
4 TOTAL COMPL.ETED & STORED TO Of ... TL. ........... . 
5. RETA1NAGE 
a 
b. 
fjOO % of Completed Work 
5.00 % of Stored Material 
Tolal retainaqe 
G. TOTAL EAFNEO LESS pj::TAiNAGE ........................ . 
7 LESS PREVIOUS C[,UIFICATES FOR PAYMENT... 
8 CURRENT PAYMENT DUE ....................................... .. 
9 BP,LANCE TO FINISH, ji'~C;LUD!NG P-ETf\INAGE ..... 
CHANGE ORDER SUMMARY /\DDITIONS 
,--------.~ 
Tolal cilallqes 2Pproved In 58,483,20 
nlo,)l.hs bv owner 
~--.. --.. -- --_. __ .-'.--
0,00 
13,340,52 
000 
13,34052 
409,363.00 
58,483.20 
4G7,846.20 
266,81040 
253,46988 
180,64212 
71,827.76 
214,376,32 
DUCTIONS 
0,00 
000 
rrO!O~l C\Pf\OLO(3<i\PF\oJf:CT S\FREMCNT ,PMD 
been cornpleted in accordance with [he Contrael Docurnen(s, thal all amounts have beer) 
paid by tile Contractor for Work for which previous Celiificates for Payment were issued 
and paymenls received from the Owner, and Ih31 cUlrenl PilYllle,,: shovm herein is flOW due 
CONTRACTOR 
By 
Siale of 
Count,·" of: 
Subscribed and sworn to before 
me this davof 
Notar'! Public: 
My Commission expires 
Date: 
ARCI--IITECT'S CERTIF!C,.i\ TE FOt-<.: PAYMENT 
In accorrjance wilh the Contract Documenis, based on the on·sile obselvCllions and t;,e data 
compfisinq this application, the architect certifies to the Owner that to the best of ti,e Archi!ect's 
knowledqe, inforrnalion and belief the WOrii has proqressed as indicaled, the quali'y of the Work 
is in accordance with the conlract Documents, and the contractor is cnlitled 10 paYll1cIli of the 
AMOUNT CEf,\TIFIED 
AMOUNT CERTIFIED ............................. .. 
(Atl'lctl explanation ff 8mounl certified differs (rom (he amount dfJplied (or. Inilial 01/ figures Of) 
Application Bnd on the Continuation Sheetthel are changed io con(o;7n 10 rhe amount certrfiBd) 
ARCHITECT 
Bv: Dale: 
1 
Pr yeA nnrli-'~(-" ,~ Ii? FOI) 1) AYM-"'C. f'lr i __ ''-.Ii '~,,' JL A!Ic' 1 ~h Jt l~i' "K i~ ,,~1~jl"i Il 
fO G[NG,/\L CONTRACTOR. 118rris, Inc 
4555 Burley Drive 
Pocalello, 10 83202 
FrWM C;ONrr~ACTOR L.N Johnson Pavmq Co, 
1105 S E Bonneville 
Idaho F,'::s, Idallo 83404 
CONmilCT FOFl 
Proiog C,\PF\OLOC>1\Pf~OJECTS\FF(EMOi':T,F)r'iiO 
i'1,,{OJCCT: Nonll Fremonl HiGh School 
35Gl [0,1300 N. 
Cons\ruclioll of new hiqll sdm:)1 
VI/\ .!',F(CHITECT CA Alliance 
585 Soulh Main 
Providence;, UT 84119 
!IIOPUCA TION NO OO,j 
PEf~IOC TO 8131102 
PROJECT I\lOS: 25 
CONTF"~"CT DATE 5/i 5/02 
1 his certificale is nol neqoliable, The AMOUI~T CERTIF lED is payalJle only 10 111e Contraclor 
narned 11en~in, Issuance, payment ard acceptance of paymolll are without prpjueiice (0 a"y ri911ts 
of Owner or Conlrac~or under lil!s Contract 
P':'lf':ll -1 
, 
cc _. nNUAT!ON S EET 
APPLIC/\T10N AND CERT1FlCATE FOR PA YMENT 
containing Contractor's signed Certificalion,is ntlachcd, 
A 
DCSCfUPTION Of \VORK 
~ 
'ro!og C. IPR OLCG;; IF nOJ tel:;\,CC;EfviONT ,PMO 
APPLlCATfON l'-lO 
Al'PLlCATION DATE: 
PEfUODTO 
ARCHlTECT'S PROJECT NO 
oo~ 
8127/02 
8/31/02 
E' Z1i- H·'I' t 'Ii '1 ,ii 't IT 
Harris' documents claimed to be 
"Job Cost Ledger Financial Analysis (North Fremont 
Project)" 
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TEP UEST~~~ ST~f~S 
~( '.I,i 
:'.',.:.,1: 
98207?-: 
3290891 
3290971 
LP)0520 
! C' ~ (\ '77 c: 
t., .1..11.1'.1 
28170 
.)rH~A,.);i 
.. ',-."/,.,,-
')<'";:;0(0 
~.j' J II I 
f.3S 
18 [62 
P(.l6(/5 
P(JU7:; 
P069S8 
PO 71 O,~· 
1')'-"')'/ 
./. ~J c:.,;:.. 
i3384 
i! 
1I 
" 
~I 
N 
V 
I 
V 
i 
y 
y 
" :
y 
" i 
'I 
". 
65.H 
'c. Q-J." .vJ 
(; (] ,4 S 
0,00 
\1 00 
7,52 
(i.OJ 
0.00 
965.00 
670,9S 
HIO~) 00 
1110.00 
1.282 00 
,r .. '· 
'.,': 
... ,el, 
i::, "SO 
19, ::1 
:.r!/l 7 ~ 
-'\·,',1'" 
/ 
<, ~ ::.::: : 
--------------
~' / 
------------------------------------------------------------
i· 
1 to 
_ C,,·, ~ .':. - : 
,_ i '.,; , , ~ j 
; ).:3 D~i)T.S 
1?6 HULET 
i r)ll Ll,"'ti Di::n 
:.. :_ ..... ' 1;\1~, t. 'c_" 1 
129 FDhASI 
130 S,L{tNZ 
~1;~Ef.!! 
i !J.. i '~Il(;i r'/ 
.. ,). ,I J, \:_'~ \ 
;C'[ 
'. :lj 
fL r~, (: !'I r 
.' r .,,;. I' \.. 
:~:~;~.8 ;:~- .;, F:~~:T t\!_. ;'·:f/~:ijRG 
~i 13:387 
'IJ}'d 
~ ,It .. ,'!,.' 
p, 13383 
/, 1 35 5\~ .-. 
~.3389 
~\ , 3238 
A 1 :l~90 
~; J 3:!,~·O 
r'l 1:r~92 
~) , ~2 tr 1. 
" rl i ")')0') j . ..1 '" 
F; "\':;\1 .I. 
~\ 1.2242 
2J9!), 
,t~ ! J 1;\" t. ~..) 
,~ 1'3395 
A 1. J 5':,2 
{\ ).339~:, 
(, 132~ 5 
1 "C07 
,-' ~. ; , 
? 33S3 
?: i j ,:DO 
{, 1 3247 
1 ] ~\ (: , i 
~) 1. 3 S~; ~3 
1 :,4 ':)2 
3?S0 
1 :~! ~'I 1 
lYe's 
l'! (C 
~ t.. . ../~. 
y 
-I 
, 
y 
y 
,; 
v 
1 
y 
V 
1 
y 
[,; 
O.er 
758.13 
235,35 
6.61 ,5,f:~ 
359.S:) 
I~08~7~j 
G[(4,58 
1128,52 
914.3i 
290,79 
31.12 
);19053 
159 92 
lO3 ';f 
70: J S 
(06 ,,\:1 
759.70 
(7 
,\I! 
.. "',,:,,,i 
, " '. I;j 
"1/.:- :, i f'\ C, ~ 
I'J'-','! "-' .. "-
------------------------------------------------ ----------------------
------------ ------------ ----
--- -------------
--------------.-
-" ~ .~: 
. . -~. ,', _ . 
. ;., . 
!; -' ; ,~ ;;':', - __ ''\'l~'' II~ ........ ·.\· __ _ .. ~- -;; 
---------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------
fiG 
...,.; 
1.3 7, 
(; ,;)(} 
0,00 
c-
v" 
:: :::::::- ::::::::::.:::::: 
'I ;:'0 
. " 0 r 
:.J, ,'1; 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ._----------
(;. ~t 0 Cl·S (; ()O 0 00 ,,~.!. 4~ {:,~ 
SaC:.S72 OS 0 (\r\ 1 '})23 Ot. 7Sl~0J ; , ,; 
" 
" 
','': 
i 27 8.,') C- O:; fir, ,1\1 , AO il 00 ,. 
'.'" 
0,00 
- -- --~ ---------~-- .-._-- ------------------------- ------~----------+ ---------_. ---------------------- - --- --- --------------------- +- _. 
~s Period 01/01/80 08/15/0J 
;.. .-
p~ t R~la~ed Jobs: Yes 
Non-Pro t R::LateJ Jots: YtS 
" ~~ . .j. Ol/Ol/30 - 09/30/02 
~IJde Expe~s2d, Paid or id- Expensed 
2' :~:~sL~n9 OGle) Cheer Date) Invo Date: Posting Date 
y~u h2 many categories without costs? No 
::: Ra nge for delail: i-Z 
,-,:s ,qange for t.otals: l-Z 
; ~ tGta Is at the Category le'lel: Yes 
nt totals at the Job level: Yes 
tota is at the Pro t level: No 
port lot~Js: Yes 
'-"_ cotals at the 100's Category level: No 
'c ~0tals ot the 1000's Category level: rio 
::lL totals at the 10000'5 Category level: No 
.i:t caLais at the 100000's Category level: No 
Hmis Iv:. 
2.~·' DT / ----------------Invoic~---------------
Oeser' sn Date PO? Hours 
ToL31 
C:'l2:gcs nts 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------
- t!Cavation IFoihollofi) 
tK V riot on hI e 
r ~ ~ Ve no ton f ~ e 
93 EGMj 
93 EGAN 
99 VOSS 
99 VOSS 
108 HA IHUNE 
'q JOiiES 
, WOOD 
,d DAinS 
114 UHL 
115 PAilKER 
119 EGAN 
1:0 RODRIGUEl 
121 LABR.A 
U6 HULET 
~28 HOLBERT 
, FO'jASI 
. -10 SAEHZ 
17i SIEVERS 
20 
28 
A 11857 
A 12111 
A 11858 
A 12112 
P, 12119 
A 12120 
A 12121 
A 12~2q 
A 12125 
A 12[26 
A 12130 
A 12131 
A 12132 
A 12t30 
P 1213 7 
A 121~,3 
.~ 12m 
A 12984 
Rea:l te La~of 06/17/02 N 0.00 
REA~~OCATE PAYROLL 08/09/02 N O.CO 
05/[7/02 N 40.00 
061l4l02 N 
05/17/02 N 
06114/02 N 
06/14102 fj 
06/14/02 N 
06/14102 H 
06/14/02 N 
06!i4/02 N 
O&lW02 H 
OUH/02 N 
06114102 N 
ObiW02 N 
06/l4!02 N 
06/14102 N 
06/14/02 rj 
06/14102 N 
03/09/02 N 
\ 10.00 
45.00 
\ JS 0') 
J4.00 
b 5. SO 
78.00 
b 7 .00 
5100 
78.00 
J 7 . SO 
66.50 
S8.00 
\3.00 
18.00 
4J. SO 
JUO 
30.00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
000 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
-1(80 .34 
-254.45 
751 .22 
mU8 
745.04 
2524.87 
411.96 
999.15 
1184.26 
905.0S 
656.95 
888.1 9 
454 .37 
923.10 
741 .76 
l73.26 
218 .10 
527.06 
418.02 
254 . is 
-H847.34 
-2S£ .45 
751.22 
2J24,98 
745.04 
2524.87 
411.'16 
999.15 
llBUb 
905.05 
DSUS 
888.19 
4 S4 .37 
923.10 
741.7b 
173.7.6 
218.\0 
527.0; 
41802 
25445 
-------- --------- ------------ ---------~--
Labor Tolal 100UO 
Subcontr act 
.LVARE ALVAREZ TRUCKING 329089 25-210-S;N FREMONT 06/17/02 N 0.00 
vTR CLAY TRUCKING 329115 25-210-S;N FREMONT 05/31/02 N 0.00 
'~T CLEN ATCHLEY 237954 25-210-S,N FREMONT 06/31/02 N 0.00 
._~T DAL ENTERPRISES LLC 329100 25-210-S;N FREMONT 06/14/02 N 0.00 
AVEPR DAVE PRICE 329103 25-210-S;N F1EMONT 05/31/02 N 0.00 u~TcEomTm·,.,.,~-------1-1~3J---2 S---21-0--S-· ----O·7S-/2-1-/O-Z--N:-' -0.00 
DAVIOE DAVIG EGAN 16438 2S-210-S;N FREMONT 05/30/02 H 0.00 
AVIDE DAVID EGAN 16512 2S-210-S,N FREMONT 06/14/02 N 0.00 
_ nVIDE DAVID EGAN 16630 25-210-5;N FREMONT 06/27/02 N 0 00 
OAV!OE DAVID EGAN 16726 2S-210-S;H FREMONT 07/10/02 N 0.00 
lAVIDE DAVID EGAI~ 
lA'ifDE DAVID EGAN 
CLENTE O&L ENTERPRISES LLC 
~DUGST DOUG STACEY TRUCKING 
lOUGSl DOUG STACEY TRUCKiNG 
~[SHER FISHER LOGGING 
FOX~OL FOXHOLLOW CONSTRUCTION, INC 
:OXHOL FOXHOLLOW CONSTR~CT!ON, 
:RANK? FRANK PINAK 
° 1 HOFFMAfi L~LiCKING 
nA HOFFMAN TRUCKING 
~ANUEL MANUEL MORROQUIN 
HANUEH MANUEL MARROQUIN 
\6758 2S-210-S;N FREMONT 07125/02 N 
16839 
129105 
329108 
329144 
3291461 
16615 
16755 
329093 
329104 
3290841 
329090 
329090 
25-210-S;N FREMONT 08/08/02 N 
2S-210-S;N FREMONI 
25-210-S,H FREMCHI 
25-2lC-S;N FREMONT 
25-210-5; N FREMONT 
25-210-S;N FREMO~l 
2S-210-S;N FREMONT 
2S-210-S;N FREMONT 
2S-210-S;N FREMONT 
25-2!O-S;N fREMONT 
05131/02 N 
OS/3l/C2 N 
06120/02 ti 
OS/20!02 N 
OS/3li02 N 
OS/JO/02 N 
06;05/02 N 
05131/02 t~ 
06/1S/02 r{ 
25-21C-S;N FREMON! 06/14/02 N 
25-210-S;N FREHGNJ 06/14/02 N 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
o 00 
0.00 
o 00 
o 00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1900.00 
J8~O.OO 
16000.00 
30000.00 
0.00 
1900.00 
3840.00 
16000 00 
30000.00 
0.00 \8S2.S0 185250 
_:.-:.::.::...:..:.c:. __ -'-
0.00 775.00 715.00 
0.00 1550.00 
0.00 
0.00 
o . co 
o ,CO 
o ,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
000 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1560.00 
156000 
1570.00 
))7000 
30460.00 
665.00 
7500 00 
1240.00 
292.50 
10481.00 
1105 SO 
13450 
1500.00 
\l S S 00 
15S0.00 
15&000 
156000 
157000 I 
1570 0 I 
1570 ,)0 
. __------1 
30460 00 
6GS 00 
7S00.CO rf. 
\240.00 ('J') 
W.22l{ 
o 00 
.... Q .... r () L;L.)~ 
lO~81.00 
11 OS. SO 
tJ4 . SO 
150080 
li5500 
! . 
----------------.nvOICe--------------- T 0 ~_ a 1 
.0/2::: De:::Ci lOr: Oate PO? Hours = nt s 
~- - - -- - -- ------- - -- -- -- --- - ---- - -- --------- ---- - - ---- - - --- ----- -- -- --- ---- - -- -- --- -- -- ----- - - -------- - ----- -- ----- - ----- ------
>~:;~~c P,S. ~ G. LLC 
,~, RJM 
. ,C2Y8 RIGBY BROiHERS 
~02ERH ROBERT HOLBERi 
]~SRO RON'S ROAD REPAIR, IN~. 
-8 SAINSBARY TRUCKING 
. SIEPERT CRUSHING 
; ;L, LK SEPERT CRUSHING 
~ i~;JC WB TRUCKING 
,1'£2 Vendor not on file 
:;:-[R VenJoT not on fi)8 
q8 EGMi 
93 EGArI 
93 EG,~N 
~8 EGAN 
[Wi 
d VOSS 
\)9 VOSS 
99 VOSS 
99 VJSS 
99 VOSS 
108 HAINLlNE 
09 JONES 
q JONES 
_J7 JONES 
109 JONES 
llO WOOD 
110 WOOD 
110 waco 
110 ~)OOD 
li0 WOOD 
113 OWlS 
U4 UHL 
114 UHL 
US PARKER 
l!:, PARKEi1 
liS ?ATlNO 
:19 EGAN 
119 EGAN 
i 70 RODRIGUEZ 
RODRIGUEZ 
120 RODR I GUEZ 
170 RODRIGUez 
329116 
1257 
329092 
2002201 
32910 
J2Sll4 
1669 
329106 
329147 
20 
28 
A 12017 
A 12390 
A 12532 
A 12706 
A 12957 
A 12018 
A 12391 
A 12SJJ 
A 12707 
1\ 12958 
A 12025 
P 12026 
A 123GO 
A 12537 
A 12711 
A 12027 
A 12395 
A 12536 
.8 12712 
A 129S~ 
A 12030 
A 12031 
P 12397 
A 12CJ2 
p, 12398 
A 13519 
12036 
A moo 
A 1 
A 124.J 1 
A 12541 
A 12il4 
A 12963 
ADO~TIONA~ INSURANCE 07/22/02 N 
25-210-S;N FREHON1 05/31/02 N 
2S-210-S;H FREMONT 05/31/02 N 
2S-210-S;H FREMONT 06/13/02 N 
25-210-S;H FREMONT 06/24/02 N 
25-210-S;N FREHOHl 06/18/02 N 
25-210-S;H 05/31/02 N 
2S-210-S;H FREMONT 06/05/02 N 
25-210-S;N FREMONT 05/31/02 N 
2S-210-S;N FREMONT 05/31/02 N 
25-210-S;N FREMONT 06/20/02 N 
Re2110cate Labor 06/17/02 N 
REALLOCATE PAYROLL 08/09/02 N 
05131/0211 
06/28102 H 
07/12/02 ii 
07!26/02N 
08/09/02 N 
05/3[/02 N 
06128102 N 
071i 2/02 N 
07/26/02 H 
08/09/02 ii 
05/Jl/02 N 
05131102 r1 
06128/02 N 
07/12/02 Ii 
07126102 N 
OS/Jl/02 fj 
06128/02 N 
07112/02 N 
07 N 
08/09/02 N 
05131/02 N 
OS/H/02 N 
06/28/02 N 
osml02 N 
06128 102 Ii 
09120/02 r{ 
OSIJlI02 N 
06/28/02 N 
0:,/31/02 N 
06128102 N 
07J!2/02 N 
07126/02 N 
08/09/02 N 
O,c,o 
0,00 
0.00 
000 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0,00 
90,00 
82.50 
93. 00 
80.00 
80.00 
70.50 
84 .00 
83,00 
102.00 
iOb.OO 
71 ,50 
J6 .00 
77 .00 
90.00 
38,50 
44 ,50 
8300 
68.00 
78.00 
83.00 
37 . SO 
400 
0.00 
52.50 
2 . SO 
51,50 
61.50 
7.00 
79 . SO 
GUO 
83.00 
99.50 
o.co 
o Gi) 
0,00 
0.00 
o 0:) 
0.00 
0.0:) 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
:' (-1"1 V.vIJ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
o .00 
000 
0.00 
0.00 
000 
0,00 
0.00 
0,00 
o 00 
0.00 
O.OC 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1900.00 
! b 2 ,00 
7740.00 
225,00 
1017)8 
1440.00 
707.50 
585.00 
320,00 
6160,00 
6016,92 
1500.00 
1480 .34 
2 S4 ,45 
117662 
1575,30 
18j8.87 
H~3,52 
1492 ,51 
119378 
1352,08 
1329,\1 
17b2,76 
184 S ,62 
8b6,32 
523,43 
1 \ 19.55 
lJ92.16 
559.78 
W.Ol 
1226.86 
995.39 
1134.10 
1226,86 
66149 
45~ ,]7 
48,<17 
65.0 
572 . SO 
]9.66 
623.49 
W.lb 
93.30 
[05959 
872.99 
1 L 58 .3 J 
1 H5 ,67 
1900.00 
ib2.00 
77~O<OO 
225.00 
1017.73 
1040.00 
707. SO 
sa 5 < 00 
320.00 
6160.00 
6016,92 
150000 
1484/,34 
254.45 
17/b,62 
1575 30 
18S8.87 
1492. S 1 
U 93,78 
1352,08 
iJ29.1l 
1762 76 
i Q' c: (1 
l.V'..)'VC 
866 32 
52] .13 
1392.16 
5S9.78 
b47 .01 
1226 86 
995.39 
1 34 .10 
1226.86 
W.49 
454 .37 
48,4/ 
65.D 
572 . SO 
J9,66 
623 99 
74 S. J 6 
9330 
1059,59 
1158. JJ 
1445.b7 
575.53 
Harr is Inc, 
I ----------------lnvoic~---------------
Humbe; Description 02t~ P07 Hours ts 
Pri::ceO: 7: 
To ta 1 
Ch3~ges 
09/26/:}2 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------
128 HOLBERT 
l2g HOLBERT 
128 HOL8ER-
128 HOLBERT 
129 FOHASI 
129 FOHASI 
129 r OHAS I 
79 FOMASI 
, SAErE 
JJO SAENZ 
1JO SAENZ 
130 SAENZ 
IJl STANLEY 
W HURLEY 
Hi HURLEY 
141 HURLEY 
1 ~: HURLEY 
rmlER 
_" 'i T,qCKETT 
1·1 TACKETT 
l~S (iURDOCK 
10 McCLURE 
\S7 ARCHER 
158 ROrlERO 
)8 ROMERO 
, ROliERO 
•. j NIENDOR" 
171 SJEVERS 
178 [HE SilK 
179 JtriKIHS 
IRE ALVAREZ TRUCKING 
:lR CLAY TRUCKING 
CU: Y TRUCKING 
IAT (LEN ATCHLEY 
i ... L\T rt r~i i,irul i:V 
A 13520 
!: [240:; 
A 1254~ 
A 12717 
A 12966 
A 12406 
A 12545 
A 12718 
Ii 12967 
A 12407 
A 12540 
A 12719 
A 12%8 
A 13521 
A 12411 
A 12549 
A 12722 
I~ 12970 
11 1241J 
A 12414 
A 12550 
A 12415 
Ii 13522 
A 12560 
P 125& 1 
A 12729 
A 12975 
A 12738 
A 12739 
A 12988 
A 12989 
3290891 
7H 
J29091 
3290911 
2J7963 
~J7 7 j 1'\ ') 
OQiZO!02 N 4 ,50 
06/28/02 N 91.00 
07/12/02 N 72,00 
07/26/02 H 93.00 
08/09/02 N 84.00 
06/28/02 N 79,50 
07/12/02 N 56,50 
07/26/02 N 80,00 
08/09/02 N 95,50 
06/28/02 N 79,50 
07/12/02 N 65,50 
07/26/02 H 79,50 
08/09/02 N 9J,50 
09/20/02 N 20,00 
06/29/02 N 53,50 
07/12/02 N 67,00 
07/26/02 N 75,00 
08/09/02 N 85,00 
06/28/02 N 14,50 
06/28/02 N 14,50 
07/12/02 H 10,00 
06/23/02 N 14 50 
09/20/02 N 10,50 
07/12/02 N 2J,00 
07/12/02 N 17,00 
07/26/02 N 79,00 
08/09/02 N 93,50 
0712b/02 N [8.00 
07126/02 N 35.00 
08/09/02 N J7.50 
08/09/02 N 9,00 
Subc~ntr3ct Total 3897,50 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0,08 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
° 0) 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
{l (In 
V,Vv 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
000 
0.00 
0.00 
o 00 
0.00 
000 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
000 
0.00 
000 
0.00 
0,00 
8067 
1280.27 
978.0 j 
Jl9.20 
1274 .09 
963.25 
68U8 
969. J 1 
1257,42 
963.25 
79],62 
1002.26 
1208.11 
408,12 
7 i7 ,88 
974 ,16 
1090,48 
1269, J 1 
UO. S5 
158.12 
109,06 
140,55 
176,71 
362.28 
164 .7 9 
796.96 
96U8 
174.47 
2% .85 
36349 
18417 
2JWb58 
80,67 
WO.2l 
978.0: 
13 \ 9 20 
1274 ,09 
963.25 
68LSB 
969.31 
1257.4 2 
963.25 
793,62 
1002.26 
1208.11 
40e .12 
77! ,88 
97416 
10904 8 
L269Jl 
11,0 SS 
158,12 
109.06 
140,55 
176 71 
Jii2.28 
16419 
796,96 
96648 
17U7 
296 .85 
363. < 9 
18417 
2244\527 
Categor! 2\0 
------------ -----------
Total -:~~;-~~ 23W6.S8 22W527 \ \ 
..................... Ie;· ·dT3T ....... ·ifffr4f 
2S-215-5;N FREMONT 
2S-2l5-S,H FREKONT 
25-215 5:H FREMONT 
2S-21S-S,N FREMONl 
1,-C,'U rprfil:fJT 
;,1 
CSIJI/02 Ii 
06/17/02 N 
06/17/02 N 
08/3\/02 N. 
(17/?U0? N 
0.00 
000 
oco 
000 
o 00 
000 
0,00 
o 00 
770.00 
9000.00 
223500 
Sl87.00 
8232 00 
77000 
900000 
22]5.00 
S~87.00 
8232 00 
"_,.. I 
_'.;, ,J 
H2fr;s rile. 
----------------Invoic2---------------
Deser ipt L'Jn U its 
Total 
C~ard8s 
TCt3 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~~~ FfSHER LOGGING 
F [SHER L DSG I Nt. 
'I 
-l}Xl-!DLLOW CONSTRlJCHON, INC 
V~~dor not on file 
Vendor nol on fi!e 
~~~ ~OF~HAN TRUCKING 
:F"ri~ HOFFMAN TRUCWIG 
-Kn KOFFMI1N TPUCK] NG 
.\:!) L & l~ 
'·JUEL 
SHE ,~ARSHYLL EGAN 
,SHE MARSHALL EGAN 
_TOO MELTDOWN ASPHALT MAINfENANCE 
RJM 
. R & R WELDiNG 
SAINSBARY TRUCKING 
he i TGrlKS TRlJCKiNG 
KST TONKS TRUCKING 
k~~R TERRY MARTINDALE 
IfP! UNITED PIPE ~ SUDPLY 
TPi Ij~!rTED P1PE & SUPPLY 
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Con1parison sheet regarding those employees of J o1111son 
and those whom Harris paid. Johnson's employees are not 
included as any of those identified by Harris. 
L.N. JOHNSON PAVING, INC. HARRIS, INC. HAJ{RJS, INC. 
2002 - 20051 Job Cost Ledger, Job Cost Journal, 
Financial Analysis2 LN Johnson3 I 
.. -
Ricardo Aguilera Aguilar Vicente Garcia 
Merlin Baird Archer Nicholas Schiess I 
Dan Barzee Clen Atchley Mike Sedgwick 
Kenneth Barzee Aguirre ~~ ;J~ 
If 
Darrin Bettis Berry 
Jamie Blake Chesak 
Marv Chrestman Van Cooper 
Mike Crestman Craig 
Larry Cowles Siepert Cushing 
Robert Shane Ellison Davis 
Larry D. Hansen Dixon I 
Rick Harkness Egan 
Gary Harley David Egan 
-, 
Chris Heberts6:n Marshall Egan 
Gaylin Howell . Fomasi 
Todd Howell Garcia 
Terry Jensen Hainline 
Andy Johnson Hathaway 
Blair McAlevy Holbert 
lExhibit "P" 
2Exhibit "M" 
3Exl1ibit "0" 
EMPLOYEE LIST -1 
r.mn;,C\vpp liSl- Harris listwpd 
~1ar1in McAlevy Robert Holbert .~ J !I Ke11.l1Y Mecham Hulet 
Rick Oden -~ Hurley I Dave Quinton Jenkins 
I ~iCk Quinton I Jones I 
1 Kelly Raush 
11 
Labra , 
Mary Rue Lenz 
Dick Smith Malarkey 
Kiley Smith Maynard 
Pete Staggie McClure 
Joshua Stewart Miller 
Jerry Thornock Manuel Morroquin 
Jared Williams Murdock 
Kelly Wyatt Niendorf 
Kurt Y orgensen Parker 
I 
II Patino 
I Perez 
I Frank Pinak 
~ Dave Price Roberts , 
I Robles 
.- Rodriguez 
i Romero 
Saenz 
Sessions 
Sievers 
EMPLOYEE LIST-2 
S:\ROGER\]ohnscnwayne.hanis:onstruction\Emp]oyee list - Hanis list.wpd 
I ~ Stanger I I I j~Sillcley I 
I Tackett 
I Uhi I 
I Voss I I \Vheeler 
I j i 'Wood I I , 
EMPLOYEE LIST-3 
S\ROGER\Johnsonwayne,harriscor;struct:or;\Employee list - Ha,,'is list.wpd 

Harris' doculnents clain1ed to be 
UChange Orders -- LN Johnson (North Fremont Project)" 
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CIL~,NGE ORDER 
t\lor.h F;'eiY',0·t~ hiQil SCf~OOI 
J~'-61 2.. 1300 ~, 
Asn:,on. I D 3 ::445 
TO Sl PJ':."CJ;--:TR;l~CTO[UV::XDOiZ: 
LN, John~OJ) PaVl,-;a Co 
1105 SE Bonneviilr; 
Idaho Fdl!!S. Idaho 8:>404 
Tho ContrJlct Is chanoe\:1 ~;::; foi!ov;\): 
Geo tr:ch fab~ic insta!!8tlo.l 
CHA~GC: ORDFR >n,:;0,3ER 
D-",Tc:: 
/· ... :zcrcTEC·;-S P.RO.lECl'NC': 
CO---lrRACT DATE 
7'17'2022 negoti8Ted price [P,efer>3(lce peo 0(;5 item OOi, An,cGnt 16,50000J 
07/30/2002 
05-15-02 
The Ch'\'r,er r13c.:')I%teo the Commetof to install eo-Tech fl'lbric Olief the nDJdv,ltlys -"lod porking lots for til!; proj®ct adter the 
sub-baSe is pr6pared 
Thi& irl'!O~v"'S L!&:ng oH,er equi pmenl and proCl3dures to iO&1011 i 2 in. Q( enGineered flil over trm f(lbric, It W(l,i>~\ilCled upon (ill 
the me·"tlng held on 1117i2002 that the OW1ier would furnish tlie meterial$ DGt the Contractor would place the Iflbl'ic alnd 
c:crnpif:le the inEtaiiallo:1 of the base mate,ie!$ 
Not yalid until Iliiqr.<l.+ct bV the Con~ractcr Il:nd Subcontractor 
The oriQ:nai (Contra"t Sum) (GU8ranteed Maximum Price) was." .... ,. 
r~et ch3nqe by PfeVIOU"ly lL:thorized Ch2r,qe Ord~rs 
the (Contract Sum) (Gu3rali!eed Maxirrum Price) pri(JrlG Hlis ChsnQG Order was ..... '. ,."" . 
111B (Contract Sum) (Guaranteed MtD'jrnUITI Pr!e-el will b6 (iflcI5a;;ed) 
(ur,Cili3nqedi by Ihi" Chi-lflQe Order In the 8'mount of . ,,,, ... , , 
The pew (Conlraci Surn) (Gu"r~nteced Maximum Price) inciudin(l this Chap(J6 D:de:f wiil be .. , .. 
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o $ 113,90024 
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215 - L. f~ J 
Char;e:: 
$ 22~,729.86 S 197,98~.74 
VVeS'eir: Stales $ 90.59 
S 2,2694 7 
Tiuckers $ 19 .(;0 
en 6320 lJ $ 125,31906 
Tota: 
Job ProgreSS To Date 
Tota! due 
OWed from Sprinkler Line Project 
Total due Foxhollow 
$ 348 892 
$ 24 35 
$ (1 02,596.57) 
:£ 1 23763 
$ (87 1 358.94) 
Ex:;srses 
Previous & Expenses Paid Oc;t 
Curren t T ru eking Invoices 
VJes!ern States 
Pro Rer:tai & Safes 
Truckers 
Invoice 
Total 
Job ress To Date 
Total due 
S 8,269.47 
owed from Sprinkler Line Project 
Total due Foxhoflow 
S 222,729.35 :5 197 
S 348,048.92 
$ 245,45235 
$(1 57) 
$ 15,237.63 
$ (87,358.94) 
74 
3/5/03 
215 - LN Johnson ,~Jternc~e 1 
ts & Expenses Paid Out 
Current 
Vves~ern St2tes 
pro Rental 6. Sales 
i:ucke,s (L6.~;1 La 
Fergusofl Tru 
Total costs to date 
iota I progr-ess (0 date 
Less Retaina;)e 
iotal due before expenses 
Less Tota! Costs comitted to date 
Total. due 
$ 9 
$ 
$ 
Offsetting owed from 
Total due Foxhollow 
Line Project 
10.33 
00 
~.c~ual cos~s 
266 82 
$ 335,031.09 
$ 289,20620 
$ 14,529.58 
$ 274,67662 
$ 335,031.09 
:£ (60,35447) 
1 23763 
$ (45,116.84) 
3/5/03 
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s 
$ 
Offsetting owed from S 
Total due Fo:<hollow 
ler Line Projeot 
;',c~ual Ccsts 
Paid 
82 
$ 14,39227 
$ 
$ 
280,399.09 
289,206.20 
14,529.58 
274,676.62 
280,39909 
$ (5,722,47) 
$ 15,23753 
-'------'--. 
$ 9,515.1 G 
~XQ6C"!ses 
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$ p u '7 I 
P3i,j Out 
S 213,540.75 S 1 795.63 
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TClt3! Expenses 
Job Progress To D21e 
Totai due 
Offsetung owed from 
Total due 
Line Project 
$ 34 1 ,900.3i 
$ 245,452.35 
$ (96,447.96) 
$ 15.237.63 
S (81,210.33) 
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ARTICLES OF L\'CORPOHA.TION 
OF 
FOXHOLLOW TRUCKING, ~NC. 
I, the undersigned natural person of the age of eighteen years 
or morc, acting as Incorporator of a corporatic):1 under the Idaho 
Business Corporation Act, adopt the following Articles of 
Incorporation for such Corporation. 
ARTICLE I. 
1.01. The name of the Corporation is FOXHOLLOW TRUCKING, INC. 
A.."R.TICLE II. 
2.01. The period of this Corporation's duration is perpetual. 
ARTICLE TIl. 
PURPOSSS 
3.01. The purposes for wbich the corporation is, u.rganizcdare 
to conduct any and all iawful businessAs for which co~po~ation8 may 
be organiz~d under the Idaho Business Corporation Act as from time 
to time authorized by its Board of Directors, including but not 
limited to: 
(a) 'I'o operate a tranBportation and t:rucking bo..:(siness. 
(b) efo enter into any IdWE',ll arrangeme::l.t for sharin'Gr~rotits/ : 
c:nion of interest, reciprocal associat ion or co6perative, 
associa;::.ion with any corporation, association, partnership'; 
individual, or othe:::- legal er::.tity for the carrying on 0: any 
business, or to enter into any gene:::-al or limited partnership for 
the carryinq on of any business; 
(c) To engage lTI such other business operations and 
investments as are deemed prudenti 
(d) To conduct business anywhere in the J~.L~if1~ic:fM- STRiE 
f!j!/27/ct1~i;1 09!1~9 
[;.1',: 221Gti ~1 j ~'j 00: 2Mm 
1 @ l~.OO "" 1/11l.ilS CDRP ~ i? 
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(e) To otherwise serve the convenience of the shareholders of 
the Corporation in carrying out a.na engagiLg in the above described 
p~rpose8 of the Corporation; 
In pursuit of these purposes, -chc Corpordtion w~ 11 ha ve all 
the powers granted to it by law, 
ARTICLE IV. 
CAPITAL STOCK 
1.0l. The aggregate number of shares which the CorporC1tion 
shall be authorized to J.ss'L1e 6hall be 50,000 shares. All sha.l'es 
issued by the Corporation 8hal1.be designated as "Common Stcc~" of 
the same class with a pa~ value of $1.00 per shate. 
ARTICLE V. 
PRE?ERENC::::,s ( LHUTATIONS! AN1L£.1lliLV8 RIGHTS 
The limitations and rela~ive rights in respecc to the sha~es 
are. asfolJ.ows: 
5.0l. 
lirnitatioDs 
Common Stock; The 
and relative r~3hts as 
CommOD Stock shall ha,ve 
hereinafter provided: 
(a:1 Issuance_ When payment for the consideration fo~' which 
::.he shares are to be issued shall have been received by the 
Corporation, such shares shall be deemed to be fully paid and the 
holder thereof shall not be liable for any call. Th'e ~hares will 
~hen be non-assessable. 
(b) Voting. The holders of the Comwon Shares, shaL. De 
entitled to elect the Board of Directors and shall otherwise have 
unlircited voting rig!lts. Voting shall be on a one (1) vote per 
share basis. 
;J,' I 
Tn Vat-log for cne elRction of direct,crs, cu,:m~laLivei,.;ot.ing i9~; 
penni t ted, and each shareholder may accumt:late his votes 'by. 91 vi~lSF~ 
one candidate as many votes as the cumbe:::- of such directors 
multlplied by the number of his shares shall equal, or by 
distributing such votes on the same priLciple among any number of 
sllch candidates. 
5,02, Di v idends. The :ce~o::'J holde;::'", of Lhe Comm::m Share':i 
sha:::'l s}-mre equally in ::ill dividend::; declared by the Board of 
DireC'_oLs; pr:'o\ricJ.ecJ. alv,tays, Ult! Board o.c Direclo.cs [[lay elect iIi iLB 
discretion nct to declare dividends. Dividends will not 
accumulate. The record of shareholders ent:.itled to receive a 
div~dE;"d w1.l1 bE; t2kp:1l 2t thp, r.l.oRe of bllsiness or. fv1.2Y'ch J~, ,Jllne 
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3D, September 30 and December 31 (or II such date is not a business 
day, on the last prior business day) . 
ARTICLE V:. 
6.01. The post office address of ":'LS lLitial registered 
office is 4766 East 7S North, Rigby, Idaho 83442, and the name of 
ics initial registered agent at such address is Demian Egan. 
DIRECTORS 
7.01. Number. The number .of Directors of this Corporation 
not less than one (1) nor more ~hannine (9), as fixed from time to 
time by the Bvl2tws of the Corporu.tion. The number of Directors 
constituting ihe present Board-of Directors of the Corporation is 
one (l > and the name and address of the person vlho is to serve as 
Direceor until the next Shareholder meeting is: 
Demian Ega:: 
4766 East 75 North 
Rigby, Idaho 83442 
'/ .02. Quai ification and Election of Di rectors. Directors 
need not .De shareholders. Directors shall be elected at the annual 
meet~ng of the s~are~olders and shall hold office ~or a period of 
one (1) year, or until their s~ccessors have been duly elected ond 
quaL.fied, Any Directors may hold any other offi'cein the 
Co:cp8I"a,::.ion. Should a vacancy occur [or any reason" i"ncluding an 
l.ncrease in the number cf members, the rer;laining Directors may 
appoint a mernber to hold office during the '.mexpired term, prov:"ded 
that if ehe remaining Directors cannot agree upon a successor to 
fill the vacancy within thirty (30) days, they shall c~ll ~ sp~c:aL 
meeting of the shareholders ard the latter shall eleee. such i 
Director '. ;' / ' j, 
7.03. Conflicts of Interest. No contract or other 
transacticn between this Corporation ar:d one or Dare of its 
Directors or any other corporation, firm, association or entity in 
which one or more of its Directors are directors or officers or are 
finu.nci~lly intereoted, shall be either void or voidable because of 
such relationship or interest, or because such Director or 
Directors are present at the meeting of the Board of Directors, or 
a committee thereof which authorizes, approves, or ratifies such 
contract or transaction, or because his ;; their vuLes are cuunLed 
for such purpose if: (a) the fact of such relationship or 
iY"'_terest is disclosed or kno1;;::1 to L'1e Board ot 0irectors or 
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committee wnlen authorizes, approves, or ratifies the contract or 
transaction bv votE or consent sufficien~ for the purpose without 
cOl:nting the votes or consent of such interested D(:r-Ac-tor; (b) the 
ract of such relat.2.onship or interest is disclosed or known to the 
shareholders entitled ~o vote and they authorize, approve or ratify 
such contract or transaction by vote or written consent; or (c) the 
contractor transaction is fair and reasonable to the Corporation. 
Common or interested Directors may be counted in determining the 
presence of a quorur:! a: a meeting of the 20ard of D':rectors or 
commit tee thereof which authorizes, a't)proves or ra::.ifies s'J.ch 
contract or transaction. 
7.04. Removal of D1 rectoTS. Any Director :nay be rer.,ovpd ;:yom 
office by a majority of the other Directors, but only £or cause. 
Additionally, the Shareholders may remove any Director from office 
by majority vote with or without cause. If any Director sh~ll be 
removed from office pursuant to a Shareholders' vote as p:r:ovided in 
t~1is A-rt j c1 e VIT / the Shareholders of the Corporation may, at the 
meeting at which th~s removal is effected, elect suCh Director's 
successor. If the sharehOlders ~ail to elect successor Directors 
at such meeting or in the event a Direc:cr is removed by vote of 
the Directcn;;, the remaining Directors, though less than a quor: .. un, 
may fill such vacancy. 
.lLJ\TICLE VIII. 
Q?FICERS 
8.01 -: The officers of the Corpo:::::-ation may consist of a 
Chairman of the Board, a 2resident; ooe or mere vice Presidents. a 
Secretary and a Treasurer, as determined by the Board'of\Direccors. 
One pe:::soD. may hold more than one office as o£'ficer' of the 
Corporation when approved by the Co:::poration's Board·ot Directors. 
Each officer shall be elected by a majority vot:e oithe Board of 
D~rec~ors at a meeting duly held and constituted. 
A.E1.TICLE IX. 
) .,-
I ' 
INCORPCRATOR 
9.01. The name cf c:.he I:1ccrpora::::or and :li8 pl21ce ()f res.:.ue[Jce 
is as follows: 
Demian Egan 
4766 East 75 Nort~ 
Rigby. Idaho 83~42 
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Ai\TICL:r:: x. 
?RTNCIPlU..J PL:}.CS OF ..EJ,JSINES""s; 
10.01. The principal place ot business of this Corporaeion 
s~all be at 4766 East 75 North, Riaby, Idaho 03442. ~he business 
0f tr"is Corporation may be carried~ on in a::'';' cOUl-.ties of the Scal.1?:. 
of Tdd~no, in all states of the United States, a::td iT:. all 
territories thereof, and in all ~oreign countr~es as the Directors 
shall de':errni:ne. 
JLR.TICLS XI. 
SHAREHOLDER'S MEETING 
11.0l. Annua; MeetinO'. The annual neeting of the 
Shareholders shall be held at such place and timr:: as are prescribed 
in the Bylaws of the Corporation,and notice of such meeting and of 
any special meeting of the shareholders shall be 9i ven in the 
manner and for the time provided in the CorporC1.cion 1 s Bylaws. 
11.02. Procedure at Tv!eeti~. At all T:1eetinqs of the 
shareholders, a majority of the outstanding capital stock of said 
Corporation shall const,itute a quorum, and each share of. s::ock 
shall be'entitled to one (1) vo~e, either in person or by proxy. 
Should a. majority noL be. represented at any regula:::- or special 
shareholders' meeting, adjournments may be taken from time to time 
without further notice until a Guffici."nt number of shares are 
represen~ed to hold such a meeting; 
I \. 
PEE PYIPTIVE RIGHTS 
12.01. Bacl:"" holder of any of Lne shares of: the c(1:pital stock: 
of t.he Corporation shall be entitled to 0. pre-cmpt.ivc 'ri$h::. to 
purd:ase or subscribe tor any unissuec. stock to be issuedqyreason, 
of a::ty increase of the aut~lorized capital. slaCK of Lhe Cor~oratior::./; 
or hl:1ds, certificateS cf inciebtedness, debentures,' or othe,r. 
securities convertible into GtocK of t~'1e Cor'OorCltior:, or Dc-nds, 
certificates or indebtedness, deDent'...l.c:-es o~· other secuL1Lies 
convertible into stock of the Corporation, or carrying any rights 
to purchase stock of any c:ass, whether said unissued s~ock shall 
be issued for cash, property! or any other lawful consideration, 
and, without limitation of the foregoing, shall have such a pre-
emptive right with respect to shares or other securities cffered 
for sale .if they (a) are issc:ea or optionee by the boa~-d of 
directors to effect a merger or consolidation or for a 
consideration o~her thar::. cash, or (b) are shares or o~~er 
securi::::ies L1:.e.celo[ore reacquired by the Corporation after having 
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bee~ duly issued. Provided, however, there shall be no pre-emptive 
right in any shareholder with respect to (3) qualified stock 
options as defined in the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended, or other incentive stock options granted to officers 
and/or employees or the Corporation and s!1ares 0: cap::' t2,1 stock 
issued pursuant to such opti.ons, provided that suCbSt...UCK uptiu:w 
or tb:: plan pursuant to which ~,he sLack oplior. v!2's iss'J.eci was 
approved by a majority of the shareholders of the Corporation, 
Pu'ZTICLE XI I I. 
','lillILITY OF SP.A.R.EHOLOERS 
13.01. The private property of thc shareholders sha:l not be 
liable for corporate obligations. 
Jl.RTICLE XIV. 
BYLAHS 
14.01. The Board of Directors or Shareholders by majority 
vote shall adopt and may from time to time amend, repeal or restate 
the Bylaws for the Corpora~ion eonsistentwith ~he Corporacion's 
Articles of Incorporation. 
R2STRICTIONS ON TRA..N'SFER OF SW\RES 
J_5.01. The Common Stock, mentioned above, 8l::al;~bJ subject to 
restrictions of transfer and alienation according to. the rules now 
in ef::ect aLd promulgated by the Idaho Seeuri :.ies oi vision ar.d the 
Securities Act of 1333 as well as any amendments to either that may 
be subsequently adopted, All certificates of stock,represen:.ing 
shares In the Corporation shall be marked with the fol,:'cwing 
legend: 
/ -; 
,. 
THE SHA..'<.ES RE?RESENTEO HEREBY HAVE ~EITHER BEEN REGIS"::'ER-
:;;::0 u"NDER THE FEDERAL SECURITIES p.CT OF IS33 NOR m~DER '::'HE 
LAVIS OF A...i\jY STATE Al"IJD ARE SUBJECT TO LIMIT.ZI,TIONS ON 
~ESALE. THESE SECURI?IES HAVE BEEN ACQUIRED FOR INVEST-
MENT PURPOSES ONLY P..t.TD. IvtA.Y NOT BE SOLD OR TRANSFEN.RJ:;D iN 
THE ABSENCE or JlJ.\) EFFECTIVE REGISTRATION STATEr'-1ENT FOR 
THE SF3\RES OR THE OPINION or APPROVED COtJ"NSEL PRESENTED 
TO THE CORPORATION PRIOR TO TH3 PRO.?OSED T~..l~S?ER OR 
ALIENATION TKA.T R2GISTRATION IS NOT REQUIRED UNDSR THE 
ACT ANTI IS ALSO NOT REQUIRED BY THE IDJlJ{O SECURITIES 
:JIVISION. 
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A?3ICLE XVI. 
16.01. The Board of Directors sha~~ have ~he power to create 
a fU::1d tor the pexchase of tr"e Corporat ion 1 s s tack by ::he 
Corporation. Jl..ny such shares so p'J.rchased shall be deemed to be 
authorized but uIlissued stock dnd Enall be sublect to pr2 pmpr:.jve 
rights, if dny, of the remaining shareholders . 
. iill.TICL2 XVII. 
l>oMSNDMENT 
17.01. These Articles may be amended by the affirmative vote 
of a majority of the RhAyeS outstanding at a meeti~g callBd for 
thaI. P\}ypOSP '.JpOD giving of not more than thirty (30) days nor less 
than ten (10) davD Dotice to <:<11 such shareholders of record i 
provided, however; that such a meeting may be called without notice 
when lloli..ce :'8 wa:' ved in 'tlriting by all shareholder.soE the 
Corporation. 
P_';.(TICLE XVII I, 
NOTICES 
1.8.01. A..TlY notices and time limitations to shareholders. 
dire~cors or officers under these Articles of Incorporation or as 
required by the laws of the State of Idaho may be waived by such 
shareholder, director or officer in writing. 
IN WITN::::SS l'i:.iSREOF, the I:1corporator bas hereunt_o,set his hand 
this I! day of January, 2000. 
[oxholl0~;.~rt;[:f:~=r 
h-U;;UL 
Incorporator 
J ." I ' 
, 
, .. 
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ARTICLES dF Af,~ENDMENT:" II 
(Gener~1 Bu~jness) II 
To the Secretary of State of the State of IJaho [j 1 J;:a 3 r -, II i 
Pursuant to TiUe 30, Chapter 1, JdahOiCode, tile undersigned Jilf [j: 44 /1 
corporation a:nends its articles of inCOrOratiO\"i as fallows: ~ '- ~ ), ~'" ~, 
,l-1lt OFjn.;' 'Ir:.- I 
1. The name of the corporation is: FQXHOLLO\q,l TR eKING! INC, Llrll10 111 
I -1 ~l' 
~Il 2, The t<;,<1 of ",ach amendment is as follovV's: see at cachad 
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3, The date of adoption of the amendment(s) w3s:.......;.J'-!.A::u,Bi;'l-OGL!.IA::u,R"'-v"-t>,;.., .:.:.Q..L1-i..r~2~O,-"O,-!1 ___ ..:.-__ -,--____ -, II 
4. Mannec of adoption (check one i' I . I 
n The amendment consists exclusively of matters \~liCh do ,not require shareholder action pursuant to II', 
section 30-1- i 002, Idaho Code, and was, thereforF, adopted by the board of directors, 
I 
o None of the corporation's shares Jiave been issue6 and \'I8S, therefore. adopted by the ~I' 
o incorporator 0 board of directors, I" 
W Tho cumbee ,f SD,"S, outstandIng ano en <flied ;0 fote we; 1 OC:-O~, ------------ II 
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ARTfCLE 1. 
The IlJ:l.Jne of the Corporation is: 
FOXrrOLLOW CONSTRL'CTION AND TRUCKfNG, iNC. 
ARTICLE IIL 
PtJRP()SES 
(aY To operate a transportation, tI1jcking, and co!!'!.stxllcthH~ business. 
! 
" 
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ARTlCLE v., 
PREFERENCES, UMlT A TlONS, AND RELATIVE RIGHTS 
(b) Voting. The holders of the Co*m1011 Shares shall be entttled to elect the 
Board of Directors and shaH otherwise have u'olimited voting rig..ryts. Voting sh.all be on n 
one (1) vote per share basis 
[n voting tor the election or directors, cumulatIve voting is rwt permitted, and each 
shareholder may not accumulate his votes by ~villg one cartdidate as many votc:s as the 
number of such directDrs mu.ltiplied by the number of his shares shall equal, or by 
distributing such votes on Lhe &llDt principLe among ally nurnber of such calldidates. 
ARTICLE XlI 
PRE-EIvfPTTVJ:; RIGHTS 
Each holder of any of the shares of the pltpital stock of the corporation shalf be 
entitled to a pre-empri ve right to purchase or s~bscrib0 for any unissued stock to be 
issued by reason of any increase of the authorized capi tal stock of the Corpt1ratlon, or 
bond:s.. ~rtificates of jndebtedn6S~ debenturtes, or other securities conve:rt~ble io.to 
stock of tbe Corporation, or carrying any rigHts to purchase stock of any cJass, whether 
said unissued stock slliiJ! be issued [or cash, pr&perty, or any olhn lawful consiueraLiun, 
i 
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and, vtithout limitation of the foreguing, sbaH ha.ve sue!i a pre-emptive right with respect 
to shares or other securities offered for sale if they (a) are issued or optioned by the board 
of directors to effcct a merger or consolidation or for a consideration other than cash, or 
(b) a.re shares or other securities theretofof'c reacquired by the Corporation after having 
been duly issued. Provided, howf;;ver, there shaH be no p[{;;-emptivc right in any 
shareholder with respect to (a) qualified stock oplion~ as defined if! the latemal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended, or other incentive stock options granted to officers ol1d/or 
employees oftIle Corporation and shares ofcapita.!stock issued pursuant to sl1ch options, 
provilled that such stock options or the plan pursuant to which the stockoptic.n was 
issued was approved by amaj{)rity of the shareholders of the Corporation. 
NOTE: The amendment to ARTICLE XII was to eliminate adup1icate plJTase only. 
All changes have be presented ill bold type. 
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